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SUN.,  JAN. 21,  1996

Since life is what happens while you give everything you have to meeting obligations and responsibility and
make other plans, we too are stuck in the bog of that which comes to impact our lives.  Then, when the
graduation testing comes along, one is always appalled at how well or how badly you experienced your
lessons and how well or how badly you learned those lessons.  We all, as professors, have passers and
flunkers and occasionally an outstanding student or two who hold truth and also experience life in its
myriads of complications and complexities.

Anyone, however, who experiences by gathering with deceivers and works diligently in unlawful and
unethical manners has automatically “flunked”.  The consequences of that failure to move toward the
lighted paths of right-ness shall only bog you more deeply into the traps of the leaders of the wrongful in
your attempt to destroy another.  The destruction and ruination brought upon self is rarely given sympathy.

Yes indeed, we know of many who fit into this category this very day and we shall devote a full journal to
the matter so that all can learn and see.  This, however, is not the journal.

SPIRITUAL  TRUTH  HAS  LITTLE  TO  DO  WITH
CHURCHES,  BIBLES  AND  RELIGION

“Of all the tyrannies that affect mankind, tyranny in religion is the worst; every
other species of tyranny is limited to the world we live in; but this attempts to
stride beyond the grave, and seeks to pursue us into eternity.”

Thomas Paine, 1737—1809
Thomas Paine is THE man unto which I offer my bended knee for striving without rest to bring America
into enlightenment and to offer you a true REPUBLIC.  Since I haven’t space to adequately eulogize and
honor this man, then perhaps since we have been writing on “Church Order” we might share his singular
recognition as offered in his AGE OF REASON.

Let us please just share his own thoughts as put to print for it is LONG PAST time that you see it and think
upon the wisdom offered.

[QUOTING:]

THE  AGE  OF  REASON
by Thomas Paine

It has been my intention, for several years past, to publish my thoughts upon Religion.  I am well aware
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of the difficulties that attend the subject; and from that consideration, had reserved it to a more advanced
period of life.  I intended it to be the last offering I should make to my fellow-citizens of all nations; and that
at a time when the purity of the motive that induced me to it could not admit of a question, even by those
who might disapprove the work.

The circumstance that has now taken place in France of the total abolition of the whole national order
of priesthood, and of everything appertaining to compulsive systems of religion, and compulsive articles of
faith, has not only precipitated my intention, but rendered a work of this kind exceedingly necessary; lest,
in the general wreck of superstition, of false systems of government and false theology, we lose sight of
morality, of humanity and of the theology that is true.

As several of my colleagues, and others of my fellow-citizens of France, have given me the example
of making their voluntary and individual profession of faith, I also will make mine; and I do this with all
that sincerity and frankness with which the mind of man communicates with itself.

I believe in one God, and no more; and I hope for happiness beyond this life.

I believe in the equality of man, and I believe that religious duties consist in doing justice, loving mercy,
and endeavoring to make our fellow creatures happy.

But, lest it should be supposed that I believe many other things in addition to these, I shall, in the
progress of this work, declare the things I do not believe, and my reasons for not believing them.

I do not believe in the creed professed by the Jewish Church, by the Roman Church, by the Greek
Church, by the Turkish Church, by the Protestant Church, nor by any church that I know of.  My own
mind is my own church.

All national institutions of churches—whether Jewish, Christian or Turkish—appear to me no other
than human inventions, set up to terrify and enslave mankind, and monopolize power and profit.

I do not mean to condemn those who believe otherwise.  They have the same right to their belief as I
have to mine.  But it is necessary to the happiness of man that he be mentally faithful to himself.  Infidelity
does not consist in believing, or in disbelieving; it consists in professing to believe what he does not believe.

It is impossible to calculate the moral mischief, if I may so express it, that mental lying has produced in
society.  When a man has so far corrupted and prostituted the chastity of his mind as to subscribe his
professional belief to things he does not believe, he has prepared himself for the commission of every other
crime.  He takes up the trade of a priest for the sake of gain, and in order to qualify himself for that trade,
he begins with a  perjury.  Can we conceive any thing more destructive to morality than this?

Soon after I had published the pamphlet Common Sense, in America, I saw the exceeding probability
that a revolution in the system of government would be followed by a revolution in the system of religion.
The adulterous connection of church and state—has so effectually prohibited by pains and penalties every
discussion upon established creeds, and upon first principles of religion, that until the system of government
should be changed, those subjects could not be brought fairly and openly before the world, but that
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whenever this should be done, a revolution in the system of religion would follow.  Human inventions and
priestcraft would be detected, and man would return to the pure, unmixed and unadulterated belief of one
God, and no more.

Every national church or religion has established itself by pretending some special mission from God,
communicated to certain individuals.  The Jews have their Moses; the Christians their Jesus Christ, their
apostles and saints; and the Turks their Mahomet—as if the way to God was not open to every man alike.

Each of those churches show certain books, which they call revelation, or the word of God.  The Jews
say that their word of God was given by God to Moses, face to face; the Christians say that their word of
God came by divine inspiration; and the Turks say that their Word of God (the Koran) was brought by an
angel from heaven.  Each of those churches accuses the other of unbelief; and for my own part, I disbelieve
them all.

As it is necessary to affix right ideas to words, I will, before I proceed further into the subject, offer
some observations on the word revelation.  Revelation, when applied to religion, means something com-
municated immediately from God to man.

No one will deny or dispute the power of the Almighty to make such a communication, if He pleases.
But admitting, for the sake of a case, that something has been revealed to a certain person, and not
revealed to any other person, it is revelation to that person only.  When he tells it to a second person, a
second to a third, a third to a fourth, and so on, it ceases to be a revelation to all those persons.  It is
revelation to the first person only, and hearsay to every other, and consequently they are not
obliged to believe it.

It is a contradiction in terms and ideas, to call anything a revelation that comes to us at second-hand,
either verbally or in writing.  Revelation is necessarily limited to the first communication—after this it is only
an account of something which that person says was a revelation made to him; and though he may find
himself obliged to believe it, it cannot be incumbent on me to believe it in the same manner, for it was not
a revelation made to me, and I have only his word for it that it was made to him.

When Moses told the children of Israel that he received the two tablets of the commandments from the
hand of God, they were not obliged to believe him, because they had no other authority for it than his telling
them so; and I have no other authority for it than some historian telling me so.  The commandments carry
no internal precepts, such as any man qualified to be a lawgiver, or a legislator, could produce himself,
without having recourse to supernatural intervention.

When I am told that the Koran was written in heaven and brought to Mahomet by an angel, this comes
too near the same kind of hearsay evidence and second-hand authority as the former.  I did not see the
angel myself and, therefore, I have a right not to believe it.

When also I am told that a woman called the Virgin Mary, said, or gave out, that she was with child
without any cohabitation with a man, and that her betrothed husband, Joseph, said that an angel told him
so, I have a right to believe them or not; such a circumstance required a much stronger evidence than their
bare word for it; but we have not even this—for neither Joseph nor Mary wrote any such matter them-
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selves; it is only reported by others that they said so.  It is hearsay upon hearsay, and I do not choose to
rest my belief upon such evidence.

It is curious to observe how the theory of what is called the Christian Church sprung out of the tail of
the heathen mythology.  A direct incorporation took place in the first instance, by making the reputed
founder to be celestially begotten.  The trinity of gods that then followed was no other than a reduction of
the former plurality, which was about twenty or thirty thousand—the statue of Mary succeeded the statue
of Diana of Ephesus.  The deification of heroes changed into the canonization of saints.  The mythologists
had gods for everything; the Christian mythologists had saints for everything, the Church became as crowded
with the one as the Pantheon had been with the other, and Rome was the place of both.  The Christian
theory is little else than the idolatry of the ancient mythologists, accommodated to the purposes of power
and revenue; and it yet remains to reason and philosophy to abolish the amphibious fraud.

Nothing that is here said can apply, even with the most distant disrespect, to the real character of Jesus
Christ.  He was a virtuous and an amiable man.  The morality that he preached and practised was of the
most benevolent kind; and though similar systems of morality had been preached by Confucius, and by
some of the Greek philosophers, many years before; by the Quakers since; and by many good men in all
ages, it has not been exceeded by any.

Jesus Christ wrote no account of himself, of his birth, parentage, or anything else.  Not a line of what
is called the New Testament is of his writing.  The history of him is altogether the work of other people;
and as to the account given of his resurrection and ascension, it was the necessary counterpart to the story
of his birth.  His historians, having brought him into the world in a supernatural manner, were obliged to
take him out again in the same manner, or the first part of the story must have fallen to the ground.

The resurrection and ascension, supposing them to have taken place, admitted of public and ocular
demonstration, like that of the ascension of a balloon, or the sun at noon-day, to all Jerusalem at least.  A
thing which everybody is required to believe, requires that the proof and evidence of it should be equal to
all, and universal; and as the public visibility of this last related act was the only evidence that could give
sanction to the former part, the whole of it falls to the ground, because that evidence never was given.
Instead of this, a small number of persons, not more than eight or nine, are introduced as proxies for the
whole world to say they saw it, and all the rest of the world are called upon to believe it.  But it appears that
Thomas did not believe the resurrection, and, as they say, would not believe without having ocular and
manual demonstration himself.  So neither will I, and the reason is equally as good for me, and for every
other person, as for Thomas.

The best surviving evidence we now have respecting this affair is the Jews.  They are regularly de-
scended from the people who lived in the times this resurrection and ascension is said to have happened,
and they say, it is not true.  It has long appeared to me a strange inconsistency to cite the Jews as a proof
of the truth of the story.  It is just the same as if a man were to say, I will prove the truth of what I have told
you by producing the people who say it is false.

That such a person as Jesus Christ existed, and that he was crucified—which was the mode of execu-
tion at that day—are historical relations strictly within the limits of probability.  He preached most excellent
morality, and the equality of man; but he preached also against the corruptions and avarice of the Jewish
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priests, and this brought upon him the hatred and vengeance of the whole order of priesthood.  The
accusation which those priests brought against him was that of sedition and conspiracy against the Roman
government, to which the Jews were then subject and tributary; and it is not improbable that the Roman
government might have some secret apprehensions of the effects of his doctrine, as well as the Jewish
priests.  Between the two, this virtuous reformer and revolutionist lost his life.

But if objects for gratitude and admiration are our desire, do they not present themselves every hour to
our eyes?  Do we not see a fair creation prepared to receive us the instant we are born—a world furnished
to our hands, that cost us nothing?  Is it we that light up the sun, that pour down the rain, and fill the earth
with abundance?  Whether we sleep or wake, the vast machinery of the universe still goes on.

I know that this bold investigation will alarm many, but it would be paying too great a compliment to
their credulity to forbear it upon that account; the times and the subject demand it to be done.  The
suspicion that the theory of what is called the Christian Church is fabulous is becoming very extensive in all
countries; and it will be a consolation to men staggering under that suspicion, and doubting what to believe
and what to disbelieve, to see the object freely investigated.

When the Church mythologists established their system, they collected all the writings they could find
and managed them as they pleased.  It is a matter altogther of uncertainty to us whether such of the writings
as now appear under the name of the Old and New Testaments are in the same state in which those
collectors say they found them, or whether they added, altered, abridged or dressed them up.

Be this as it may, they decided by vote which of the books out of the collection they have made should
be the Word of God, and which should not.  They rejected several; they voted others to be doubtful such
as the books called the Apocrypha; and those books which had a majority of votes were voted to be the
Word of God.  Had they voted otherwise, all the people, since calling themselves Christians, had believed
otherwise—for the belief of the one comes from the vote of the other.  Who the people were that did all
this, we know nothing of; they called themselves by the general name of the Church, and this is all we know
of the matter.

When Samson ran off with the gate-posts of Gaza, if he ever did so (and whether he did or not is
nothing to us), or when he visited his Delilah, or caught his foxes, or did anything else, what has revelation
to do with these things?  If they were facts, he could tell them himself, or his secretary, if he kept one, could
write them, if they were worth either telling or writing; and if they were fictions, revelation could not make
them true; and whether true or not, we are neither the better nor the wiser for knowing them.  When we
contemplate the immensity of that Being who directs and governs the incomprehensible WHOLE,
of which the utmost ken of human sight can discover but a part, we ought to feel shame at
calling such paltry stories the Word of God.

Thomas Paine, political writer, statesman and author of Common Sense, the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, Rights of Man and The Age of Reason.

To My
FELLOW-CITIZENS

of the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
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I put the following (above) work under your protection.  It contains my opinions upon Religion.  You
will do me the justice to remember that I have always strenuously supported the Right of every Man to his
own opinion, however different that opinion might be to mine.  He who denies to another this right, makes
a slave of himself to his present opinion, because he precludes himself the right of changing it.

The most formidable weapon against errors of every kind is Reason.  I have never used any other, and
I trust I never shall.

Your affectionate friend and fellow-citizen.

Thomas Paine

Luxembourg, 8th Pluviose,
Second Year of the French Republic, one and indivisible.
January 27, O.S. 1794.

[END OF QUOTING]

I had wanted to allow this writing of today to have fallen on the 27th day of January so that you can see that
some anniversaries have merit, however, it would, seemingly, interfere with the orderly flow of journals and
we must not, it appears, allow the orderly flow of journals to disrupt the computerization of page numbers
and labels.  What I have done, however, will save Dharma a writing for I will insist that it be presented
AGAIN on that date a week from now.  This is, however, the only edition of what was once called the
Liberator and now CONTACT to carry this “REASON” timely.

As we struggle here to protect our own people from the brand of cult and other grouping names we are
continually bashed about by those who actually come our way and claim to be “one of us”, whatever that
could mean, for if you are anything at all you would realize right off that we claim nothing save truth in
presentation.

There is only ONE GOD-CREATOR and yet there are unlimited CREATIONS and it has come to be that
you now are dying in a time of chaos and irrational thoughts and actions.

You have most definitely reached the THE AGE OF CHAOTIC NON-REASON AND FOOLISHNESS
as might be offered by Thomasin Painfulness.  So be it and when the 2"x4" of reason strikes thee across
the brow, may it not be too late for your journey’s perfection.

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
January 21, 1996
Year 9, Day 158
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WED.,  JAN. 24,  1996

CONNECTIONS

“Why can’t you just stick to a subject and finish at least one topic before confusing us with another...” is the
cry from the trenches where you-the-readers reside.  Well, when you give me ten secretaries who don’t
have to fight just to stay alive, perhaps we can “finish” something.  We only have intent, however, to open
your curiosity, share the major topics to allow YOU to go and research the remainder.  Dharma doesn’t
need more lessons on such as the Golden Crescent heroin connection—she can’t scrape the lawyers and
attorneys off her back NOW.

For instance, the original order [sequence] and agreements which were TRIED to be acquired was first the
death of Dharma and THEN the death of Barbara Jordan.  Since Barbara Jordan is NOW DEAD, do you
see the picture?  And on a daily basis let me share that Dharma and E.J. are now in the process of receiving
an eviction notice for lack of rent payment—because the lawyers seized their bank account and social
security checks.

WE ARE DOING ALL WE CAN AS QUICKLY AS WE CAN AND SINCE THERE IS NO ONE TO
SOLVE THESE OTHER PROBLEMS; WE HAVE TO MEET THE OPPOSITION ARMY HEAD-
ON, WHEREVER THEY STRIKE.  SINCE THERE ARE NOW SOME 165 JOURNALS OUR HOPE
IS THAT IF WE SLACK OFF A DAY FOR ATTENDING THE FIRES HERE, THAT YOU WILL
CATCH UP A BIT ON WHAT WE HAVE ALREADY BROUGHT AND POSSIBLY YOU WON’T
FEEL SO THWARTED IN THE “NEXT CHAPTER” OF SOMETHING OR OTHER.  DHARMA IS
2 BILLION, 600 MILLION, 364 THOUSAND, 274 HUNDRED, AND 64-1/2 YEARS OLD, (give
or take a few million years) TIRED, AND SICK OF THIS GAME.  I PETITION FOR PATIENCE,
PLEASE.

I will set aside the “church” for a morning and write on the drug trade but I have to warn you in advance
that it is all in the same category for this is from whence stems the Holy Jihads (holy wars).
Nothing is for God, good friends; all is for the insane gathering of physical stuff through outright
evil and greed.  You cannot separate religion from anything else on your globe for in every
instance the final threat and control is always RELIGION.  THIS IS NOT SPIRITUAL TRUTH—
THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT I SAID—RELIGIOUS!! POWER!

For openers let us consider all the writings we have already done on the Golden Triangle CIA U.S.
Government drug trade in Asia and then realize we must turn next to Afghanistan.  Let me also remind you
that one of the high-rollers in the Golden Triangle got shifted to Afghanistan when the Gulf War got under
way so it is all tied in together.  That man was Armitage who also at the same time got a PROMOTION in
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government status.  With this in mind I will offer you some information coming right through in the press—
of course don’t expect it to be written up in the Los Angeles Times on any given Friday morning.

So, from The New Federalist, Jan. 8, 1996 comes exactly what we need for good background and
status, from a couple of our readers, and we greatly appreciate your sharing.

Since you also have access to these things I don’t know how much time we can devote to this topic but
we’ll just move along until we have to change.  There will be some good authors who will eventually blow
the whistle and won’t be “plants” so that you can “catch up”.  A lot of information on almost all “defraud-
ing” subjects can be obtained from Rodney Stich’s books, especially Defrauding America.

We have already written on this subject in great length some three or more years ago but for new readers
please allow us repetition.  It is hard to remember all these things from prior journals or papers so we can
afford to be reminded of such important material and players.

[QUOTING:]

THE  GOLDEN  CRESCENT
HEROIN  CONNECTION

by Jeffrey Steinberg

On May 27, 1986 [H: A decade ago!], a Soviet cargo ship, the Kapitan Tomson, was busted by
Dutch authorities in Rotterdam with 220 kilos of pure heroin aboard.  At the time, it was the largest heroin
seizure in European history.  The container with the heroin originated in Kabul, where the drug was hidden
among 30 tons of raisins.  The shipment was trucked overland across the Soviet Union, and placed on the
ship at either Leningrad or Riga.  For the first time, western security services had hard proof that the Soviet
occupation forces in Afghanistan were directly involved in the dope trade.

And the Soviets weren’t alone in the trade either.  In the late 1970s, as the United States was first
becoming involved in the covert support for the Afghan mujahideen, Dr. David Musto, a member of the
Carter administration’s drug advisory board, issued a prescient warning that the United States was moving
“into Afghanistan to support the opium growers in their rebellion against the Soviets.  Shouldn’t we try,” Dr.
Musto asked, “to avoid what we had done in Laos?”

The Laos parallel was precise.  Back in the 1960s and ’70s, the CIA had conducted a secret war in
Laos, which was predominantly funded by the sale of opium.  The CIA’s private airline, Air America,
became notorious for its dope shuttle flights in and out of Southeast Asia’s “Golden Triangle” opium region.
The CIA station chief in Laos, Theodore G. Shackley, would later emerge as a key behind-the-scenes
player in the Reagan-Bush-era secret wars.

Dr. Musto was not alone in his fears.  Already in December 1979, the Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion (DEA) called an emergency behind-closed-doors meeting at New York’s JFK Airport to come up
with a plan for dealing with the flood of South Asian heroin about to hit the eastern seaboard of the United
States.
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A  RIVAL  TO  THE  GOLDEN  TRIANGLE

Over the next decade, the Golden Crescent region, encompassing the mountain valleys of Iran, Af-
ghanistan, and Pakistan, emerged as one of the world’s two biggest sources of opium, for several years
even surpassing the contiguous Golden Triangle.  While some of the opium-producing areas of Afghanistan
were unquestionably under the control of the Red Army, the majority of poppy fields were in areas such as
the Helmand Valley in southern Afghanistan that were in the hands of the mujahideen, especially the Hezb-
i-Islami of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, which also controlled a string of heroin laboratories just across the
Pakistani border at Koh-i-Soltan.

map 1

By the late 1980s, the DEA reported that Pakistan’s annual revenue from heroin sales was $8-10
billion, one-fourth of the country’s Gross Domestic Product.  Most of the raw opium processed into heroin
at the hundreds of clandestine laboratories in the North West Frontier Province (NWFP) and in the area
around the Khyber Pass, came from Afghanistan, which was producing over 1,000 tons per year by the
mid-point of the Afghan War!

When the Red Army completed its pullout from Afghanistan in February 1989, “opium warfare” erupted
among rival mujahideen groups.  Hekmatyar’s Hezb-i-Islami attempted to take control over the opium
fields in a area of the Helmand Valley controlled by Mullah Nasim Akhundzada.  Hekmatyar’s forces were
defeated, but two years later, Nasim—by then the deputy defense minister of Afghanistan—was assassi-
nated by his opium rival, and fighting broke out again between the Hezb-i-Islami and the Helmand Valley
group, now headed by Nasim’s older brother Mohammed Rasul.

In Pakistan, a similar factional struggle over the dope business broke out in 1988, after President
Mohammed Zia ul-Haq, along with several top generals and the U.S. ambassador, were killed in a plane
crash.  When Benazir Bhutto came in as prime minister, she launched a crackdown against the Pakistani
Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI).  Gen. Fazle Huq, the commander of the NWFP, was arrested for covering
up his own brother’s drug trafficking.  General Huq’s personal pilot, Maj. Farooq Hamid, was arrested on
heroin-trafficking charges.

As early as 1983, Norwegian customs officials had arrested a Pakistani smuggling a large quantity of
heroin.  A follow-on investigation led to the indictment of Hamid Hasnain, the vice president of the Pakistan
government’s Habib Bank.  Hasnain was the personal account manager for President Zia.

The drug crackdown was short-lived, however.  When General Zia’s former finance minister, Ghulam
Ishaq Khan, became President of Pakistan, many of the indictments were overturned or never prosecuted.
Ghulam Ishaq Khan had been General Zia’s liaison to the Bank of Credit and Commerce International,
serving as the president of the BCCI Foundation, the “charity” through which drug money was laundered,
and bribes were paid out.The DEA’s most recent annual study of the supply of illicit drugs to the United
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States reported that opium production and processing in Afghanistan has increased, and that a crime
syndicate based in Quetta, Pakistan has emerged as a major channel for Afghani heroin into the United
States and western Europe.

THE  GOLDEN  CRESCENT
HEROIN  TRAIL

map 2 drug routes

Since 1980, Afghanistan has been the source of half the heroin sold in Europe and North America.
Some opium was grown in areas under Soviet control, but most of the production was in the Helmand
Valley in Southwest Afghanistan, and along the Afghan-Pakistan border northeast of Kabul, areas con-
trolled by the mujahideen and the Pakistani Army.  Hundreds of heroin labs were set up in the nearby
frontier areas in Pakistan.  Heroin was routed to world markets via Iran, India, the Asiatic republics of the
U.S.S.R., and by Arabian Sea routes to Turkey.

THE  MUJAHIDEEN  WEAPONS  PIPELINE

Arms were funnelled to the Afghan mujahideen via the same routes that heroin was smuggled out.
British Special Air Services in Oman ran arms into Karachi, Pakistan, and the United States arranged
shipments of Soviet arms from Egypt, China, and Iran.  Most weapons were shipped by sea to Karachi
and trucked to Peshawar in the North West Frontier Province, under the control of the Pakistani Inter-
Service Intelligence (ISI).  Peshawar was the main weapons depot for all mujahideen factions.  Often the
trucks carrying arms to the mujahideen returned to Karachi loaded with heroin.

[END OF QUOTING]

I think, since it is quite lengthy to include in this particular writing all the inside workings of the British forces
into the planned destruction of the continent housing India and India herself, we will take in order that
which would first catch our attention from the Banking routes for drug funds.  We all remember MANY
writings and investigations of BCCI and the ones who only had their fingers tweeked in the fall-out while
the blame was dumped on those out of reach of you-the-people.  Your government controllers are so sick
and so contagious as to be a blight on the entire human race and STILL YOU BOW TO THEM LIKE
THEY ARE YOUR FRIENDS.

[QUOTING Same source, The New Federalist, Jan. 8, 1996:]

BCCI:  BANK  FOR  GOLDEN  CRESCENT
ARMS-FOR-DRUGS  TRAFFIC

by Bill Engdahl And Jeffrey Steinberg
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In the summer of 1991, the Bank of England took the unprecedented step of shutting down one of the
world’s largest banks, the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI).  Soon afterwards, the
District Attorney of Manhattan, Robert Morgenthau, handed down criminal indictments against top offi-
cials of the bank.  Soon, the popular media were filled with tales of drug-money laundering, bankrolling of
Middle East terrorists, underwriting of Saddam Hussein’s quest for a nuclear bomb, etc.  BCCI was
linked to some of the Persian Gulf’s wealthiest sheiks, and was described as a secret slush fund for the
Central Intelligence Agency.  Time magazine even quoted CIA head Robert Gates, referring to BCCI as
the “Bank of Crooks and Criminals International.”  [H: He should know!]

Two rather critical facts, however, were invariably left out of the story—even during the lengthy soap
opera trial of former BCCI attorney Robert Altman.

The first fact was the extraordinarily close alliance between BCCI and some of Britain’s most power-
ful financial houses and aristocratic families.

The second fact was that BCCI was created, and then built up as a “world class” bank, primarily to
manage the covert funds that poured into the secret war in Afghanistan.  Hardly any mention was made of
the fact that BCCI was in the middle of the Afghan effort—serving as the de facto central bank for a
multibillion-dollar Golden Crescent illegal arms-for-drugs trade that mushroomed during 1979-90.

When the last of the Red Army troops pulled out of Kabul in February 1989, the massive British-
devised and American-led covert action program in support of the Afghan mujahideen began to wind
down.  BCCI lost its raison d’etre, and went the way of the 1960s-era Investors Overseas Service
(IOS), and the Vietnam War-era Nugen Hand Bank of Australia: the money was siphoned out, a diver-
sionary scandal was manufactured, and its doors were shut.  During the decade of the Afghan War, BCCI’s
assets had grown from an initial capitalization in 1972 of $2.5 million, to $4 BILLION in 1980, to an
astounding $23 BILLION at the point that the Bank of England moved to shut it down.  The bulk
of the $23 billion disappeared and to this day is still unaccounted for.

A  BRITISH  ‘CROWN  JEWEL’

During its meteoric rise in the 1980s, BCCI was anything but a “Third World bank.”  Nominally
funded in 1972 by Pakistani banker Agha Hasan Abedi, it was initially capitalized by the British-run Sheik
Zayed of Abu Dhabi, incorporated in Luxembourg, and conducted all of its real business in London.  True,
Abedi was closely allied with the Pakistani military, especially with Gen. Mohammed Zia ul-Haq, who
took power in 1977; and BCCI was used as a laundromat for the billions of dollars a year generated by the
hundreds of heroin laboratories in Pakistan’s North West Frontier Province (NWFP) that processed
Afghani opium and smuggled it onto the world market.  Likewise, BCCI was the central bank for the
British and American arms flows to the Afghan mujahideen.

BCCI became a “crown jewel” in the British offshore hot money system because of its ties to the City
of London.

In 1976, BCCI established a Swiss base of operations by purchasing 85 percent of Banque de Com-
merce of Placements (BCP) of Geneva.  The remaining 15 percent was retained by the original owner,
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Thesarus Continental Securities Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary of Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS).
Under BCCI control, BCP was managed by Alfred Hartmann, a former senior official of UBS.  Hartmann
eventually became chief financial officer for BCC Holding, and was the person most accountable for the
“lost” $23 billion.  [H: Please note that the major part of that $23 BILLION went to paying off
your own congressmen such as the Doles, etc.  And you thought the lobbyists were bad?]  While
serving as BCCI’s “man in Switzerland”, Hartmann was always operating on behalf of the Rothschild
family.  Hartmann was president of Rothschild Bank AG of Zurich, was vice-chairman of NY-Intermaritime
Bank of Geneva (run by Mossad operative Bruce Rappaport), and was a member of the board of direc-
tors of the elite N.M. Rothschild and Sons in London.

BCCI’s Swiss, London, and Caribbean branches were an essential part of the cash pipeline for the
Bush-led “parallel government” of the 1980s.  According to congressional testimony, Lt. Col. Oliver
North and British arms dealer Leslie Aspin opened up four joint bank accounts in BCCI’s Paris
branch.  And when the Colombian Medellin Cartel put $10 million into the Bush covert war chest, the
funds were conduited through one of Bruce Rappaport’s Swiss accounts.  When Syrian guns- and dope-
trafficker Mansur al-Kassar arranged to sell $42 million in arms to Iran on behalf of the Bush-North effort,
he and Leslie Aspin funnelled the profits through BCCI’s Cayman Island branch.

Former Senate investigator Jack Blum summed up the BCCI case in 1991 testimony before a congres-
sional committee: “This bank was a product of the Afghan War and people very close to the mujahideen
have said that many Pakistani military officials who were deeply involved in assisting and supporting the
Afghan rebel movement were stealing our foreign assistance money and using BCCI to hide the money
they stole; to market American weapons that were to be delivered that they stole; and to market and
manage funds that came from the selling of heroin that was apparently engineered by one of the mujahideen
groups.”

[END OF QUOTING]

Perhaps you are being able to better connect the different parts to this incredible puzzle and see how the
people, places and operations are ALL A PART OF THE SAME THING?

Worse, it always comes down to the SAME PLAYERS and oh, yes, it will include HENRY KISSINGER
because Kissinger Associates, Eagleburger, etc., are all into this over their heads—while YOU drown.
There was a whole banking operation set up just for these latter operatives.  Even your evangelist Pat
Robertson and the Mormons are all looped within the network.  Frightening, isn’t it?

Even I am offended when this kind of thing is allowed to go on and yet a citizen with only Social Security
can literally have their meagre bank account TOTALLY CONFISCATED by the Devil’s attorneys.  What
price a man’s soul?  Cheap I fear!  What price the soul of a nation?  Cheap!  And what of a planet?  Even
cheaper!!  When the very instructions for life are handed down by the same Satanic crew—you really
don’t have much of a “chance”, do you?  And how often do you take a given opportunity to hop onto the
“other side” to aid and abet against the very ones you claim to serve?  Do you better understand how NO
ONE ELSE CAN DO IT FOR YOU?

As a for-instance, there are ones who want to get even with me and mine to the extent that they are
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literally committing felony crimes to serve George Green-Abbott just to allow these criminals to
gain revenge for their perceived wrongs—OF GETTING CAUGHT AT THEIR CRIMES.  AND
THEN, WHO DO THEY COME TO TO “SAVE THEM”?  THAT’S RIGHT—GOD!  THEY KICK
GOD IN THE TEETH AND THEN EXPECT GOD TO SERVE THEM.

God does NOT serve Satan, good friends, and you had best be checking out your “masters”.  Con-
sequences will be the upcoming “name of the game” and some people are going to get their scales singed.
Salu.
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CHAPTER  2

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., JAN. 25, 1996    8:09 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 162

THU.,  JAN. 25,  1996

AND GOD  SAID  “NO”

I asked God to take away my pride, and God said “No”.
He said it was not for Him to take away, but for me to give up,
I asked God to make my handicapped child whole, and God said “No”.
He said her spirit is whole, her body is temporary.
I asked God to grant me patience, and God said “No”.
He said that patience is a by-product of tribulation; it isn’t granted—it is earned.
I asked God to give me happiness, and God said “No”.
He said He gives me blessings; happiness is up to me.
I asked God to spare me pain, and God said “No”.
He said “Suffering draws you apart from worldly cares and brings you closer to Me.”
I asked God to make my spirit grow and God said “No”.
He said I must grow on my own, but He will prune me so I will be fruitful.
I asked God if He loved me, and He said, “YES, NOW AND FOREVER.”
I asked God to help me love others as much as He loves me, and God said, “Ah, finally you have

the idea.”

Thank you, Margaret.

NEW  SLAVES!

I have new slaves this day and, since no one comes and volunteers this information, I have to realize what
I am viewing to see the signs and recognize the gift.  I have to ask that the letter from JEROME E.
SCHAFFER be run in its own format [end of chapter] for I do note that I may have to return the gift for
it does not bear my name in actuality.  It is interesting that one who Judges so quickly, after a few papers,
a being, a person or a thing—and sees a name written so many times—might at the least not misspell the
label.  Ah, but “signs must be worn” is the word of God, in all things.  However, since someone at
CONTACT forwarded the letter to me (which by the way was mailed in Salem, OR) I have to assume it
does have focus on me.

This person in point, Mr. Schaffer, has a heading across his paper which reads: “The moment I begin to
hate a man, I become his slave, he fills my thoughts and burdens me with stress.”  It is obvious
that this man has voluntarily become my slave and so it goes...!  And in response?  We shall surely and
gratefully miss Mr. Schaffer’s presence and when he asks God to relieve his “stress” I would guess that
God might well say “no”.  Stress is that which you place upon self when you trust neither self nor GOD.
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MEANWHILE,  BACK  TO
THE  GULF  WAR  ILLNESS

I realize that we can’t become THE paper for the Gulf War problems but truth moves beyond that which
is buried and must be shared so that no longer can a hiding place be found to stuff the lies and intents of
Elite men and women who would be Kings, who receive and accept bribes and then deliberately allow
death to mankind.

NEW  HIV  STRAIN

Within the past few days has come an announcement so important as to boggle all minds, medical and
otherwise, and so serious as to merit the world stopping to look and see the seriousness of the matter—but
no, you get massive headlines over “fake fat” for fat and weight reduction but NOTHING is said past the
first announcement about the HIV strain now running rampant.

It is a strain never seen before and especially affects pregnant women, is a heterosexually transmitted virus
“apparently contagious through several carriers...”, whatever that means, and “comes from Zaire where
Ebola is prevalent”—AND “there is no treatment!”  “In addition,” it is stated, “There are over 15 cases
in the military hospital in Long Beach (Calif.).”  It is, however, “realized that there are hundreds of cases
walking around which will begin to have serious symptoms in a matter of days...”  Moreover: “All babies
born to these parents are infected.”  Without even blinking an eyelid the robot newscaster moves on to
the day’s politics of non-government.

I will share with you the information presented from IGWIC (International Gulf War Illness Coalition),
4338 Sugar Pine Dr., Boca Raton, Florida state 33487; Voice: (407) 241-8407 / FAX-FOD: (407) 989-
8261.  It needs to be stated up front here, however, that our FAX copy is so poor as to have missing
words so we will do the best we can at deciphering and hope that all interested parties do contact the
Coalition directly.  We will offer the writing “as is” so, Editors, please do not feel a need for corrections
other than our own typographical errors.  Our interest is not in grammar but in “life”.  There ARE things
which help in the better health and return to good health of those suffering with this Illness in point but we
are not allowed to delve deeply into those things.

What we offer here and now is entitled:

[QUOTING:]

BOSNIA  AND  BEYOND
by Julianne Hamden

The latest foray into a foreign land is already producing disease, and reports of a mystery viral
infection among the troops, including flu-like symptoms.  Newspaper accounts blame the Belgians, or
perhaps the rats, and the Department of Defense is looking at the Bosnian tick that carries Encephalitis.
This seems unusual as it is the middle of winter and you would think the tick would be dormant.  Hopefully,
it will not be the excuse for the use of the military’s experimental Encephalitis vaccine (we know of one
poor guy who received it in 1990 and is still sick as a dog).
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Another answer may be the Bosnian soldiers have been infected with the Gulf War Syndrome by either
deploying there or working daily for over four years with sick soldiers who have it.  The cold and stress on
their bodies can activate it.

Let’s look at what has happened before.  Walter Reed Army Hospital was filled with troops from
Somalia who had drug resistant malaria.  Also many troops from the Gulf were there with drug resistant
tuberculosis.  [H: Does anyone think it strange that passengers from TWO different trains are
right now being warned about the fact that a drug resistant tuberculin carrying passenger had
passed through these trains and ALL passengers should go in and be tested and treated!?  Say
what?  It is mandatory to allow all AIDS carriers to go freely to anywhere, including food-prepa-
ration jobs, and yet one possible tuberculin passenger can cause panic in the streets?  Oh in-
deed, I certainly DO think it is urgent, important and as serious as you can get!]

Besides the obvious medical experiments, i.e., radiation tests, LSD tests, unauthorized vaccines, and
other tests, such as the Break-a-Man test conducted on Special Forces Soldiers, there are other factors
that can be found for the increase in illness among our Armed Forces.

Historically, there were certain wars and areas Kings would refuse to send their Armies.  If there were
known outbreaks of disease, and as it was realized these pestilences could be brought back and wreak
havoc on the people, Kings would not wage a war there.  Our political leaders, it would seem, and the
United Nations, have forgotten these common-sense arguments and believe they can send in troops any-
where at anytime, and not encourage the movement of disease back to their people.  This is “magic”
thinking.

When troops are called up for deployment, they are given vaccines supposedly to guard them against
some of the hazards of the occupied country.  Vaccination in and of itself depresses the immune system and
is usually given directly before deployment, increasing the risk of exposure initially.  Troops deploying to a
war-torn area usually are faced with inadequate housing measures, exposing them to the weather elements
as well as having food supplies that are not adequate to help guard off disease.  Any time someone moves
into a new country or area of the world, they are at risk for catching diseases whereas the natives in that
area have had lifetimes to become accustomed to the indigenous diseases and parasites that the visiting
soldier has not.  In the past few years soldiers have not only had to endure this happening once but many
times by visiting such as Panama, Haiti, Somalia, Saudi Arabia, Korea, Europe, Africa, etc., etc.  Sanita-
tion in many of these areas is lacking and troops do not have adequate shower and latrine facilities.  That
we can deploy anyone anywhere is true; that they will not become ill and carry these diseases home, is
false.  Already scientists are warning about air travel moving disease around the globe; it is interesting that
they are not concerned about soldiers doing it.

As if this were not enough of a strain on the immune systems of the troops, the Department of Defense
further complicates the matter by using these troops as guinea pigs.  In Vietnam, besides AGENT OR-
ANGE, the military used special medical groups to test vaccines.  Also, most Vietnam War veterans
received ADENOVIRUS vaccinations which have been implicated in many diseases.  In Somalia, most of
the soldiers were provided with prophylactic medicines designed to prevent malaria.  Obviously these
were not very successful.  In the Gulf War it was a virtual candy store of unapproved vaccines, unap-
proved nerve treatment pills, and lots of DEET.  What can the Bosnian soldier hope for?  Before the
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Bosnian deployment the military had announced in the American Legion magazine that it was thinking of
using ANTI-ALZHEIMER’S drugs on Air Force personnel to increase productivity, and in the Pentagon’s
paper PENTAGRAM they announced that they would soon begin field trials of another new, recombinant-
DNA, live BRUCELLOSIS vaccine.  Will Bosnian troops receive these?

With the obvious birth defects and illness in Gulf War babies and children, it is unthinkable that the
military should be using recombinant DNA, as it is an unproven therapy and Churches and Synagogues
should demand that the military stay out of our DNA.  GOD knew what He was doing; the military should
leave the process of creating life to HIM and not create mutant or alternative life.  This is EVIL.  [H: It is
also TOO LATE!]

WHAT  THIS  MEANS

In the aftermath of the Vietnam War, the veterans came home to a country that had abandoned them.
The Vietnam Veterans were not only shunned by the public but also by traditional Veteran’s groups such as
the American Legion and the VFW.  There were many problems with the Vietnam War that they wanted to
correct: POW/MIA issues and the men left behind, the lack of resolve shown by political leaders, and the
lack of support for both the mission and the soldiers who fought there, the Post Traumatic Stress Disorders
suffered as a result of brutal combat conditions, the illnesses caused by Agent Orange and experimental
drugs given to the troops.  Many Vietnam veterans were told they deserved this because they had “lost”
the war.

In the Persian Gulf War the military, and especially the Vietnam veterans, hoped to put the past behind
them and use the hard lessons learned in Vietnam to insure a decisive victory in the Gulf.  The fact that we
were going to the Gulf because of a failed foreign policy of arming Saddam Hussein with chemical, biologi-
cal, and other weapons of mass destruction was glossed over.  The important thing was that we needed a
“win” and we had to support the soldiers that were sent there and so it was “UNAMERICAN” to question
this policy.  The Gulf War soldiers were given support by the American people, enough force to insure
victory, few caskets coming back to Andrews AFB, lots of Kodak moments on CNN for the people at
home to cheer.  A large effort was undertaken by the military to make sure that most of the POW/MIAs
were accounted for.  Most Americans are now wondering what is the Gulf War Syndrome fuss all about,
because we did the right things for our soldiers.

The Vietnam veterans essentially won for all other soldiers many improvements.  There was one area
in which the Vietnam veterans did not win and that was AGENT ORANGE.  The military lied about the
numbers, had large studies that said dioxin, the chief ingredient in AGENT ORANGE, was not responsible
for birth defects and illnesses seen in the veterans and their babies.  They did wonderful studies that
reported the veterans suffered only from PTSD [H: For you out of the loop this means, I believe, post
traumatic stress disorder.], and with the kind of war it was, this argument made sense.  The military
controls all U.S. grants for medical research and they are able to fund plenty of big institutions and lots of
doctors without scruples to “prove” that dioxin did not cause cancer and birth defects.  So the veterans
waited twenty-odd years and, eventually, after enough had died and enough time had elapsed, and when
the guilty parties would not be prosecuted or have their medical license revoked, the chemical companies
finally paid out small settlements to some of those afflicted.

The Pentagon watched because they know the American people will only allow so much.  The Ameri-
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can people would be outraged to see caskets piling up at Andrews AFB, or to hear about Americans being
held hostage by anyone (just ask Jimmy Carter).  [H: To get around that problem the caskets were
NOT brought to Andrews in almost all cases.]  Medical experimentation and medical deaths are,
however, somehow acceptable.  Can you prove that we used these agents/products, and if so, can you
prove they caused cancers, deaths, birth defects?  “What else were we supposed to do, we were trying to
‘protect’ the soldiers,” would be the response.  They have covered up enough Medical Murders in the past
and most military medical doctors are willing to continue the cover-up by believing it is National Security or
to advance their own careers.

The Persian Gulf War was a wonderful chance to try out all the new weapons, and also all of the new
vaccines and other investigational medical products.  When the Ralph Nader group took the DOD to court
in December of 1990 to protest the use of these products, the military said it was for the “protection” of the
soldiers against the chemical and biological weapons Saddam Hussein might use against them.  If that was
true then it could be argued that they made a mistake and that no intentional damage was done.  [H: The
question here might be “Why did the troops allow themselves to be used like this?”  I refer you
to yesterday’s court-martial and conviction with dishonorable discharge of Mr. New who refused
to take an oath to the United Nations Constitution or wear a blue beret and arm band signifying
him as a soldier for the United Nations.  The order was deemed appropriate and under the LAW!
Wake up, America!]  The fact that many troops in the Gulf did not receive these drugs, and that many
troops stationed Stateside did get them, shows that these investigational drugs were not used only as a last
ditch effort to “save” the soldiers.  The troops not deployed who are now sick are not allowed on the
Gulf War registries, as this would show that the use of the drugs were a test, and the soldiers
were used as Guinea Pigs.

Well, that was in the Persian Gulf War and it is long ago, you might say.  The military did respond to the
lawsuit brought and in an interesting and very informative article published in Military Medicine Vol. 157,
August 1992 by LTC [sorry, the names are not legible] addressed this very issue.  It is recommended
reading for all who hope to know where we are headed.  Some excerpts: “Under FDA regulations an
investigational product cannot be used without the informed consent of the patient or the patient’s legal
representative.”...”Determinations were [sorry again, the copy is so poorly produced as to disallow read-
ing but there is reference to two products listed of which one is “botulinum toxoid vaccine”]...  These were
not the only investigational products fielded in support of Operation Desert Storm.  The other products
were “only to be used in the traditional clinical setting”.  These other products were only to be given with
“informed consent”.  “There was an intent, however, to collect information on the use of these products.”
Information was collected when possible of the same nature as is routinely collected on approved drugs
and vaccines used in the traditional setting.  The military went to the FDA and received a waiver for the use
of these drugs on 21 December 1990 in response to the Ralph Nader suit.  They continue: “The December
21, 1990 amendment to the FDA’s informed consent regulation was challenged in Federal Court,” but as
of this date, has not been overturned.  Therefore, it may be expected that if there is a need for use of
investigational products in support of combat operations, this amendment can be readily invoked.  How-
ever, to rely on this amendment to address future situations is inadequate.  The amendment is useful and
effective, but is not the preferred solution to the problem of providing medical defense against chemical and
biological warfare agents.  Because the products involved, however extensively tested, are called “inves-
tigational” their use will cause doubts about their safety and efficacy.  “A mechanism by which these
products can attain an approved status within the FDA is needed.  The FDA should establish a drug
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approval category for those products where clear demonstration of efficacy in humans cannot be accom-
plished.  This would require approval of a drug product to be based on safety studies done in humans and
safety and efficacy studies done in animals.”

Change the name, change the package, change the procedures and made it EASIER, is what is indi-
cated here.  Many reasons were given for the use of these drugs, but unfortunately no one talked about the
fact that US troops were in danger because of US firms sending dangerous biological and chemical weap-
ons to Iraq in the first place.  This would be like giving your neighbor a gun and making him angry and
then sending your unarmed son over to get it back.  If these drugs were “for our own good”, if they were
so “safe”, how come the powers that be won’t even acknowledge what the soldiers WERE GIVEN so
these vaccines could be studied by researchers for answers as to why the soldiers are sick... [not legible]...
The authorities state that INFORMATION WAS COLLECTED on the use of these drugs—WHERE IS
IT?  AND WHEN WILL WE SEE IT?

A Staff Report prepared for the Committee on Veterans Affairs, United States Senate, December 8,
1994 entitled “Is Military Research Hazardous to Veterans’ Health?  Lessons Spanning Half a Century”,
best outlines all of the experiments conducted on military personnel.  Prisoners have more health rights than
do the Military.  It is illegal to use prisoners as medical research subjects, but not our Military.  Some
people argue that the country needs to do this research and that soldiers, especially in our all Volunteer
Army, should understand that they are helping their country.  Senator John D. Rockefeller in the above
cited reports states: “During the last few years, the public has become aware of several examples where
the US government researchers intentionally exposed Americans to potentially dangerous substances without
their knowledge or consent.”  The report goes on to cite incidents including Cold War experiments, Op-
eration Whitecoat, Mustard Gas and Lewisite tests and Investigational Drugs fielded in Operation Desert
Storm.  [H: Well, readers, a Rockefeller feller ought to know.]

Informed consent is glossed over, if given at all, in these “tests”.  There are many individuals who were
involved in radiation experiments.  The Military felt it was not obligated to inform anyone or follow up and
treat long-term medical problems from such testing.

Let’s go back to the Persian Gulf War, where vaccines were given to soldiers to protect them from
chemical and biological weapons that Saddam Hussein might use.  We have numerous reports of chemi-
cals being used in the Gulf area; we have numerous reports from the UN that Scud warheads with chemical
and biological agents existed in Iraq even after the war.  We have numerous reports that recombinant DNA
technology was being used in Iraq to develop “novel” or new biological warfare weapons that would
defeat normal testing procedures to try and identify the agent/agents used.  Where did Iraq get these
chemical and biological warfare weapon components and technology?  Right here in the good ol’ US of A.
There are also reports that our side launched chemical and biological warfare weapons, and that some of
our soldiers handled the weapons.  Why would we do that?  How would we know if the vaccines worked?
Where else could we get the real intelligence information on our chemical and biological warfare capabili-
ties?  It certainly would answer the question as to why there is so much denial on the part of our Govern-
ment about these things.  As a high-ranking DIA official said in a prominent London newspaper: “You will
never find out what is making them sick and WE WILL NEVER ADMIT IT”.  Now you say, “Okay,
prove it.”  We have a lot of proof but we do not have the budget of the government and they will always
find dirty scumbag flunkies to deny, disinform, and play games.  We do know we bombed the Iraqi
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Biological, Chemical, and Nuclear facilities, and what goes up must come down.

Ask yourself a common sense question: Why would so many veterans come forward to taint their own
victory?  Why would they continue to go to DOD facilities and VA hospitals begging for care?  The DOD
has said it is because they want “attention”, that hey have PTSD, that they are “crazy”, that they are looking
for big money, etc., etc., etc.  More lies and excuses!  They have plenty of phony statistics and “expert”
opinions for sale to back them up.  [H: I suggest you consider the PROTOCOL which tells the Elite
to supply as many witnesses and proof as are necessary until such time as control is gained and
no such documents are necessary.]

Did we “win” the Persian Gulf War?  We did bring home some troops to parade and there were not a
lot of caskets lined up, but we now have sick Veterans and their sick families dying on our streets.  They are
the MIA of our war, and they are losing their health and their minds, and many eat out of garbage cans.
This time the Pentagon has royally screwed up, for they are dealing with not just the chemicals, and all they
can do to a body and a baby, but also used a contagious disease that is literally crippling whole families.
It is a silent killer and it grows every day, while the liars continue their cover-up and hope that this disease
will burn out.  For all the big money and attention it is supposed to bring, many active-duty soldiers are
terrified to come forward.  They have seen what will happen to them, they will lose their jobs, and so they
suffer and die in silence from horrible stomach and bowel cancers or they take their own lives.  All of the
military has been EXPOSED to this disease and readiness is suffering.

Yes, our soldiers in Bosnia have been exposed by living and working daily with the silent carriers who
are afraid to come forward and we hope that there will be no chemical or biological weapons used in this
way.  [H: But there already have been many used.]  The military still hasn’t learned a thing about using
soldiers as human guinea pigs and are actively pursuing new experimental vaccines and other treatments.

Why do we come forward?  Our families are suffering and sick; wives, husbands, and children.  Our
babies, born since the conflict ended, are born with serious illnesses, cancers, and birth defects.  This
disease has been around for five years and is only getting worse.  Our blood is given freely and the
American people, those we are pledged to protect, are endangered by us, by our disease that they are
now getting from us.  It is hitting the old and the young especially hard.  Our disease looks a lot like AIDS,
but is a whole lot faster.  We should probably close our eyes and believe that this isn’t really happening and
then we would be a whole lot more popular.

Today, every day, troops are lining up to receive their vaccinations in Basic Training Centers across the
U.S.  They BELIEVE what they are being given and they TRUST the fellow soldier who is shooting the air
gun into their arms.  In the Persian Gulf, the soldiers BELIEVED in their Commanders enough to UN-
MASK when told the Chemical alarms were false.  They TRUSTED their Officers when they saw dead
animals without flies and were told this was “normal” for Saudi Arabia, even though their Basic Skills
booklets have told them this was a sign of a Biological contaminant.  Few questioned the drugs or the
vaccines; they BELIEVED they were safe.  When they came home and began to get sick, they TRUSTED
military doctors who had taken both a HIPPOCRATIC OATH and the Oath of Office as a Military
Officer.  They BELIEVED they would “heal” them.  SOLDIERS DEPLOYING TO BOSNIA TRUST
AND BELIEVE IN THEIR COUNTRY AND THE OFFICERS APPOINTED OVER THEM.  THEY
DO NOT BELIEVE THE U.S. MILITARY, OR THE U.S. CONGRESS, OR THE U.S. PRESIDENT
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COULD OR WOULD HURT THEM.  They could believe the enemy might harm them but surely not their
“own”.

In both England and in U.S. Military Hospitals, sick Gulf War soldiers are in Arts and Crafts therapy,
stoned out on Anti-Depressants as their bodies rot.  Building popsickle-stick houses and talking to Psy-
chiatrists who are there to “help” them.  Going home to their sick spouses and children, if they still have
some, is the outcome.  These are the “lucky” ones who still have an income.  Others were discharged,
often illegally, are too sick to work, their spouses are also sick and cannot work.  Those with deformed
babies have to stay in the military service and risk heart attacks from physical training, in silence, because
the military denies help to the babies if they get out of the military.  It is interesting to note that the military
doctors in charge of these insipid programs have gotten MEDALS and PROMOTIONS on the blood of
their fellow soldiers.

“But they don’t all look sick,” you might well say.  Most of the illnesses are infections, viruses, cancers,
immune suppressive disorders.  Just look at someone with IDS who may well look “okay” from the
outside but is actually sick and dying on the inside and by then it is obviously too late for help.  Many
victims are losing their minds and are unable to string together a rational or complete thought.  Some lash
out like one Gulf Vet who shot two police officers.  We are also hearing from Somalian veterans who are
suffering with the same symptoms.

Is there a cover-up taking place?  Consider these statements from DOD/VA/Other Government Agen-
cies: There are 70,000 sick Gulf War soldiers, next week they say there are 20,000 sick Gulf War soldiers.
Or they say that most of these soldiers have a treatable illness, and then there is “no treatment” for Persian
Gulf Syndrome.  Family members are not ill, they will say, or as in the Riegle report: “Family members are
ill.”  They will tell us that no biological or chemical weapons use took place in the Gulf or, at the least, no
widespread use of chemicals took place... etc.,  How interesting that these reports come mostly from the
CIA chief John Deutch who says: “They are really sick,” and next, “They are not sick.”  Then,
“Persian Gulf War Syndrome is real...” and then “There is no such thing as Persian Gulf War Syndrome.”
They report that funds will be given to civilian researchers to test these people and then you hear that the
testing will be from “our own extensive studies and in our facilities”.  They will report that “These babies
appear to have a high incidence of birth defects (GAO),” followed by the usual retraction and denial and
“there is no higher incidence of birth defects in Gulf War Babies.”  Are you now confused?  Now try to
understand how a sick and dying Vet can accept this!

This is the legacy of the Persian Gulf War Era veterans that we expose the use of Military weapons
against our own soldiers and their families.  We look at the soldiers in terrible living conditions, many
already showing the first signs of illness, and we scream silently as the new cycle gets underway.

[END OF QUOTING]

So you have it, readers, just another chapter in depopulation and methods of bringing a world into One
World Control.  No military army can fight or defend from their own individual sick-beds or, as the case
may be, from “their own death-beds”.

Ex-Judge Jason Brent said it best in his diatribe in the Elite Mensa Society Journal: “We have to accept that
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the old, infirm, stupid (and useless eaters) be killed.”  Then, you have to realize that the military troops are
the “enemy” of the “movement” into this Orwellian Society.  These must be dispatched as well as the
troublemakers associated with them in order to get rid of the troublesome problem-makers.  Kill the
welfare system and you effectively KILL THE SICK and the rest will fall into line and also become sick
and, without treatment, WILL PERISH.

This is but the final act in the demise of civilization—for there ultimately comes the THING beyond which
even the Elite cannot survive!  So be it.  Evil shall have its own rewards.  Salu.

[See next page]

letter from jerome
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CHAPTER  3

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., JAN. 26, 1996    7:52 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 163

FRI.,  JAN. 26,  1996

PAST  DUE  ATTENTION

In our ongoing “barely get it done in time...”, we are running the human strings out to their stretched limits
as the enemy tries to take us out by “time limitations”.  As these WORMS begin to turn and twist in the
whirlwind it seems some of the most important things go past without proper or full attention and I am
caused to follow-up as needed in some individual cases.  I like to respond to these people in a way that can
cover the “mass questioning” so please bear with us as we catch up on a couple of things before we head
for the court again today to respond to responses of respondings of the responders.

baby & crib

The first topic I am going to write about is Crib Death which is referred to in your medical lingo as “Oh
well, it was SIDS!”  We have a couple to which I just responded last Sunday on tape and they were to be
sent the tape, etc.  However, I could not take the time to go further into questions and answers for they
were not present.  Had they been present the first thing I would have asked was if this death followed an
immunization within up to 90 days?

Since the question really dealt with whether or not they COULD clean themselves up enough to dare
having another child, I responded and asked that some things be shared with them.  The father of the infant
in the personal case was a Gulf War Victim of being in the Gulf and the Gulf War Syndrome enters the
equation and remains a major concern.

What needs addressing, however, is that you are killing your own children while you make such efforts for
their protection.  Each case must be considered on its own merits or demerits but I KNOW that ALL
SIDS is basically caused by reaction to an anaphylactogen or anaphylactoid and therefore is an anaphylac-
tic reaction to “something”—usually that is something introduced into the infant’s body which will
overwhelm the body when the child is prone in the sleep position and is not noticed “in time”.

The best advice I can offer to expecting or new parents is to get a copy of a book VACCINATION; The
Medical Assault on the Immune System by Viera Scheibner, Ph.D.  The second thing I would suggest is
to cut this out of your paper, mark it in RED and keep it in front of you.

We will write on that topic right now as reviewed and presented by Ken Anderson, 1496 Pritchard Rd.,
Evans, Washington 99126; 800 645-8088.
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[QUOTING:]

CRIB  DEATH  OR  VACCINE  DEATH?

Crib death or Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) kills over 10,500 babies a year and is the
second largest cause of infant deaths in America (congenital malformations are first).  [H: And please, let
us always hold uppermost in our minds the cross-over organisms which present when parents
have some ill-begotten process taking place.)

We have been told that the cause is unknown.  Is this the truth?  In Australia during 1985, Viera
Scheibner, Ph.D., a retired Principal Research Scientist with over 90 published scientific papers in referreed
journals to her credit, met Leif Karlsson, a biomedical electronics engineer specializing in patient monitor-
ing systems.  Together they developed the Cotwatch, a breathing monitor used for babies thought to be at
risk of crib death of SIDS.  The findings that turned up surprised them:

“Without endeavoring to do so... [we found that] the babies breathing was affected in a cer-
tain characteristic manner over a long period of time (40-65 days) following DPT injections...
We also learned from the parents of crib death infants that most commonly the child had died
after a DPT injection,” said Dr. Scheibner.

As she continued her research, the link between crib death and vaccination became painfully obvious,
and undeniable.  “There was a significant and clear clustering of these (crib) deaths around the
time of vaccination.”  Yet when approaching pediatricians with her findings she was shocked at their
reaction.  “We realized that we had touched a very serious and contentious issue...  The resis-
tance we encountered in pursuing this research... became the best and most effective goal for us
to continue.  So I wish to thank those who would not speak out against the silent killer of babies,”
said Dr. Scheibner.

According to medical historian Harris Coulter, Ph.D., “There is no way that a pathologist can tell
the difference between crib death and death from vaccination.  I called attention to this fact at a
vaccination committee meeting in Washington, D.C., where they had a panel of people from about 10
countries, and I asked the difference between sudden infant death syndrome and death from vaccination?

“The Americans simply could not answer the question.  They waffled and couldn’t site any
guidelines.  But the European representatives were most honest and said, ‘Indeed, there is no
way in the world that we can tell the difference between them, and it is a very big problem for us.’
It appears that M.D.s invented the term sudden infant death syndrome to explain away the ‘coincidence’
that babies die about the same time they receive vaccines.”

Dr. Coulter estimates that about two thirds of the 10,000 cases of crib death are vaccine related, but
he may be conservative.  When childhood vaccination rates in Australia dropped by 50 percent,
when they became non-mandatory (as it is becoming in many European countries), SIDS cases
dropped by 50 percent!  And, when Japan moved the vaccination age to 2 years old in 1975, crib
death and infantile convulsions virtually disappeared.  Japan then recorded the lowest inci-
dence of infant mortality in the world.  (American babies receive their first shot at two months.)
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Dr. Coulter, in his book Vaccination, Social Violence and Criminality, studied the long-term effects
of vaccination and has found them to be related to a single neurological disturbance caused by vaccination.
He wrote, “Autism and SIDS appear to be generated in the same way—by an encephalitis most
commonly caused by vaccination...  The child who would have grown up autistic dies instead by ‘sud-
den infant death syndrome’.”  [H: Ok, readers, now RIGHT HERE is where gold colloid does its
most wondrous work—in autism.  In autism you have the inability of the nervous system in the
brain to properly function and gold in a good colloidal form will not only counter toxins, it will
often reconnect disconnected nerve passages.  I am not advertising particularly but I AM telling
you that it often WORKS!  I do suggest silver with gold/frequency colloid along with it because,
as you can guess from the simple nature of immunization, you still have ongoing off/on reactions
to the release of toxins—for as long as you are immune from the injections.]

Dr. Coulter discussed the mechanism of crib death: “Vaccination affects, in particular, the top of
the spine and the back of the skull through which the cranial nerves pass and has the effect of
weakening the cranial nerves.  Sudden infant death syndrome is probably caused by an effect of
vaccination on the vagus nerve, which provides the neural impulse to the lungs which causes us
to breathe.  If the nerve is palsied by the vaccination, the impulse doesn’t pass through and the
baby simply stops breathing.  Parents who have witnessed this in their child have told me, ‘The
child was lying there and all of a sudden I heard no breathing...’  In these cases, the parents have
rushed up, given the baby a shake and the baby starts breathing again.  If the parent hadn’t been
there, the baby wouldn’t have started breathing again.”

[H: Now I don’t want to get into “medical malpractice” problems but this is exactly what is wrong
with your Superman, Reeve.  His spinal injury is in that very location whereat he is paralyzed
and does not breathe well on his own.  It is, I consider, a total travesty of justice to let this man
continue as is when there can be a reduction of nerve damage and reconnection (in his instance
wherein the cord was not severed) made with the use of something as simple as a Dria-carrying
solution and gold colloid along with a silver colloid to counter the toxins which are apparently
present at the injury site.  However, apparently even the ones who want him for motion picture
work can’t seem to get to him for that, as well.  Do we become so aloof in your environment as to
cut noses to spite faces?  Yes, I suppose so.]

According to Coulter, “When the cranial nerves are affected, the result is weakness of the
eyes, ears, voice, and respiratory system (i.e., asthma), the latter condition being responsible for
the cases of sudden infant death following upon vaccination.”

This observation is not limited to the above authors.  For decades independent researchers in different
countries have commented on the vaccination-crib death link.  Further, the National Vaccine Compensa-
tion Office in Washington has already awarded approximately $500 million to families for vaccine-dam-
aged children, about half to parents of children killed by the shots that were originally labeled “sudden
infant death syndrome of unknown origin” on the death certificate (doctors are loathe to write “vaccine
death”).  There’s about 4,000 more cases in the pipeline with total compensation in the several billions of
dollars.)

How do these findings relate to the work of Abraham Towbin, M.D. and others that show a relation-
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ship between cervical spinal damage and crib death?  Towbin dealt with gross trauma, while it appears that
subtler chemical vaccine trauma creates meningeal irritation that subluxates the atlanto-occipital spine,
affecting the vagus nerve.  [H: Fit that one to Reeve as well, please.]

Dr. Scheibner, incidentally, did not stop with crib death.  In a daunting display of determination she
studied over 35,000 pages of medical papers dealing with vaccination and discovered that, in all that
material there was no evidence of effectiveness and safety of vaccines.  Her years of study culminated in
her book: Vaccination, The Medical Assault on the Immune System, which led her to conclude: “Im-
munizations, including those practiced on babies, not only did not prevent any infectious disease,
they caused more suffering, more deaths than any other human activity in the entire history of
medical intervention.  It will be decades before the mopping-up after the disasters caused by
childhood vaccination will be completed.  All vaccination should cease forthwith and all victims of
the side-effects should be appropriately compensated.”

[END OF QUOTING]

Why don’t I “just write” on these topics and let it go at that?  Because the army of know-it-alls come
against my scribe and we end up in court after court after court according to the whims of Satan on any
given day!  We are NOT IN THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE UNDER ANY COLOR OF LAW OR
ANY OTHER PRODUCTION CAUSE OF ACTION.

TURNING  BLUE

I am told that some medical entity called the New Gaia office the other day and complained about a patient
who was turning blue—”obviously from their products”.  Pooh!  The old methods of silver treatments
would allow a person to turn blue if MISHANDLED.  NO COLLOIDAL SILVER SOLUTION WILL
EVEN BEGIN TO GIVE SUCH AN EFFECT.  I would suggest that you be VERY careful about
products you take in any instance but if you THINK you are getting something and find that you have
blundered to save a couple of bucks—I have no statement further on the matter.  Everyone in the immedi-
ate area here quadrupled the intake of both silver, gold, and OxySol just to check out these things and the
only side-effect is NO ILLNESS!  Even the LOTION, which has a tendency to react with the skin cells,
may well “tan” you but it will not turn you blue or black!  Too much simple metallic silver can and will turn
a person to a faint tinge of blue—as in “blue-blood” which indicated wealth in the Elite who could afford to
eat from silver, drink from silver and used silver to preserve milk and foods.  You will note that colloidal
silver is GOLDEN in color and doesn’t change that characteristic with use—i.e., the reason the lotion will
react with skin cells and give off a beautiful “tanned and healthy” hue to the skin.  Gold colloid is violet in
color.  OxySol is transparent as it is basically colloidal diamond and any “fallout” will be pure carbon—not
metallic anything.  Remember that activated charcoal is what is used in water filters, aquariums, etc.  It is
GOOD FOR YOU!

Yes indeed, silver nitrate solutions will turn you blue!  So, be very careful what you believe when the
medical profession can’t find a reason for their own fumbles and recognize that every effort will be made
from that arena to DISCOURAGE YOU FROM USING ANYTHING NATURAL WHICH CAN
ACTUALLY OFFER HEALING PROPERTIES!  IT IS LIKE USING CORPORATIONS WISELY
AND PUTTING THE ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS OUT OF THAT SEGMENT OF BUSI-
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NESS.  GET HELP FOR SELF AND YOU PUT THE DOCTORS OUT OF THE BIG MONEY
BUSINESS—FOR THERE IS A DIFFERENT KIND OF GOLD THEY WANT—IT IS CALLED
“YOUR MONEY”!

Now let us turn back to the Gulf War Syndrome topic briefly and share another good writing on the
subject.  This one will come in response to our recent writings and its source is America’s Promise
Ministries, P.O. Box 157, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864.

[QUOTING:]

GULF  WAR  SYNDROME
by Pastor Dave Barley

Dear friends, I have just read a very saddening article from the November 1995, LIFE magazine.
Personally, I don’t see how any normal individual could read this same article and not be heart-wrenchingly
moved by this special story about a precious three-year-old little boy, Jayce, whose father (Sgt. Paul
Hanson), was most likely exposed to some form of radioactive waste debris, and/or biological warfare.
Sgt. Hanson’s son, Jayce, is one of many VICTIMS who will never have the luxury of living or being like
normal children.  Jayce is the product of some form of chemical/biological warfare this father was exposed
to during the operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm.  While President Clinton and former President
Bush seem to decry drug abuse, and they ask for tougher laws against drugs and drug users, and they give
billions of dollars for AIDS research and so forth, WHY IN GOD’S NAME DO THEY CARE LESS
ABOUT AN ESTIMATED 45,000 AMERICAN SOLDIERS WHO HAVE DEVELOPED SEVERE
SYMPTOMS/HEALTH PROBLEMS DUE TO SOMETHING THEY WERE EXPOSED TO DUR-
ING THE GULF WAR?

[H: Right here, STOP!  “Why in God’s name...?”  I continually am amazed that here this man is
a “pastor” which indicates a connection to the “business” of religion and he asks, “Why in
God’s name...?”  WHEN WILL YOU STOP BLAMING GOD FOR THAT WHICH YOU AL-
LOW?  THE QUESTION IS: WHY IN GOD’S NAME DO YOU ALLOW THIS?  AND THEN,
WHY DO YOU THEN BLAME GOD FOR THE RESULTS?  WHEN YOU STOP AND AN-
SWER THIS QUESTION YOU WILL BE WELL ON YOUR WAY TO MAKING YOUR WAY
THROUGH THIS “HELL” IN WHICH YOU HAVE DEVELOPED ALL THE ACCOU-
TREMENTS OF “THAT” HELL!]

THE HYPOCRISY OF OUR NATIONAL LEADERS SICKENS ME!  Well, I have a report by
John Galt called BIO-WAR.  This report was given to me by Louis Beam who himself is a victim of AGENT
ORANGE—a very toxic substance used in bio/chemical warfare which he was exposed to on numerous
occasions during his tour of duty in Vietnam.  [H: And if this happens to YOURS, what do you think
has happened to those in Vietnam and those, today, in the aftermath of what you did in the Gulf
War area and the residuals of your little oil/power-testing war?]  Please consider the following
information and pray for the proper Divine guidance as to what you and your family can and should do to
protect yourselves.  [H: Well now, wouldn’t that be nice EXCEPT we are run off the stage, shot at,
laughed at, and generally put down as alien invaders.  Divine guidance?  You have to overcome
the lies before you can accept “Divine” guidance.]
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BIO-WAR

“...We have stumbled onto a massive illegal biological warfare program that has been going on for over
30 years.  This program has resulted in numerous pathogens, and some that escaped into the general
population, whether through illegal testing or design...”

This excerpt was taken from a confidential 1995 letter written by a renowned research scientist with a
Ph.D. in microbiology, to his friend in Houston, Texas.  In his letter, the doctor noted that both the Persian
Gulf War Syndrome (GWS) that has afflicted approximately 50,000 to 100,000 soldiers and the AIDS
virus are “essentially the same, because of an ill-designed and conceived USG [U.S. Government] biologi-
cal weapons program”.

The doctor implored his friend not to show the letter to anyone, but continued to describe his findings
on mycoplasma found in GWS which he believed was “engineered” and did not evolve naturally.  “We
found the same illness and the same mycoplasma in TDC [Texas Department of Corrections] employees
(and their immediate family members) in Huntsville that were taking care of prisoners who became ill from
government experiments in a secret US Army vaccine program...BEFORE DESERT STORM,” he wrote.

It is no secret that biological warfare technology dates back to the mid-1940s when Charles Willoughby,
General Douglas MacArthur’s chief of intelligence, seized the lab records of Japanese scientists and trans-
ferred the data to Fort Detrick near Frederick, Maryland.  The scientists responsible for the research were
granted immunity from prosecution in exchange for their cooperation.  Why?  Because only the Japanese
had experimented on human specimens.  They led the world in bacteriological warfare experiments con-
ducted during World War II at a camp in northern Manchuria called “Unit 731”.

Nearly thirty years later, Senator Edward Kennedy’s Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Re-
search subsequently traced the CIA’s MK-Ultra biological research to Fort Detrick and shut down the
program.  The materials were farmed out to private corporations, such as WACKENHUT in Indio,
California where private, government-sponsored bio-labs continued to flourish.  Wackenhut in Indio was
built on the sovereign Cabazon Indian Reservation where federal and state laws are exempt.
The Indians profited from the huge financial bonanza of leasing their land to Wackenhut, while Wackenhut
continued its search for the elusive biological weapon to make all other weaponry obsolete.

When strange occurrences, including deaths and murders, began to erupt on the Cabazon Reserva-
tion, the biological technology was transferred to bio-labs in Berkeley, California, as well as classified
research institutes in Japan.  The documentation on this bio-trail is available for scrutiny, but space con-
straints prohibit us from printing it all in this issue.

Suffice it to say that the Hantavirus found on the Indian reservations bordering the Four Corners area
of Arizona, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico may also have resulted from biological experiments con-
ducted at Fort Wingate—an Army base located near the epicenter of the epidemic, which was once used
as a storage depot for chemical weapons.  [H: More than this, planes were seen spraying “some-
thing” in that area just as you would watch a plane spray a cabbage patch—only of course these
were sophisticated jet planes which would not appear out of the ordinary in the area.]
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So what does all this mean to ordinary Christians who haven’t the time, let alone the wherewithal, to
explore the possibility of a biological holocaust in the coming decade?  [H: I suggest you not be “selec-
tive” to “Christians”—this is one thing YOU ARE DEFINITELY ALL IN TOGETHER—SAINT
AND SINNER ALIKE!]  It means hope.  Few families have the conventional weaponry of defending
against armed BATF agents, black helicopters, or U.N. troops, so why stockpile against impossible odds?

The human immune system is the only defense against a biological attack, no matter where it comes
from, or from whom.  It is a defense that CAN be developed and stockpiled and the time to begin is
NOW.”

[END OF QUOTING]

This ends all fine and good with one exception: WHAT ARE YOU TO DO TO FIX THIS IMMUNE
SYSTEM?  Oh my, my—words without action are worthless indeed.

I certainly do suggest you look carefully into New Gaia products to see if you can find something to help.
YOU WILL NOT FIND THIS KIND OF HELP IN THE MEDICAL ARCHIVES OR STOCKPILES
OF CHEMICAL DRUGS.

BEWARE: THE NEXT THING YOU WILL READ ABOUT IS GOING TO BE SO HAZ-
ARDOUS TO THE WELL-BEING OF CITIZENS AS TO BE DEADLY!  THE ONLY TRUTH
IS IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE FIRST SENTENCE.

[QUOTING:]

From USA Today: Wed., Jan 17, 1996.

POTENT  DISEASES  DEVELOP  AND
SPREAD  AS  THE  WORLD  SHRINKS

New bugs are emerging and old ones are making a comeback, thanks to a combination of forces from
genetic evolution to global climate change, say doctors and scientists who attended an American Medical
Association briefing Tuesday.  [H: Ok, from this information on—WATCH IT FOR ERRORS,
blame-shifting and outright cover-up—along with a good full batch of ignorance and lies.]

The advent of antibiotics and improvements in public health systems helped to lull the medical commu-
nity into a false sense of complacency, says Dr. George D. Lundberg, editor of the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association.

“We humans were getting pretty cocky about our domination over other creatures,” Lundberg says.
“Then came genital herpes ... that was a wake-up call for the AIDS epidemic.”

Today’s Journal, along with 36 medical journals in 21 countries this month, devotes much of its
editorial space to the subject of global microbial threats.  The purposes, Lundberg says, is to “stimulate
research, call worldwide attention to the issues and influence public policy”.
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One goal is to alert doctors to the dangers of overuse of antibiotics, a factor in the evolution of drug-
resistant bacteria, Lundberg says.

One study in today’s Journal looked at 419 adults admitted to hospitals in Columbus, Ohio, with
strep pneumonia between January 1991 and April 1994.  Dr. Joseph F. Plouffe of Ohio State University
Medical Center and colleagues found the incidence of drug-resistant strains of the bacteria increased over
the course of the study.

In 1991, only 4% of the pneumonia isolates wouldn’t respond to penicillin, Plouffe says.  By 1994,
14% of the strains were immune.

“Excessive antibiotic use appears to be the driving force behind the spread of drug-resistant strep
pneumonia,” the authors write.

Another Journal report suggests physicians need to be alert to the medical fallout that could result
from global climate change.

This is “a relatively new issue in public health”, says Dr. Jonathan A. Patz of the Johns Hopkins School
of Public Health.

“Many infectious diseases are influenced by subtle shifts in climate,” he says, citing heat-related deaths
in cities and malnutrition from floods or crop failures in some regions.

“Malaria is likely to be the most sensitive infectious disease,” he says.  Its range is limited to tropical
regions because the parasite that causes malaria doesn’t survive in colder climates.  But as global warming
expands the region of warm weather, he says, it could bring malaria to “virgin populations that have no
protective immunity”.

Other diseases that could become more common as a result of global warming include dengue fever,
African sleeping sickness, river blindness and St. Louis encephalitis.  “Water-born diseases such as chol-
era may also spread from rising sea-surface temperatures,” he says.  [H: If this isn’t the most full can of
garbage I have ever seen.  I can’t remember a more exemplary case of mis- or dis-information
doused on you-the-people!]

However, he notes, “Climate is not the only factor.”  Good sanitation, access to health care and clean
water play a major role.  And, while a warmer climate may expand the range of tropical illnesses, it also
could reduce the incidence of such diseases as Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, since the ticks that carry
it might not survive warmer weather.  [H: Yes, and while you are TREATED for that which you do not
have—the depopulation status is statistically including YOU in the numbers—of dead.  This is
as stupid a compilation of drivel as I have seen recently in addition to the above garbage-pail
suggestion.]

“My point is not that climate change necessarily has caused the re-emergence of these diseases,” Patz
says.  “Rather in the context of anticipated changes in climate trends, our concern is that these diseases will
spread into new areas or intensify in endemic regions.”
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Scientists have found evidence that climate change “is influenced by human activity and is expected to
continue at an unprecedented rate over the next century”, Patz says.  [H: AMAZING!]  “We need to
consider prompt actions to avoid the impacts of such wide-spread change.”

[END OF QUOTING]

Now people, this above named man is an AUTHORITY who teaches other doctors what and how to
think and act.  It should frighten you more to realize that this IS THE THINKING AND KNOWLEDGE
OF YOUR CURRENT MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS—AND AT THE LEAST IS A COVER FOR
THAT WHICH THEY DO NOT KNOW!

I am appalled at your gullibility but am more concerned that you turn yourself over to these nit-wits for your
hope of resurrection.

I don’t care what they give you, readers, don’t just roll over and die for them.  You can take your colloids
along with whatever they give you and it WILL NOT HURT YOU but if the antibiotic doesn’t work—the
colloid WILL PROBABLY SAVE YOUR LIFE.

Will a lot of people perish?  INCREDIBLE NUMBERS WILL DIE!  Does it have to include you in the
numbers?  Only God knows.  If you think by some “miracle” you will be spared, at the least, a bout with
flu—forget it.  You WILL get sick in all probability and sometimes that whacking assault will bring you
down and take you out.  Most of you have compromised your bodies to the point of inability to cope with
the assaults—it is simply the way it is.  I have angry people all the time, ALREADY, who complain because
they get sick “anyway”.  What do you expect, readers??  We offer you some tools and you think you don’t
have to do ANYTHING.  Forget it, you are going to have to use them and use them wisely.  All I can offer
is that it surely is less costly than the medicines you now get and certainly is less expensive than a funeral.
GOD is not going to scatter miracles all over you—YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO DO YOUR
PART.  In addition, you HAVE to continually and regularly utilize that which is offered as you would vitamin
supplements, for the body casts off what it doesn’t need and leaves you “hungry” for more—regularly.  A
good immune system will carry you for a while but it has to be reinforced continually.  We don’t immunize
from anything—we simply offer things that, used regularly, will assist you to ward off and overcome these
new bugs and tribulations against your health and body, mind and soul.

MOREOVER, KNOW THAT I HAVE NO INTEREST IN “SAVING” ANYTHING—ESPECIALLY
MY ENEMIES!!!

Your salvation and your life—are BOTH up to you!  Is this a Christ-like attitude?  YES!  ANY PREACHER
WHO EXPOUNDS OTHERWISE IS LYING TO YOU!

May you be given to use wisdom as you sort your new awakening processes.  You cannot longer HIDE in
ignorance for if you have read only this far—you are beginning to wake up to truth.  Deny and curse us if
you will—that is your privilege, responsibility and your choice.  Thank you.  Salu.
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SUN.,  JAN. 28,  1996

CAN’T  STRESS  SERIOUSNESS
OF  NEW  BACTERIA,  ENOUGH!

You are going to have to WATCH the little side notations in your local papers to catch the “passing”
announcements of the trouble you face.  The orders handed down from the powers that be is that there
shall be no PANIC over these new and deadly diseases.  You will find that “old” statistics will be offered
and then there will be a relative comparison but always allowing you to be lulled into your dream state by
“no need to panic—a ‘wet season’ or a ‘dry season’” can be blamed enough to put all you people to
sleep—until someone in your family up and dies on you.

Example?  In the local Bakersfield paper of yesterday, Sat., Jan. 27, on the “Local” page, at the bottom,
with little fanfare, is printed an article:

[QUOTING:]

DEADLY  BACTERIA  STRIKES  6TH  VICTIM

Latest case reflects four-fold jump.
By Susan Towers, Californian staff writer.  [H: Just remember the pneumonic plague of last year in
Kern County, Calif. and this won’t seem so “passing” in interest.]

An unidentified man was taken to a Bakersfield hospital Friday suffering from the deadly meningococ-
cal bacteria, the county Department of Health Services reported.

The man, in his late 20s, is the sixth Kern County resident to be hit this month by the bacteria, about
four times the normal rate.  Three of the six people died quickly after the disease infected their blood and
body organs, said Boyce Dulan, county director of disease control.  Five of the six people live in Bak-
ersfield.

The disease is commonly known as meningococcal meningitis when it affects the thin layers of tissue
covering the brain.  Normally only about 1-1/2 cases a month of meningococcal disease are seen in the
county, Dulan said.

The bacteria is spread by direct contact and breathing in droplets from the discharges of the nose or
throat from infected people, he said.
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[H: Now Editors, the next is EXACTLY as printed and will point out the total lack of recognition
of subject integrity or any manner of good editorial skills of proof-readers for the next is so
blatantly a misprint of information as to be totally shocking when you are talking about the
possibility of an epidemic of any kind.  In this case look for the use of “bacteria he was taking...”.

One of the deaths was that of 13-month-old Bakersfield resident Alexander Odom, who died sud-
denly Jan. 5 within a few hours after he had been taken to the doctor with a rash and sniffles.  He was
being treated for an ear infection.

“He was so healthy,”, Odom’s aunt Loretta Ward said, “He broke out with a rash and the doctor said
it was a reaction to the bacteria he was taking.  He had a little fever, that’s all.  His mother took him
home and he just fell over and died.”  [H: I don’t know how any of you are going to survive with this
kind of information flow!]

Dulan said the deadly bacteria often hits suddenly, as in the baby’s case, giving the sufferer little oppor-
tunity to overcome the disease.  Or, patients will display flu-like symptoms such as vomiting, fever and
rashes and will have time to receive medical attention.

BACTERIA  ATTACKS  BLOOD  AND  ORGANS

“The bacteria is in the air and many people carry it without coming down with the disease,” Dulan said.

Since 1900 there have been between seven and 14 cases a year of diseases that are caused by the
meningococcal bacteria locally, Dulan said.  [H: This is total garbage for if you don’t know you have
it—doesn’t mean it isn’t there.]

To avoid coming down with disease Dulan urged county residents to wash their hands often and avoid
coming in contact with people who are coughing and sneezing.  [H: Now tell me how you can live in
society and not come into contact with people coughing and sneezing when the very disease
causes people to cough and sneeze?  As to washing hands—YES INDEED, and rinse with anti-
septic such as OxySol or the lotion, spread on GaiaCol and let dry, etc., and spray the mouth
regularly and often with same as well as spray it up the air passages.

People who have had direct contact with those suffering from the disease should be given the medica-
tion rifampin, he said.  [H: And just HOW do you know?  Who?  How?  I jest not—THIS IS
BEYOND “IMPORTANT”.  IT IS TOO LATE WHEN THIS OVERWHELMS THE ELDERLY
OR BABES, PREGNANT MOTHERS, ETC.  AND, YOU ARE UNDESIRABLE AS IN-PA-
TIENTS SO BE PREPARED TO DIE AT HOME IF THE HOSPITAL STAFF CAN ARRANGE
IT!]

[END OF QUOTING]

CORRECTIONS  TO  INFORMATION

I am probably responsible for incorrect information for receiving a book IMMUNIZATION THEORY VS.
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REALITY: Exposé on Vaccinations by Neil Z. Miller.  I DO recommend very highly this book and I guess
we must have suggested getting the book from The National Vaccine Information Center.  However, the
better idea is to go to NEW ATLANTEAN PRESS (who publishes the book).  That is: New Atlantean
Press, PO Box 9638, Santa Fe, NM 87504, 1-800-698-9827.

Mr. Nathan Wright of New Atlantean Press has brought this to our attention but, better yet, has presented
us with excerpts taken from that book which we now have permission to print.  This Press has a lot of
extremely good material and is happy to send you a copy of their catalog—FREE.

I would share a bit of the excerpts offered:

[QUOTING, EXCERPTS FROM:]

IMMUNIZATION  THEORY  VS.  REALITY

GENOCIDE

Researchers are considering at least two plausible lines of inquiry—high probability links—between
vaccines and AIDS.  The first investigates whether polio vaccines injected into millions of people during
the 1950s and 1960s were contaminated with monkey viruses virtually indistinguishable from the AIDS
virus.  The second considers whether smallpox vaccines were laced with a hybrid virus created in a U.S.
laboratory and “tested” on Central Africans during the 1970s.

AIDS: During the 1950s and 1960s millions of people were infected with polio vaccines that were con-
taminated with the SV-40 virus undetected in the Simian monkey organs used to prepare the vaccines.
Esteemed polio research, Dr. Hilary Koprowski, has warned congressmen that “an almost infinite number
of monkey viruses” can contaminate polio vaccines.  In fact, the genetic sequences of some monkey
viruses are as similar to some strains of the AIDS virus as some strains of the AIDS virus are to each other.
But tests to determine the existence of some of these viruses were not developed until the mid-1980s.  This
makes it extremely likely that these viruses contaminated vaccines in the 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s,
before virus detection techniques were refined.  At least one health official has voiced the obvious re-
garding our knowledge of animal viruses and the status of vaccines today: “You can’t test for something if
you don’t know it’s there.”

Note: On February 12, 1994, a civil tort claim was filed in federal court on behalf of a 12-year-old girl with
no risk factors for AIDS yet who tested HIV-positive “on or about March 1992, and who presently suffers
from full-blown AIDS.”  In addition, the suit alleges that the young girl “was infected with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus by way of an FDA-approved live oral poliovirus vaccine she received on April 9,
1982; June 25, 1982; and August 20, 1982.  The live oral poliovirus vaccine was produced, tested, and
approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration pursuant to measures inconsistent with
accepted standards of medical practice.”  The lawsuit also asserts that “the product was FDA-approved
despite the known presence of contaminants, including retroviruses such as HIV.”

This landmark suit makes the following charges as well:
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“As a direct and proximate result of [the plaintiff’s] use and consumption of contaminated live oral
polio vaccine manufactured by the defendant, [the plaintiff] was infected with the retrovirus which causes
AIDS and has contracted AIDS.

“At all times material hereto, [the defendant] knew or should have known:

“...that its live oral polio vaccine was subject to contamination by infectious agents, particularly those
viral in nature, including monkey viruses and retroviruses.

“...that the manufacturing procedure used to produce [the polio vaccine] did not prevent contamina-
tion with foreign viruses.  In fact, [the defendant] allowed these viral contaminants to remain in its product
because [the defendant] believed these viral contaminants could not be killed without also killing the polio
virus and ruining the vaccine.

“...that the expected contaminating viruses in its live oral polio vaccine were monkey viruses from the
monkey kidneys used to grow the special strains of polio virus that constituted the vaccine.

“...that the product would be consumed by infants whose immune systems were immature and less
capable of resisting foreign viruses.

“...That the use of its live oral polio vaccine had the potential to infect many millions of infants around
the world with multiple unknown viruses sufficient to start a human epidemic of an animal disease.”

CHEMICAL  AND  BIOLOGICAL  WARFARE

Several researchers believe that AIDS began as a biological warfare experiment conducted by the
U.S. government.  In this scenario, animal viruses were synthetically altered and intentionally added to the
smallpox vaccine.  This vaccine was then tested on millions of unsuspecting Central Africans during the
1970s.  Although this sequence of events is disturbing to consider, the circumstantial evidence cannot be
overlooked.

On June 9, 1969, Dr. Donald M. MacArthur, Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, testified before Congress on U.S. involvement regarding chemi-
cal and biological warfare.  Excerpts from that testimony are included below:

Monday, June 9, 1969

Mr. Mahon.  This Subcommittee and the Congress has, over a period of years, supported the appro-
priation of funds for chemical and biological warfare.  I am not sure what portion of your testimony can
appropriately be put in the record.  We would not want to have in the record anything that would be
damaging to the security of the United States, but otherwise we feel that the Congress and the American
public are entitled to know all the basic facts.

Mr. Sikes.  Tell us something about the biological weapons, both lethal and incapacitants.  Tell us what
we are doing and what the Russians are doing.
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Dr. MacArthur.  I am sure all of you know biologicals are microorganisms.  We have had a policy that
the biological agents that we would try to develop would be noncontagious; that is, that it could not be
passed on directly from individual to individual.

Mr. Flood.  Would they be effective if not contagious?

Dr. Mac Arthur.  They could be infectious from the standpoint that they would be used as a primary
aerosol and infect people inhaling it.  After that they could be carried from me to you, say by an
insect vector—a mosquito, for example.

Mr. Flood.  Could they be effective and contagious?

Dr. MacArthur.  No.  A contagious disease would not be effective as a biological warfare agent,
although it might have devastating effects.  It lacks the essential element of control which I alluded to earlier
since there would be no way to predict or control the course of the epidemic that might result.

Mr. Sikes.  Tell us the story of our progress and our capability.

Dr. MacArthur.  I want to reemphasize that our policy has been not to develop any contagious agents
so that we could control the effects so that they would not “boomerang” on our own people if ever we
were forced to use them.  Typical examples of diseases caused by agents we have worked on are tulare-
mia, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, “Q” fever, Venezuelan equine encephalitis... pm O”  [H:
Now try adding to that a cute little thing like meningococcal bacterioviruses.]

These agents are different from the chemicals in that they are naturally occurring diseases.

Mr. Flood.  Break out for the record which are lethal and which are incapacitants.  (The information
follows.)

The following potential biological agents are among those that have been studied for offensive and
defensive purposes:

Incapacitating:
Rickettsia causing Q-fever
Rift Valley fever virus
Chikiungunya disease virus
Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus

Lethal:
Yellow fever virus
Rabbit fever virus
Anthrax bacteria
Psittacosis
Rickettsia of Rocky Mountain spotted fever
Plague
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[H: Anybody begin to see the connections with such as the new “mystery diseases” which re-
semble old diseases but are not?]

Dr. MacArthur.  Talking about potential offensive agents, I will first restate the constraints I mentioned
earlier that we have put on ourselves as a matter of policy to prevent exactly what people have been
saying—that there will be a worldwide scourge, or a black death type disease that will envelop the world
or major geographical areas if some of these materials were to accidentally escape.  That could not possi-
bly happen with the biological agents that we have.  That is a constraint that we have put on ourselves.

However, to keep the record straight, we have done a small amount of research on a few agents
that do not satisfy this constraint.
[END OF QUOTING]

Dharma, because of the time constraints let us leave this and pick it up right here when we again write.
Thank you.
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IMMUNIZATION  THEORY  VS.  REALITY
by Neil Z. Miller

[QUOTING, PART 2, EXCERPTS FROM:]

GENOCIDE

SYNTHETIC  BIOLOGICAL  AGENTS

Dr. MacArthur.  There are two things about the biological agent field I would like to mention.  One is
the possibility of technological surprise.  Molecular biology is a field that is advancing very rapidly, and
eminent biologists believe that within a period of 5 to 10 years it would be possible to produce a
synthetic biological agent, an agent that does not naturally exist and for which no natural immu-
nity could have been acquired.

Mr. Sikes.  Would you provide for our records information on what would be required, what the
advantages of such a program would be, the time and the cost involved?

Dr. MacArthur.  We will be very happy to.  (The information follows.)

The dramatic progress being made in the field of molecular biology led us to investigate the relevance
of this field of science to biological warfare.  A small group of experts considered this matter and provided
the following observations:

1.  All biological agents up to the present time are representatives of naturally occurring disease, and
are thus known by scientists throughout the world.  They are easily available to qualified scientists for
research, either for offensive or defensive purposes.

2.  Within the next 5 to 10 years, it would probably be possible to make a new infective microorganism
[AIDS?] which could differ in certain important aspects from any known disease-causing organisms.  Most
important of these is that it might be refractory to the immunological and therapeutic processes upon which
we depend to maintain our relative freedom from infectious disease.

3.  A research program to explore the feasibility of this could be completed in approximately 5 years at
a total cost of $10 million.
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4.  It is a highly controversial issue, and there are many who believe such research should not be
undertaken lest it lead to yet another method of massive killing of large populations.

[End of Excerpt]

WHO: Friend or Foe?  Shortly thereafter, in 1972, the World Health Organization (WHO) pub-
lished a provocative article on the detrimental effects of viruses on the immune system.  The title of the
article, “Virus-associated immunopathology: animal models and implications for human disease”, indicates
that a new era in the development of synthetic biological agents may have begun.  In that study the follow-
ing observations are made:

1) “The properties of viruses are seemingly ideal for producing immunopathological damage,” and

2) “Virus-induced immunodepression might conceivably be highly instrumental in prolonging certain
virus infections.”

The following recommendations were made as well:

1) “A systematic evaluation of the effects of viruses on immune function should be undertaken.”

2) “An attempt should be made to ascertain whether [or not] viruses can in fact exert selective effects
on immune function.”

3) “The possibility should also be looked into that the immune response to the virus may itself be
impaired.”

In a controversial article published by Health Freedom News, William Campbell Douglass, MD,
claims that this virus—the AIDS virus—was deliberately manufactured by the World Health Organization
in collaboration with the National Cancer Institute.  He describes Dr. Strecker’s research into how these
organizations combined two deadly retroviruses—bovine leukemia virus (BLV) and sheep visna virus—to
create the AIDS virus.  (Some retro-viruses may take up to 40 years to manifest.)  Dr. Douglass asserts
that during official proceedings in 1972, WHO suggested that a useful way to study the effects of the new
virus would be to put it into a vaccination program and observe the results.  He and Dr. Strecker claim
WHO used the smallpox vaccine for this study and chose Central Africa as a testing ground.

According to Dr. Robert Gallo, the chief AIDS researcher at the National Cancer Institute, the use of
live vaccines such as that used for smallpox can “activate” a dormant infection such as HIV.  In fact, the
greatest spread of HIV infection coincides with the most intense and recent smallpox vaccination cam-
paigns.  Information on the seven Central African countries most infected with AIDS—Zaire, Zambia,
Tanzania, Uganda, Malawai, Ruanda, and Burundi—precisely matches WHO figures indicating the seven
countries whose people were most thoroughly vaccinated.  Brazil, the only South American country in-
cluded in the smallpox campaign, has the greatest incidence of AIDS on that continent.

NOTE: Shortly after the link between smallpox vaccines and AIDS was publicly revealed, WHO
scientists indicated their desire to abolish the world’s last remaining vials of smallpox.  Although they claim
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smallpox was eradicated and we can no longer risk an accidental reinfection, others question whether or
not valuable evidence is being destroyed.  [H: Let it be remembered that the smallpox crossbreed
bacteriovirus as you once knew it has long ago phased out and into a more highly sophisticated
retro-virus which can more easily be introduced within an immunization campaign.  Smallpox has
not been eradicated—only replaced by something far more sinister and WITHOUT KNOWN
TREATMENT!  The argument of destroying the stored “vials of smallpox” as spoken of here
are, RIGHT NOW AS WE WRITE, again under debate.  The U.S. has some BUT so do the
Russians have some—so, again, the standoff.  The REAL STUFF is walking around on the hoof
IN RESEARCH animals.]

GULF  WAR 7  EXPERIMENTATION

Thousands of United States military personnel who served in the Persian Gulf War are now seriously
incapacitated from unknown causes.  For example, after one veteran returned from his stint of duty as an
army platoon leader in the Persian Gulf, his health began to deteriorate.  “The trouble started with spots on
his legs, which soon spread to other parts of his body.  Then, his eyes swelled shut and his lips bloated till
the skin split.  When his skin cleared up, his joints ached.”

After returning from the Persian Gulf War, another veteran “developed [flu-like] symptoms, with fever,
aching joints, and swollen lymph nodes.  During the next three years his health progressively deteriorated.
He became unsteady on his feet and increasingly tired.  He suffered frequent headaches and often became
disoriented, losing his way home from familiar locations.  Today, he uses a wheelchair to get around, can’t
work, drive, open a soft drink can, or stay awake long enough to read a book.”

A naval reservist developed non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma cancer after returning from a six-month tour of
duty in the Persian Gulf.  He has since documented 86 lymphomas among fellow soldiers.

A few months later the true extent of Gulf War damage was revealed.  Little by little the facts seeped
into public view.  Nearly 43,000 Gulf War veterans are stricken with debilitating illnesses: bleeding rashes,
gums, and sinuses; muscle aches, swollen joints, chronic fatigue, diarrhea, hair loss, severe headaches, and
memory loss.  Also, over time the symptoms tend to become more acute.  Many vets are now confined to
wheelchairs and hospital beds.

“This is an epidemic.  This is
absolutely comparable to AIDS”

In addition, the syndrome appears to be contagious.  Many veterans, their spouses, and scientists
believe it can be passed through sex or sweat, or through the air.  Apparently, veterans’ wives and their
unborn babies are being damaged as well.  According to Michigan Senator Donald Riegel, Jr., of the 600
vets his office surveyed, 77 percent say their spouses have the symptoms, 65 percent say their postwar
babies are damaged, and 25 percent report that their children born before the war have new debilitating
illnesses as well.  According to one medical researcher, “This is an epidemic.  This is absolutely compa-
rable to AIDS.”

Many Gulf War couples also report that they are no longer able to make love.  Intercourse causes the
women to experience immediate abdominal cramping and intense burning sensations, as though their geni-
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tals were being torched.  For many, their labias crack and bleed.  Also, the semen burns both husband and
wife within minutes of contact with skin.  It causes open sores—blisters that bleed.

Many Gulf War families are being advised against pregnancy.  Babies are being born with extra toes
and fingers, undeveloped lungs, and missing body parts.  One child was born with an oversized umbilical
cord that wrapped around his body six times, nearly strangling him.  This child appears to be developmentally
delayed and exhibits other debilitating symptoms similar to his father’s.  Another child was born without a
thyroid gland.  She also has dozens of tumors all over her body and inside her mouth.  Still another child has
intermittent vaginal bleeding.

One Gulf War spouse had two miscarriages in the year after her husband’s return.  She complains of
headaches, rashes, and frequent vaginal infections.  In a third pregnancy, a son was delivered two months
premature.  The child required three months of intensive care and numerous painful operations.  He now
has vision and hearing problems, a lung ailment, and cerebral palsy.  This woman has subsequently miscar-
ried again.

Another Gulf War spouse has lumps, rashes, and cysts throughout her body.  Her skull is thinning,
threatening to destroy her brain.  She has splitting headaches and painful genital infections.  Their son is sick
as well.

The Cause:  Although speculation on the roots of this dilemma ranged from pesticides and burning oil
wells to undetected Iraqi nerve gases, it appears that American troops are the only ones suffering.  The
ailment is largely unheard of in British, Canadian, Saudi, and Iraqi soldiers.  Even though the media re-
frained from implicating vaccines as a potential cause, it awoke the country to a national dilemma: how to
support our vets who unquestionably served their country.

On May 6, 1994—10 full days before the first stories began to circulate—the truth was told.  In an
opening statement at a hearing before the Senate Committee on Veteran’s Affairs, Senator John D.
Rockefeller IV shared with members of the committee the results of his extensive investigation into the
roots of the problem.  Here are a few excerpts from that meeting:

OPENING  STATEMENT
Senator John D. Rockefeller IV, Chair

Committee on Veterans’ Affairs
United States Senate

[H: Talk about foxes in hen houses!]

Hearing

IS MILITARY RESEARCH HAZARDOUS TO VETERANS’ HEALTH?
LESSONS FROM THE COLD WAR, THE PERSIAN GULF, AND TODAY

“A few months ago, Americans were shocked to learn that our government had intentionally exposed
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thousands of U.S. citizens to radiation without their knowledge or consent.  Although many of us ex-
pressed horror at the apparently unethical behavior of our government, we were all relieved to hear that
such experiments had been stopped long ago.

“We’d like to think that these kinds of abuses are a thing of the past, but the legacy contin-
ues.  During the Persian Gulf War, hundreds of thousands of soldiers were given experimental vaccines
and drugs, and today we will hear evidence that these medical products could be causing many of the
‘mysterious illnesses’ those veterans are now experiencing.

“Today’s hearing will examine the results of an intensive 6-month investigation conducted by Commit-
tee staff.  The investigation focuses on Persian Gulf War veterans, but extends from World War II-era
veterans to the present.

“The results of our investigation showed a reckless disregard that shocked me, and I think they will
shock all Americans.  The use of investigational drugs in the Persian Gulf is especially troublesome.  The
Pentagon... threw caution to the winds, ignoring all warnings of potential harm, and gave these drugs to
hundreds of thousands of soldiers with virtually no warnings and no safeguards.

“If that wasn’t bad enough, they administered these drugs and vaccines in such a way that there is a
very good chance they wouldn’t have even worked for the intended purpose.  They would not have
protected most soldiers from chemical or biological warfare.

“These are strong statements and I don’t make them lightly.

“The situation is unfair from start to finish.  It begins with soldiers who are asked to participate in
research, to take experimental drugs, but are not told what the risks are before, during, or after.

“Then information about the exposures is not included in soldiers’ medical records, putting them at
even greater risk.  And, when these soldiers leave the service and become veterans, the VA lacks informa-
tion about the exposures, and about any resulting illnesses, making it more difficult to help them.

“Finally, when these veterans become ill, they are unable to get the medical records and other informa-
tion they need in order to prove that their illnesses are related to military service.

“This situation is unacceptable.”

[H: What difference does it make to come along and play with more and different locks for the
barn door AFTER the horse is not only out but dead?  This is the point, readers, as it is the same
old “Oh well-l-l-!” attitude.  You see, the accomplishments are made in advance of any uprising
so that by the time you clear up one indiscretion—the Elite are off onto another one, even worse.]

Senator Rockefeller credited his information to an extensive investigation conducted by Committee
staff.  Here are excerpts from their discoveries:

PRELIMINARY  STAFF  FINDINGS
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IS MILITARY RESEARCH HAZARDOUS TO VETERANS’ HEALTH?
LESSONS FROM THE PERSIAN GULF

INTRODUCTION

“For more than 50 years, hundreds of thousands of military personnel have been involved in human
experimentation and other intentional exposures conducted by the Department of Defense (DoD), often
without soldiers’ knowledge or consent.  Our May 6, 1994, hearing examines the extent to which these
exposures endangered individuals who are now veterans, and explores the implications for soldiers and
veterans today...

“U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf War were intentionally exposed to investigational drugs and vac-
cines... In still other cases, soldiers were exposed to biological agents or other dangerous substances that
DoD was studying; the goal was to study the substances, not their effect on humans...

“Some of the studies that have been conducted had more questionable motives.  For example, DoD
now admits they conducted ‘Man Break’ tests, exposing soldiers to chemical weapons in order to deter-
mine how much was necessary to ‘break a man’.  Similarly, DoD admits that they subjected hundreds/
thousands of soldiers to hallucinogens without their knowledge or consent, in an effort to determine how
incapacitating those substances could be.  Most Americans would agree that the use of soldiers as guinea
pigs in experiments that were designed to harm them... is not ethical.

“These experiences put hundreds of thousands of U.S. troops at risk, and may have caused lasting
harm to many individuals.

“In this report, we will examine how decisions made by DoD regarding the use of investigational drugs
and vaccines in the Persian Gulf War were based on inadequate information and in some cases by ignoring
evidence that soldiers would be harmed unnecessarily.  We will also discuss how the DoD’s failure to
provide medical treatment or information to soldiers was unjustifiable, unethical, sometimes illegal, and
caused unnecessary suffering.

“In addition, information about the use of these investigational drugs and vaccines, and adverse reac-
tions that resulted, usually were not included in soldiers’ medical records.  As a result, veterans who
became ill following the use of these medical products are often unable to prove that their illness or disabil-
ity was related to their military service.

BACKGROUND  INFORMATION

“A few months ago, Americans were shocked to learn that federal agencies intentionally exposed
thousands of U.S. citizens to radiation without their knowledge or consent.  Although many Americans
expressed horror at the apparently unethical behavior of the federal government, many believed such
experiments occurred in a bygone era with less stringent ethical standards.

“Post-Holocaust Standards of Research.  The Nuremberg Code is a 10-point declaration governing
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human experimentation which was developed in response to the inhumane experiments conducted by Nazi
scientists and physicians.  The Code states that voluntary and informed consent is absolutely essential at all
times, wartime included.  Additionally, current law prevents funds appropriated to the Department of
Defense from being used for research involving a human being as an experimental subject unless the
informed consent of the subject is obtained in advance...

“The Nuremberg Code should have guided the experiments whereby LSD and other hallucinogens
were given to military servicemen in the 1950s without their knowledge or consent; however, those studies
were kept secret until the mid-1970s.  Similarly, the Nuremberg Code should have prevented hundreds of
radiation experiments that several federal agencies conducted on thousands of soldiers, veterans, and
civilians during the Cold War without their knowledge or consent; however, those studies continued for
years and were never made public until a few months ago.

INVESTIGATIONAL  DRUGS  AND  VACCINES
IN  THE  PERSIAN  GULF

“Under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act, all vaccines and medical products must be proven safe
and effective by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in order to be sold and distributed in the United
States.

DoD/FDA Agreements to Waive Informed Consent for Investigational Drugs During the Per-
sian Gulf War

“In August 1990, DoD contacted FDA to review regulatory restrictions on DoD’s plan to use
pyridostigmine and botulism vaccine for U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf.  According to minutes of the
meeting, ‘FDA expressed some concern about liability and the need to comply with the regulations,’ and
Dr. Peck, FDA’s Deputy Director for Drug Review, “pointed out the need to establish an appropriate
investigational framework to collect observational data and evaluate the military medical products in ques-
tion.”

“The major focus of the meeting was informed consent.  In summary, DoD did not want to abide by
informed consent regulations, and FDA officials pointed out that pyridostigmine and  botulism vaccine
were investigational and that there are laws regulating how they can be used.  DoD claimed that they had
the authority to “dictate the use of unapproved FDA regulated products” in the Persian Gulf, but they
would prefer to obtain a waiver from FDA.

“The issue was debated by the two agencies for several months.  Finally, at a meeting on December
31, 1990, it appeared that an agreement was reached.  DoD officials agreed that the vaccine would be
administered by trained individuals with a health care background, and that information would be provided
orally ‘at minimum, and in written form if feasible, to all personnel receiving the vaccine’.  DoD officials said
the feasibility of distributing an information sheet would depend on many factors, and would vary from
location to location within the military theater of operations.  DoD officials ‘reiterated that at least verbal
information would be provided to each person receiving the vaccine.’  The FDA Informed Consent Waiver
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Review Group recommended that pregnant women be excluded from receiving the vaccine and that in-
formation about the vaccine be ‘posted at places where vaccine is administered’.  However, DoD argued
that pregnant women would be at greater risk from exposure to botulism toxins than to the vaccine, and
FDA agreed that instead of excluding pregnant women, a statement would be added to the recipient
information stating that, ‘If you are pregnant, is not known if this vaccine will hurt the unborn baby, how-
ever, most vaccines do not.’

“Despite these agreements between FDA and DoD, and DoD’s official subsequent decision
to administer the vaccine voluntarily, many PGW veterans claim that they were not told what
vaccine they were being given, or what the risks were, either orally or in writing.  Many report
that they were told not to tell medical personnel that they had received a vaccination, even if the
vaccination caused pain or swelling.  No record of the vaccine was available in medical records;
as a result, physicians who were concerned about any local or systemic reactions were unin-
formed about the possible causes.  Veterans who claim they were harmed by the vaccine of
pyridostigmine frequently have no proof that they were vaccinated or took the pills, or that they
had an adverse reaction.  Moreover, virtually none of the soldiers received more than two of the
botulism vaccinations, even though DoD informed FDA they would administer the three shots
necessary for protection...

“On January 8, 1991, Dr. David Kessler, FDA Commissioner, wrote to the Assistant Secretary of
Health of DoD, regarding the waiver for informed consent... In his letter, Dr. Kessler agreed that since
there was ‘no available satisfactory alternative therapy’ for protection... he would ‘concur with your as-
sessment that informed consent is not feasible.’

“Since the end of the Persian Gulf War, DoD has repeatedly requested that the waiver of informed
consent be made permanent, arguing that ‘to not finalize it provides an arguable defect under the Adminis-
trative Procedures Act and leaves both DoD and FDA open to greater liability.’  To finalize the interim rule
would grant unrestricted use of investigational drugs by military personnel, even when efficacy and safety
have not been established.”

SURVEY  OF  146  PERSIAN
GULF  WAR  VETERANS

“In the early months of 1994, staff of the Senate Committee on Veterans’ Affairs interviewed 146
Persian Gulf War veterans... The respondents complained about numerous negative side effects of the
vaccines and pills... One claimed that two people in his unit had heart attacks after taking the experimental
drugs and that one died.  There were numerous complaints about the quality of care and the lack of
compassion of VA physicians and nurses.  This included a doctor’s comment claiming that the Persian Gulf
War ‘wasn’t a real war’ and a patient’s complaint that a doctor told her that she was fine, after using a
stethoscope that he had forgotten to put in his ears.”

VETERANS  WHO  COULD  NOT
REFUSE  VACCINES

Here are a few selected comments from the survey:
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On Medical Records:
“Seven months of medical records are missing.”
“Asked for my medial record and was told all had been disposed of.”
“Medical record is lost forever.”
“20 years of medical records are now mysteriously gone.”
“All our medical records were destroyed.”
“Doctors refused to put vaccinations in my medical record.”
“Was told my leave would be held up if I wanted copies of my medical record.”
“My medical record says my illness is not related to Agent Orange.  This VA doctor has the wrong

war!”

On Vaccinations:
“Passed out after anthrax shot.”
“We were told not to tell we got anthrax shots because there wasn’t enough for British and French

troops.”
“Several reported flu symptoms at time of vaccinations.”
“I argued that I was pregnant, so finally they let me not take the shot.  It was a big argument.”
“They made me sign something, but the form was folded so I couldn’t read what I signed.”
“We were ordered to sign the consent form.”
“I could refuse the shot if I wanted court martial.”
“I tried to refuse anthrax; was threatened with Leavenworth.”

On the VA Hospital System and Doctors:
“Military doctors are harassing me because I’m sick.”
“VA doctors don’t want to know what is making you sick.”
“VA is minimizing our illnesses.”
“Navy doctors told my wife to terminate her pregnancy.”

On Illnesses:
“Lots of men in the unit have swollen testicles.”
“Sometimes I forgot to feed my son.”
“I got lost while going to get my children from school.”
“I don’t have a spleen and wonder if I should have taken those drugs and vaccines.”

Reproductive Dysfunction:  Additional evidence regarding the potential damage inflicted on Gulf War
personnel—and insight into the magnitude of the problem—continues to accrue.  For example, on August
5, 1994, the United States General Accounting Office released testimony given before the Senate Committee
on Veterans’ Affairs.  Here are a few brief excerpts:

OPERATION  DESERT  STORM

Potential for Reproductive Dysfunction
Is Not Being Adequately Monitored
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Statement of Kwai-Cheung Chan
Issue Area Director

Program Evaluation and Methodology Division

“We are here today to present our report on possible reproductive dysfunction among the U.S. armed
forces who served in the Persian Gulf War.  Since their return from the war in the Persian Gulf, many
veterans have complained of a variety of health problems including reports of an increased number of birth
defects and other reproductive problems.  It is now known that before, during, and after the war, U.S.
troops were exposed to a variety of potentially hazardous substances.  These include but are not limited
to... investigational drugs and vaccines.

“Questions remain unanswered concerning the potential reproductive and developmental dysfunction
that may have occurred...”  [END OF QUOTING FROM HEARING]

[The next two paragraphs seem to be a summary by the Author. Ed.]

Racial Extermination: A pattern of individual and collective abuse is beginning to emerge.
Some of the players include drug companies, medical policymakers from the American Medical
Association (AMA), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC), the World Health Organization (WHO), the Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA), the Department of Defense (DoD), and federal lawmakers who turn the other
cheek as the human race is subjected to a slow and methodical process of extermination.

Despite vaccine propaganda claiming the shots are safe and effective, consumers should beware of
these potentially dangerous drugs and the unscrupulous forces pressing for our compliance.  We are not
their human guinea pigs!  [H: OH???]  Whether you’re trying to protect your own physical health, or
the well-being of a young child or close friend, always remember to give credibility to YOUR concerns:
trust your inner voice.  Don’t allow yourself to be pressured into a situation against your will.  If you’re
still unsure, seek out additional information until you’re positive the decision you are making is yours alone,
and is right for you and your family.

[END OF QUOTING]

And wouldn’t it be dandy if it could work this way?  If you could simply refuse something that the Elite push
off on you?  If you don’t stop your fantasia trip you are going to continue to regress as a civilization until the
unwanted players are weeded out.  No one in the military service can even refuse to wear a UN insignia
and blue beret—how think you that children going off to war can refuse a direct order to be shot, in any
which way or with what, to shoot them?  YOU HAVE NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, PEOPLE—
WAKE UP!  Salu.
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CHAPTER  6

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., JAN. 31, 1996    8:01 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 168

WED.,  JAN. 31,  1996

SET  THE  RECORD  TO  CORRECT

Readers continue to treat CONTACT as somehow being “my” word on everything printed.  No, the intent
is to bring you INFORMATION and that information will be from informed research and recognition.  Will
there ever be “errors”?  Well, I would hope so for I don’t see that very many of PERFECTION run about
on your place and especially in the political or historic realms of truth-bearing information.  In fact, if you
want to sicken yourself just get a copy of last night’s Frontline on HOW TO BUY A PRESIDENT.  (This,
friends, dealt only with the buying of a U.S. President!)

EACH person reads our work—usually at best—ONCE.  I personally write in such a way that if you
SKIM over the presentation—you are going to MISS lots of information and, in fact, will leave
OUT words that MAKE THE DIFFERENCE IN AN INTERPRETATION.  “Are” and “aren’t”,
are and are not are quite the opposite in meaning but you have to read to make informed retort—and I
find that those who set themselves up as the “last word” in authority on OUR WRITINGS don’t read
carefully or at all, simply take someone’s opinion and accept it for their own, or worse, misinterpret or
misread.  This is normal, natural and obviously, quite all right with all of us—but it is what has led you down
the primrose path to troubles beyond that which you can change.

I am a journalist who has studied the historical TRUTH for a very long time.  I make observations and offer
proof; what more do you want?  Why do you try to make me into some God who, if I misspeak, you must
garrote Dharma, CONTACT, or moreso—SELF?  If I wanted to “control” you as a people, then I would
do what your already enemy does to you—mind-warp you and NOT try to teach you historical truth while
you are MAKING THAT HISTORY.  IF YOU KNEW BETTER—THERE WOULD BE NO NEED
FOR SUCH AS ME!  PONDER IT.

I am, furthermore, most happy when those who dislike me MOVE AWAY from me.  Why do you want to
annoy another?  I welcome all exchange of ideas and thoughts—even insulting thoughts, for I most espe-
cially enjoy it when those same ones come back and suggest that they might have had some incorrect
assumptions because there was no way to know EVERYTHING, especially when the intent of the
New World Order is to HIDE EVERYTHING UNTIL IT IS TOO LATE FOR YOU TO CHANGE
PATTERNS.

RELIGION  VS.  SPIRITUALITY

I am always quite impressed by some things which happen and are shared with me.  A mother just wrote
to say that my suggestions about the current non-music might well be quite mind-warping to the children
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who listen to it constantly, or even infrequently.  She told of a recent incident where the daughter wanted a
ride to get a favored CD music disc.  The mother was in a most thoughtful mood and sat the daughter down
to read my article.  After she read it, mother asked what the daughter thought of it.  Daughter said, “Oh
well, of course he is right, he is a ‘know-it-all’ just like Rush Limbaugh!”  So, move over, Rush.

Another thrust is always amusing—ones who write to make me a new you-know-what and don’t even get
my name right.  I can certainly accept errors but if I want to make a point about something I supposedly
have STUDIED carefully, I wouldn’t misspell the party’s name.  One of the best ones I get is the au-
thoritarian linguistic experts who say you can’t get ‘Aton’ from Hatonn—(???).  Oh?  I don’t come from
the U.S. of A. or England and I can get anything I want out of my own name whether or not YOU or
anyone else might or might not like it.  I want to know how you can have “Jesus” and yet in Mexico it is
“HEYSOUS”—taking liberty with alphabet and speaking phonetically, of course.  My name is MY
NAME—and actually, none of anyone’s business other than MY OWN.  If I presented it correctly it
would mean NOTHING to you for you know NOT my language or writing script.  What I don’t really
understand is how YOU get “Jesus” (which simply means “anointed one” and not a NAME, out of Emmanuel,
Jmmanuel, Immanuel, Ammanuel, Iisa, Esa, Esu, Isa—Buddha, Mohamud, Mohammed, Babbaji or any
other collection of symbols.  THE NAME MAKES NOT THE ENERGY FORM OF ANY MAN,
WOMAN, OR CHILD!

You people judge spiritual things by physical things and YOU CANNOT DO SO AND BE ACCURATE.
Yes indeed, I DO know the difference which doesn’t make me better, only better informed.  “Jesus” did
NOT call himself “Jesus”.  In fact, I doubt he ever so much as heard the term.  Saul of Tarsus, after
changing his own name to Paul and while teaching wrong information all over Greece, called Esu Jmmanuel—
”Jesus”.  If you can’t come to deal with differences—how can you ever find the similarity of focus—that
spirituality and religion are NOT THE SAME THING?  You can call me anything you wish and it will
change not one iota of what or who I AM.  You will only show and tell on your own foolishness.  If you
ARE, then how dare you pronounce that which I may or may not BE?  And, what makes you so sure you
are who you think you ARE?  In 99.999 percent—you ARE NOT!  YOU can only recognize yourself
from WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD YOU ARE AND WHAT YOU ARE TOLD TO BELIEVE.
Example?  In Greece a “Bus” that runs around picking up people cannot even be spelled on this keyboard
because of language difference and alphabetical difference.  However a “bus” phonetically is something
like “lay-o-pho-re-ah”.  A “donkey” (ass) is phonetically as “gyi-tha-rok-ee”.  So, in addition to the fact
that my language is neither U.S. English OR Greek, I handle the language presentation of Greek better—
Dharma handles it not at all.  So we communicate in pulsed SOUND or OCTAVE TONES.  I cannot help
it if YOU don’t believe it—it is nothing to me how you communicate—if you do at all.  I find that almost all
of you DO NOT “communicate” at all.  You do a lot of chattering but it is all but meaningless for it says
nothing, in most instances, as to positive content and expression.  A mere glance between true loves is far
more expressive than all the words you can find to misuse and still not express the “meaning” of feeling—
for feeling is spiritual; words are physically expressed sounds of the tongue and larynx (with air pushed
over them).

ELITE  WOULD-BE-KINGS

So, who guides these THOUGHTS and directions of mankind?  Well, the Elite would-be-Kings, of course,
so that they get their way and you do not get yours.  The ones who THINK they hold the most POWER
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in your world today are the Zionists of the Talmud, only they don’t even know what they follow, save
money and power.  They are NO MORE JEWS than are they ANGELS.  THEY HAVE SIMPLY FOUND
THE “WAY” TO BRING MANKIND INTO TOTAL SUBMISSION THROUGH PHYSICAL
“THINGS”, FEAR, FORCE, MANIPULATION, RULES AND REGULATIONS AND ENFORCE-
MENT OF SAME.  YOU EARN AND LOSE—THEY TAKE AND USE.

This is just the way it IS, and they are NOT the most powerful group on board planet Earth in working
nonsense and almost as deviant behavior as themselves—they are but a “group”.  This particular group
comes mostly from the tribes of an integrated Mongol, Russ, and Nordic TRIBE.  They came along in the
latter 1700s and called themselves “Jews”.  Judean “Hebrews” are NOT now and never were:
JEWS, although they may indeed refer to themselves as Jews just as so too may you as being
anything as to race or color!  Being a “Democrat” is NOT the same thing as being “democratic”
or being a “Republican” does not make you a member of a “republic”.  These “Zionists” are NOW
spread far and wide while encompassing every and any form from every race, creed (claimed) and color.
They can only “win” everything by convincing you to believe what they tell you to believe while they,
themselves, believe NONE OF WHAT THEY FORCE UPON YOU.  They wrote the TALMUD or, the
law of the Zionists—by whatever name you choose.  The TALMUD is not even SUPPOSED to be of
GOD—it is a compilation of MAN’s writings as presented by the “Elders” of Zion, or, these Khazarians
now calling themselves “Jews”.  In other words, you are again fooled by semantics and games which take
your words and change the meanings thereof or simply create new terms which only the tiny FEW under-
stand.  A whole set of PROTOCOLS (OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION) were presented in order
to be a guideline for gaining control, power and assets of the WORLD.

Since we are now into this subject perhaps the best thing to do is to move right on into our “put to the side
in lieu of other things” pile and get on with the New World Church Order, picking up with Part 12
(continued):

[QUOTING STARTING WITH THE PROTOCOLS:]

ONE  WORLD  CHURCH  ORDER

.....We are too strong—there is no evading our power.  The nations can not come to even an
inconsiderable private agreement without our secretly having a hand in it.

Per Me reges regnant.  “It is through me that Kings reign.”  And it was said by the prophets
that we were chosen by God Himself to rule over the whole earth.  God has endowed us with a
genius that we may be equal to our task.  Were genius in the opposite camp it would still struggle against us,
but even so a newcomer is no match for the old-established settler; the struggle would be merciless
between us, such a fight the world has never yet seen.  Aye, and the genius on their side would have arrived
too late.  All the wheels of the machinery of all States go by the force of the engine, which is in our
hands, and that engine of the machinery of States is—GOLD.  The science of political economy
invented by our learned elders has for long past been giving royal prestige to capital.

Capital, if it is to cooperate untrammeled, must be free to establish a monopoly of industry and trade;
this is already being put in execution by an unseen hand in all quarters of the world.  [H: Anyone still want
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to argue??]  This freedom will give political force to those engaged in industry, and that will help to
oppress the people.  Nowadays it is more important to disarm the peoples than to lead them into war;
more important to use for our advantage the passions which have burst into flames than to quench their fire;
more important to catch up and interpret the ideas of others to suit ourselves than to eradicate them.  The
principle object of our directorate consists in this: to debilitate the public mind by criticism; to
lead it away from serious reflections calculated to arouse resistance; to distract the forces of the
mind towards a sham fight of empty eloquence.

In all ages the peoples of the world, equally with individuals, have accepted words for deeds, for they
are content with a show and rarely pause to note, in the public arena, whether promises are followed
by performance.  Therefore we shall establish show institutions which will give eloquent proof of
their benefit to progress.

We shall assume to ourselves the liberal physiognomy of all parties, of all directions, and we shall give
that physiognomy a voice in orators who will speak so much that they will exhaust the patience of
their hearers and produce an abhorrence of oratory.

In order to put public opinion into our hands we must bring it into a state of bewilderment by
giving expression from all sides to suffice to make the GOYIM lose their heads in the labyrinth and
come to see that the best thing is to have no opinion of any kind in matters political, which it is not
given to the public to understand, because they are understood only by him who GUIDES THE
PUBLIC.  THIS IS THE FIRST SECRET.

The second secret requisite for the success....

[END OF QUOTING]

Well, they have DONE IT, readers, and I ask YOU—what more do you need as proof of the connec-
tions?

BONDS,  CERTIFICATES
AND  OTHER  CHATTEL

I find it totally appalling that so many of you are so unaware as to have only a few “patriots” seem to have
insight into the numbers of bonds, certificates, liens, or other basic and fundamental business notes and
government agreements which are NOT HONORED—by, yes indeed, your good old U.S.A.  Moreover,
the government keeps the control of your controlling legions within the political structure of the
Administration’s coalitions so that you WILL NEVER KNOW AND, MUCH THE LESS, YOU WILL
NEVER BE ABLE TO RECLAIM ANYTHING.  And yet, such as Israel can command and demand
untold amounts of funds and pay-offs without even so much as a by-your-leave, Americans.

I would quote the leader of a major Jewish organization, Naim Giladi, on his observations about your U.S.
“balanced budget”.  It is particularly appropriate right now as you have come to a dead stand-still govern-
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mentally and “nationally” as this very topic is being MISHANDLED—again.

Let us share an old article from Spotlight, Nov. 22, 1993 and you will realize the facts are the SAME
today as two-plus years ago.

[QUOTING:]

SCAM  HELPS  ALLY,  HURTS  YOU
by Naim Giladi

The Israeli government, more avid for cash than ever before, has geared up a sophisticated
scam designed to loot the tax collections, pension pools and retirement funds of ordinary Ameri-
cans—in a word, the American worker and taxpayer.  [H: Actually, FEW “Jews” are as pro-
Israel as you might think because American CITIZENS see what is happening to the U.S. and
world, through the misconceptions foisted off onto citizens of the world by the fakes and liars.]

In itself, the tactic of funnelling U.S. funds to Israel by fraudulent means is not of recent vintage.  While
working as an investigative journalist in Israel during the 1960s, this writer heard many a boastful story
about how easily Israel’s lobbyists and envoys “suckered” American officials, whether in government or
private institutions.  It was an open secret that the take from such deceptive transactions ran into billions
each year.

NEW  SCOPE,  INTENSITY

What is new is the scope and intensity of the current Israeli drive to circumvent U.S. law in order to
scoop additional billions from the largest remaining cash pools in this country: federal tax revenues as well
as state insurance and pension funds.

In a month-long inquiry, a Spotlight investigative team, including this writer, has retraced the twists and
turns of deceptive dollar conduits to Israel along several hidden routes.  Some simple case histories:

*  “Mr. K,” a wealthy Wall Street broker, strongly supports Israel, but his immediate need is to hide as
much of his soaring profits from the U.S. tax man as possible.  He finds that more and more of his
colleagues in the seven-figure income bracket tackle such challenges nowadays by purchasing Israel bonds
worth millions of dollars.

An investment in foreign government securities will not, in itself, guarantee preferential tax treatment.
[H: I want you who are working in a current “program” to pay close attention here for there is
major information if you study between the lines of slanted printing.]  But Israeli bonds, as they say
on Wall Street with a wink and a knowing grin, offer more “options” than the IOUs of any other nation.
[H: Especially YOUR OWN NATION!]

To convert his Israel bonds into a tax boon, Mr. K need only announce that he is “donating” it to a tax-
exempt “charity” such as the Jewish National Fund, the World Zionist Organization, United Jewish Ap-
peal, the B’nai B’rith or its lawless spy agency, the Anti-Defamation League.
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Once the recipient “charity” has transferred the proceeds of such a donation to the ministate, either by
turning over the cash value of the donated bonds to the Israeli government or by simply canceling the
bonds, Mr. K will receive an under-the-table kickback from Israel amounting to half the face value of the
bonds or even slightly higher.

DISCREET  CONDUITS

The deal will leave no paper trail for U.S. authorities.  It will go through discreet conduits into a
concealed offshore account set up for Mr. K, who by now has profitably converted his Israel bonds into
(a) a large tax break, and (b) a 50 percent rake-off which has been expertly money-laundered FOR him.

*  Israel bond promoters have developed a number of variations on this basic fraud tactic.

“Mr. B,” another investor, may be persuaded to buy such dubious securities not by a cash kickback
but by the understanding that business investments or other interests he may have in the ministate will be
granted tax exemptions, special export-import permits, guaranteed loans or other hidden official subsidies
equaling the face value of his bond purchases.

*  In recent years, the exploding political power of the Israel lobby has generated a new tactic for its
bond sales.  Across the United States, state and city officials and their political patrons are being pressured
to hand over the cash reserves of the pension funds and retirement accounts under their control in ex-
change for Israel bonds.

A few years ago, it was illegal almost everywhere in the United States to convert public funds
into alien IOUs.  But in recent years, cowed and spineless state legislatures under the whip of
well-organized and implacable Israeli lobbyists have legalized such controversial and specula-
tive investments in 14 states.

The result: Some 16 percent of the $12 billion spent on Israel bonds by U.S. donors since
1980 came from public funds—that is, FROM YOUR TAX DOLLARS.

[END OF QUOTING]

Now to share just a bit of “banking” focus let us consider “banks”.  You have banks and you have
BANKS and it is important to which bank you might go if you wanted some satisfaction in dealings,
especially with the big merge-mania to get banks into only a handful of fully controlled entities.

To discuss one bank versus another might well be suitable but an example of workings is often far more
informative and lays a foundation upon which further discussions might be better based.

The VATICAN BANK is an important entity to consider since it seems separate from the Zionist owned
and run banks of, say, Rothschilds and British banks as whole.  So, for such insight into workings let us
share a writing on the Italian Imbroglio; the Vatican Bank’s role in the FALL of Banco Ambrosiano.

So back to Spotlight, April 27, 1987.  Seems old news?  No, it is very, very important to decisions being
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made THIS DAY.

[QUOTING:]

ITALIAN  IMBROGLIO

VATICAN  BANK  PLAYED  A  CENTRAL  ROLE
IN  FALL  OF  BANCO  AMBROSIANO

It is Tied by New information To Shell-Company Deals; Extradition Fight Looms.

CALVI AND ‘THE SECRET STRATEGY’

By Laura Colby, Staff Reporter of the Wall Street Journal.

ROME—New information shows that the Vatican bank played a central role in the billion-dollar
collapse of Italy’s Banco Ambrosiano in 1982.

Since the scandal broke, the Vatican bank has sought to portray its involvement as innocent and at
most peripheral.  But for five years investigators have been sifting through thousands of pages of docu-
ments scattered from Luxembourg, Switzerland and Italy to Central and South America, and the docu-
ments tell a different story.

From them has emerged evidence that, for more than a decade, Vatican bank officials played a more
prominent role than was previously believed in the tangled, fraudulent schemes of Roberto Calvi, the
Banco Ambrosiano chairman who was found hanged under Blackfriers Bridge in London in 1982.
In February, investigating magistrates in Milan, Banco Ambrosiano’s headquarters, issued warrants for the
arrest of three senior officials of the Instituto per le Opere di Religione; or IOR, commonly known as
the Vatican bank.

DOZENS  OF  TRANSACTIONS

The investigators’ Banco Ambrosiano file contains thousands of pages, dating back to the early 1970s.
Some of them, such as the now-famous letters of patronage issued by the Vatican bank, are widely known.
But investigators say the file also documents dozens of transactions not previously known to the general
public.  The additional evidence was essential to the prosecutors’ decision to bring indictments against the
three Vatican bank officials.

Confidential liquidators’ reports and bank records made available to this newspaper show for the first
time just how involved in Mr. Calvi’s affairs the Vatican bank was.  They describe in detail a series of
financial transactions that took place over several years leading up to the Banco Ambrosiano collapse.
These transactions, investigators assert, not only demonstrate the close relations between Mr. Calvi and
the Vatican bank; they also show how Banco Ambrosiano’s funds were used in ways not in its own best
interests.
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In one of the transactions, the documents show, the Vatican bank on Oct. 16, 1979, received two time
deposits, one for $65 million and the other for 101 million Swiss francs ($69.2 million at present exchange
rates [1987]), from the Lima, Peru, unit of Banco Ambrosiano.  The Vatican bank turned around and lent
identical amounts, with identical maturities, to a Panamanian company, United Trading.  It appeared to be
a routine banking intermediation operation, for which the Vatican bank received an interest-rate spread of
one-sixteenth of a percentage point.

AN  UNSUCCESSFUL  REQUEST

When the deposits matured in 1982 and the Banco Ambrosiano unit asked for its money, the Vatican
bank declined, saying that it was United Trading that actually owed the Lima unit the money.  But as it turns
out, the Vatican bank controlled the entire share capital of United Trading and had for years.  In essence,
the Vatican bank had borrowed the money from the Banco Ambrosiano unit and lent it to itself.

United Trading was involved in buying shares of Banco Ambrosiano and in other activities that haven’t
been fully explained, but it isn’t clear what it used the money from the Lima bank for.  In any case, that bank
wasn’t repaid.  Thus disappeared more than $100 million of the $1.3 billion initially lost in Italy’s biggest
bank failure, a failure that sent shock waves through the international financial community.  Though credi-
tors have since recovered some 70% of their losses, most shareholders of the Italian bank lost
their investments.

Many questions about what happened and why remain unanswered.  But investigators have assembled
evidence strong enough to charge the three Vatican bank officials—Archbishop Paul Marcinkus,
the bank’s chairman; Luigi Mennini, its managing director; and Pelligrino De Stroebel, its chief
accountant—with being accessories to fraudulent bankruptcy.

IMPLICATION  OF  CHARGE

Such a charge implies that those accused either knew of the fraud or suspected it and went on with
their business dealings anyway.  “Without the complicity of the Vatican bank,” says one Italian investigator,
“Calvi would not have been able to do what he did.”

There doesn’t appear to be any evidence that the accused officials profited personally, and it remains
to be seen whether or not the charges will lead to convictions.  Still, the warrants have put the church in the
position of harboring fugitives from Italian justice.

The three officials, who maintain their innocence, have avoided arrest by remaining secluded
within the walls of the Vatican, A SOVEREIGN STATE, [H: It is good to pause and consider that
such as Monaco is also a Sovereign State.] requiring Italian authorities to request extradition through
diplomatic channels.  Italy and the Vatican don’t have an extradition treaty.  The Holy See hasn’t indicated
its response, but high-level Vatican sources say they expect to fight the extradition requests.  It has been
fighting the arrest warrants.

In his first comment on the matter, Pope John Paul II last month defended Archbishop Marcinkus,
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“We are convinced that you cannot attack a person in such an exclusive and brutal manner,” he said, “but
we are taking the case with all seriousness, and we will have it studied by competent authorities.”

Secular authorities have long asserted that what they call the fraudulent bankruptcy resulted from
Banco Ambrosiano’s lending huge sums of its money through its overseas affiliates and the Vatican bank to
a group of shell companies that had few, if any, ascertainable assets.  The shell companies bought shares in
Banco Ambrosiano, made an often dizzying series of loans to one another, and funnelled funds to Calvi
associates.

The Vatican has always insisted that it didn’t own the shell companies, but new evidence
indicates that it did own at least some of them.  The Vatican has also denied that it had any knowledge
of their operations.  Indeed, sources in the Holy See say the Vatican bank didn’t even know of the exist-
ence of many of the companies until mid-1981.  But investigators now dispute this.

SHELL’S  PURPOSES

One aim of all the shell-company transactions apparently was to ensure the independence of Banco
Ambrosiano; the secretive Mr. Calvi feared a takeover.  Counting the stake in the bank’s shares amassed
by the shell companies, the Vatican bank held 10%, giving it effective control at the time of the bank’s
collapse.  Another goal may have been to support friendly politicians; Mr. Calvi also feared a Communist
takeover of the Italian government.

Vatican sources say that it was Mr. Calvi who managed the shell companies and that the Vatican bank,
therefore, wasn’t responsible for them.  Italian officials don’t dispute that Mr. Calvi was the master-
mind, but they say the Vatican bank shares the blame.  They assert that it was aware of at least some
of these companies’ questionable activities and that its unique status as “an offshore bank in the center of
Rome” enabled Mr. Calvi to operate under a veil of secrecy and escape supervision by Italian authorities.

How did the Holy See get mixed up in all of this?  Vatican sources say officials trusted Mr.
Calvi because of Banco Ambrosiano’s prestige as Italy’s largest private bank and its unique role
as a Roman Catholic bank; until a few years ago, one had to produce a baptismal certificate to
buy its shares.  And Vatican bank officials may have had their own political interest in maintaining the
bank’s independence.  The profitable, discreet institution, with important holdings in publishing, regional
banking and insurance, wielded much power in Italy.

WHERE  MONEY  DOES  BEST

The relationship was certainly profitable for the Vatican bank.  During the 11-year partnership, it acted
as the intermediary for Mr. Calvi in countless operations like the loans to United Trading.  It earned fees,
commissions and interest, although just how much isn’t known.  As Archbishop Marcinkus, the Vatican
bank’s chairman, told the Italian press shortly before Banco Ambrosiano’s collapse:  The Vatican bank
puts its money “where it does best.”

By the late 1970s, according to evidence compiled by investigators and liquidators, the Vatican bank
owned a number of Calvi-related shell companies.  The bank itself acknowledged in the well-known
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letters of patronage, issued Sept. 1, 1981, that “we directly or indirectly control” a series of Luxembourg
and Panamanian companies and that it was “aware of their indebtedness”.  The letters—to the Lima and
Managua, Nicaragua, units of Banco Ambrosiano—were signed by Messrs. Mennini and De Stroebel.

Investigators in Milan see the letters as proof of a high-level agreement between Mr. Calvi and the
Vatican bank.  “There was an understanding that went far beyond ordinary banking intermediation,” one
Italian official says.

But Vatican sources have always said that the letters were issued at Mr. Calvi’s request as he sought to
shore up his collapsing empire, and that the Holy See didn’t actually own the Luxembourg and Panamanian
companies.  The Vatican bank merely played a fiduciary role, never managed the companies, and issued
the letters to try to keep them from piling up further debts, the sources have said.

‘NO  TYPE  OF  INTERVENTION’

“Even in the period after the letters were issued,” Archbishop Marcinkus wrote in a 1983 report
detailing the Vatican’s side of the story, “there was no type of intervention by the IOR—either direct or
indirect—in the management of the controlled companies, even under the form of [giving] clearance or
authorization for the execution of operations to interested persons or third parties.”

Yet the archbishop’s report appears to be contradicted by an Oct. 16, 1981, letter signed by Messrs.
Mennini and De Stroebel.  The letter, turned up by investigators in Luxembourg, vies clearance for
Mr. Calvi to give orders on the Vatican bank’s behalf, naming him “attorney in fact” for the
companies mentioned in the letters of patronage.  The letter raises two unanswered questions: If the
Vatican bank really wanted to stop Mr. Calvi from borrowing more, why did it give him such power over
the companies, how could it give orders as to who was to manage them?

A little-known provision of a 1984 Geneva agreement with creditors of Banco Ambrosiano’s
Luxembourg unit supports the belief that the Vatican bank actually did own the shell companies.
Under the agreement, the Vatican bank agreed to pay $250 million to the creditors in recognition
of a “moral responsibility” in the affair.

AN  ASSORTMENT  OF  SHARES

It also agreed to turn over to the creditors an assortment of “bearer shares” in its possession.  These
included 500 shares of United Trading, “forming the entire share capital”; 5,499,000 of the 5.5 million
shares of a Luxembourg company called Zitropo Holding S.A.; and 44,944 shares of the 50,000 shares of
a company called Manic S.A.  Most of the shell companies were units of these three.  In addition, the
Vatican bank agreed to hand over to the same creditors 53,300 shares, or 23% of those outstanding, of
Banco Ambrosiano Holding S.A., the Luxembourg affiliate of the Milan bank.  In return, the creditors
agreed to drop any civil suits against the Vatican bank to recover their money.

Even Vatican sources say that the Vatican bank knew almost 10 years ago of the existence of United
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Trading, the Panama shell company that later ended up with the loans from Banco Ambrosiano’s Lima unit.
Vatican sources say that Mr. Calvi asked the Vatican bank to register United Trading’s shares in the bank’s
name in late 1977 and that this was done early in 1978.

United Trading, investigators say, was also the recipient of further loans for which the Vatican bank
was intermediary.  The money was lent by the Bahamas unit of Banco Ambrosiano to the Vatican bank and
then passed on to United Trading.  In these cases, too, the Vatican bank said that United Trading, not itself,
was responsible for repaying the loans.  Vatican sources say the bank had received written instructions
from Mr. Calvi, as chairman of the Bahamas unit, empowering it to carry out the loan-intermediation
operation.  It was paid a commission.

TESTIMONY  TO  PANEL

Yet Pierre Siegenthaler, the president of the Bahamas unit, didn’t know anything about such a letter, he
told an investigating panel appointed jointly by the Italian government and the Holy See.  According to the
panel’s report, he said the Bahamas bank’s auditors “only accepted such a high exposure because
IOR was the state bank of the Vatican.  The Auditors certainly would not have accepted such a
huge indebtedness towards an unknown client company.”

Thus, by using the Vatican bank as intermediary, Mr. Calvi apparently succeeded in tricking officials of
his own bank into making shaky loans.  At the time of Banco Ambrosiano’s crash, United Trading’s debts
to units of the Milan bank totaled more than $200 million.

Another big debtor, the Luxembourg-based Manic, “was evidently incorporated by Calvi with the
agreement of the IOR”, according to a confidential 1985 report by liquidators of Banco Ambrosiano
Holdings, the Luxembourg unit that grouped all of the Milan bank’s overseas interests.

Manic was established in Luxembourg in 1973, say the liquidators, quoting from the company’s char-
ter, “to deal in shares, form and hold subsidiaries in Luxembourg and abroad, and to make and take loans
with and without guarantees.”  Its initial capital was $50,000.  Later that year, it increased its capital to $5
million, apparently through the sale of shares of the Bahamas affiliate of Banco Ambrosiano.

A  $45  MILLION  UNDERSTANDING

One month after Manic’s establishment, says the liquidators’ report, Roberto Calvi, as chairman of
Banco Ambrosiano Overseas, signed an accord under which the Vatican bank subscribed to a $40 million
bond issue by Manic and lent Manic $5 million against its entire share capital, taking possession of the
shares and thus effectively gaining control of the company.  Mr. Calvi, the report goes on, agreed to pay
10% interest on the total of $45 million with the understanding that once the loan was repaid, the shares
would be returned to a holding vehicle of his choice.

This was not to be the case.  When the $45 million was repaid to the Vatican bank in April 1979 via a
transfer through Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., the shares remained in the Vatican bank’s possession,
according to the 1983 report by Archbishop Marcinkus.
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The archbishop’s report says this was because “the counterparty” never came to claim the shares.  It
isn’t clear whether, by “counterparty”, he meant Mr. Calvi or, rather, the repaying entity.  But according to
the liquidators, the repaying entity was a company called Nordeurop, a unit of none other than United
Trading, the company controlled by the Vatican bank.  So the Vatican bank, indirectly at least, still con-
trolled Manic.  It is uncertain where the $45 million came from, but in September 1981, Nordeurop owed
nearly $400 million to Banco Ambrosiano’s Lima unit.

In the meantime, Manic had embarked on a course of action that was to prove disastrous for Banco
Ambrosiano: It began buying, through nominee companies, shares of the Milan bank, and the purchases,
according to the liquidators’ report, were financed largely by loans—many of which were never repaid—
from Banco Ambrosiano and its units.  By the time Ambrosiano collapsed in 1982, says one published
account, Manic directly or indirectly owned 3.7 million of the Bank’s shares, or 7.5% of those outstanding.

“The main purpose of Manic’s transactions in Banco Ambrosiano S.A. appears to have been main-
taining control of a significant block,” the liquidators write.  “The reason for Manic holding the shares in the
names of various nominee companies was presumably to conceal the true ownership of the shares.”  For
Banco Ambrosiano itself to have made such purchases, which exceeded the limits agreed to by its share-
holders, would have been against the law, Italian legal experts say.

A Milan investigator is more blunt.  “This was the secret strategy,” he says.  “Together they [Mr. Calvi
and the Vatican bank] succeeded in controlling Banco Ambrosiano.”

The Vatican bank maintains that it never administered Manic and had nothing to do with its operations.
It also says that it never knew of the existence of Manic’s Panamanian units until mid-1981, when it wrote
the letters of patronage.

Yet there is evidence, in the form of letters addressed to the IOR’s Mr. Mennini, that the Vatican bank
did receive some information about Manic on at least three occasions.  The letters, dated in 1975, 1976
and 1977, gave information on a capital increase and invited Mr. Mennini to attend the company’s share-
holders’ meetings.

And investigators suggest that the Vatican bank could have learned about the activities of Manic’s
many subsidiaries through Archbishop Marcinkus, who since August 1971 had been one of the three
directors of Banco Ambrosiano’s Bahamas unit.  One typewritten letter to the Bahamas unit, dated March
6, 1980, and signed simply “Manic S.A.,” underscores the Bahamas unit’s involvement in Manic’s affairs:

“In connection with our various Panamanian subsidiaries which you are managing in our behalf, whose
regular office is located in your premises, and for which you provide officers and directors, we hereby
confirm that all corporate documents and files related to these companies are to be considered their
exclusive property and are not to be made available to any third parties whatsoever, including your inde-
pendent auditors.”

How much of such information actually was available to the archbishop in his role as a director of the
Bahamas bank is one of the many questions that remain unanswered.  Vatican sources say the administered
companies were never mentioned at the Bahamas unit’s board meetings.  They assert that the minutes of
these meetings show that the archbishop repeatedly questioned proposals put forward by Mr. Calvi, who
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was the unit’s chairman, to increase the tiny bank’s line of credit.

But there were other warning signals about Banco Ambrosiano that the Vatican apparently failed to
heed.  In early 1982, for example, Carlo De Benedetti, currently the chairman of Olivetti and briefly deputy
chairman of Banco Ambrosiano, met with a high Vatican official and expressed his concern about what
was going on at Banco Ambrosiano.  Mr. De Benedetti confirms the meeting.

Now, it is only a matter of time before the full details of the bank’s long collaboration with
Mr. Calvi are aired publicly.  Magistrates in Milan say that if their extradition request is re-
fused, they will try the three Vatican bank officials in absentia.

Meanwhile, Archbishop Marcinkus and Messrs. Mennini and De Stroebel remain behind
the ninth-century walls of the Vatican, where they continue to run the affairs of the Vatican bank.

[END QUOTING OF PART 12]
A matter of “time”?  How much time has it been and who of YOU know anything about any ongoing
investigations or ACTIONS?  I thought not!

Laws can work for the good of mankind or the evil of mankind—which shall be your path?  Salu.
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CHAPTER  7

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., FEB. 1, 1996    8:35 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 169

THU.,  FEB. 1,  1996

EVERYTHING  HAS  TWO  SIDES

AGAIN  USING  ZITA  FOR  EXAMPLE

Zita does bunches of “things” to rehabilitate her body to what she believes is a “prior state of good health”.
So be it.

She has gone off to cleanse, starve, have colonics, frequency pulses and all of our “products” as if it has
become the “new religion”.  But—now the “markers” in the system are increased.  What does this mean?
It probably means that we can’t longer heal because, after all, markers are more increased.  Ah, but what
does THAT mean?  No, I ask you—WHAT DOES THAT MEAN??
What ARE markers?
Why, other than cancer cells, would they be increased?
WHO decides the “markers” are serious or increased?
Is she on a “regular” high protein diet or vegetables?
On WHAT does she focus—again??
WHY are “markers” present and, again:

WHAT  ARE  MARKERS?????

So WHAT?  Well, I can see that she is still trying to recover from the overwhelming attack of the lung-bug!
I see that she is deficient in some of the seriously important amino acids, ONLY RECEIVED AND USED,
FROM EATING PROTEIN.  I FIND A BODY COMPROMISED FROM THE DAMNABLE
“TREATMENT”.

How are YOUR “markers” today?  You don’t KNOW?  How knowest thou that you are not
dying?  How about tomorrow?  Will you make it to tomorrow?  Are you more apt to die of a
lightning strike?

WHAT DO YOU DO TO SELF IN THE NAME OF GOD ALONE KNOWS WHAT?

If, for instance, you are still ridding the body of debris—YOU WILL HAVE “MARKERS” TO TAKE UP
THE RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCE AND IN MOST CASES WHAT THEY GIVE YOU TO ISO-
LATE “MARKERS” WILL GIVE YOU READINGS.  NO, IT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE FROM
“THIS” TIME—IT TAKES, SOMETIMES, YEARS TO FLUSH OUT THOSE MARKER TRACING
SUBSTANCES IN A TOTALLY UNCOMPROMISED BODY.
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Moreover, the breaking down of mutant cells will offer the same tracings and anyone hit by any of the
NEW flus will have markers and tracings—and feel like hell most of the time.  This last go of flu has a
whooping cough gene within its structure which leaves residual coughing which in turns keeps the lungs in
constant assault.  Tiny vessels in the lungs rupture and then you have movement into the blood system.

Nobody, including me, has told you that you WOULD NOT GET SICK.  If, in fact, you started out
compromised, it is going to take longer to heal and if you don’t get a life and stop the focus—you won’t
ever get rid of the assaulting mechanism.  It does NOT mean that you are going to perish of the OLD dis-
ease this afternoon but it DOES mean that you will focus on it until you work up something, and the longer
that goes on the more pronounced will be the symptoms.

By the way, ladies and gentlemen, “thin” may well be what is “in” but it is not where good health is “at”
without fat!  The big bug-a-boo today is “fat”.  YOU HAVE TO HAVE SOME FAT AND YOU HAVE
TO HAVE PROTEIN—OR YOU WILL DIE OF THE LACK OF IT!  When you start living instead of
dying—you will be fine!  That includes our wonderful Zita.  She offered to share her illness and her
progress so, in that, she also has to share my irritation.  So be it; the truth does NOT MEAN THAT I DO
NOT LOVE THEE!  I cherish you but I will not allow some “markers” that you can’t even tell me what
they ARE, to go unconfronted!  They want to irradiate you and only YOU can decide the consequences or
possibilities of that move.  It works for some, it does not work for others.

All of you are going to have to realize that there is REAL ASSAULT against you and it is THROUGH THE
DEBILITATING DISEASES THEY CAN DUMP ON YOU.

Zita picked up the “bug” in the hospital and it waited to overwhelm until her body got compromised.  Now,
perhaps, if we can go back to “living” we can stop dying?  If you want a measure, Zita, of your condition—
KNOW THAT YOU WOULD HAVE DIED FROM THIS HAD IT NOT BEEN FOR THE PROD-
UCTS.  PERHAPS THAT WILL PUT THOSE “MARKERS” INTO PERSPECTIVE.  AND, ARE WE
SURE, RICK, THAT THE “TERM” IS “MARKERS”?  DO YOU SEE HOW SUBTLE IS THE AT-
TACK ON YOUR MINDS?  SOMETHING YOU KNOW NOTHING ABOUT AND HAS NO
ACTUAL MEANING—CAN KILL YOU!  IT IS AS IT IS.

I would leave “health” now and return, please, to the subject underway.  I realize that you might be
wondering what all the banking and shenanigans going on of which we write have to do with “church”?
Everything and NOTHING; it is simply all a facade to bring control of all wealth and property into the
hands of would-be-Kings and we need to example the flow of money and for what products as the Elite
Zionists, and others, see it.  You see, when you are into very physically earthly things—religions are only a
part of the cover and have NOTHING, OR LESS, TO DO WITH SPIRITUALITY AND, AT THE
LEAST, HAVE ONLY A NEGATIVE INPUT TO SPIRITUAL TRUTH.

Yes you certainly can use good business strategy AND HOLD TRUTH AND BE TRUE TO GOD IN
GOODNESS AND SELF.  WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS?
With this in mind I want to speak of Israel’s biggest role in world affairs and, even though it may not SEEM
like it is “gold” they are after, it is, after all—the end result of having great wealth from horrific instruments.
These mercenary killers do, however, know how to properly use available laws and manipulation of legal
documents to allow their dallying into a WORLD MARKET for the most destructive reasons known to
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man.  Cannot mankind use the SAME LAWS to garner needed materials for building and structuring
GOD’S KINGDOM?  GOLD IS NOT EVIL—MAN MAKES, OR DENIES, THE IMPORTANCE
OF GOLD IN HIS INTENT AND USE.  GOLD WILL SIMPLY SET ON WHEREVER IT MIGHT
BE PLACED—UNTIL SOMEBODY DOES SOMETHING “WITH” IT.  THAT CAN BE FOR GOOD
AS WELL AS FOR BAD—SO AGAIN, THE RESPONSIBILITY IS UP TO YOU.

ONE  WORLD  CHURCH  ORDER,  PART  13

[QUOTING, STARTING WITH TIME, Oct. 25, 1993, by Bruce W. Nelan:]

ARMS  TRADE
ISRAEL’S  SECRET  WEAPON

For this trading tycoon (Shoul Eisenberg), a $3.5 billion military sale to China is only one
chapter in a story of rags-to-riches success and nonstop wheeling and dealing.

[H: The thing to herein note is not the WAY in which business is handled, because in every
instance the MOST OF THE SHIFTING IS QUITE LEGAL IN PAPERWORK ASPECT, but
the product is death instead of “life”-giving commodity.  Please allow self to see the point as we
move along and also note WHO ARE THE ONES DEALING IN WAR GAMES, IMPLEMENTS
AND POWER!  Even the games of the Clintonistas would not come to the attention of anyone if
ONLY the concept of business was at stake.  But no, you have it surfacing because the intent
was evil in intent, action, and greed.  You can go a long, long way if you leave your ego behind
and, remember, anything can be used for right or wrong.  A gun is a gun and nothing more—it is
the person behind the use of the gun who DOES MATTER.  You must come to recognize a
simple “tool” and then discern how to use it only for GOOD.  Therein comes the judgment of
SELF and GOD.]

At a formal dinner in a Beijing hotel last week (Oct, 1993), Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
toasted a rotund 72-year-old at the table and offered a tribute: “Mr. Eisenberg opened the doors to China
for Israel.”  It was a rare moment in the public spotlight for Israeli tycoon Shoul Eisenberg, but senior
officials at the dinner knew exactly what Rabin meant.  Modern weaponry is at the heart of the Jerusalem-
Beijing relationship, and Eisenberg has been selling Israeli defense technology to the Chinese for more than
a decade.

Eisenberg is the real-life version of the international power brokers who appear in the pages of popular
thrillers, and he is usually described with some of the same adjectives: shadowy, reclusive, discreet.  Worth
an estimated $1.3 billion, he is a legendary figure in Asia, a modern taipan.  His holdings include all or part
of hundreds of companies in 30 countries, and though he has half a dozen lavish homes in several countries,
he says with some justification that he lives in his private Boeing 727, which is outfitted with a bedroom and
sophisticated communications gear.  [H: So, do you really think this man is only worth $1.3 billion??
No, that is just the tid-bit that is SEEN for the purposes of press and taxes.]

Calling Eisenberg an arms dealer does not do justice to the scale and astonishing variety of his opera-
tions.  He may have handled Israel’s military sales to China, but at the same time he was completing
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hundreds of other deals, bringing investors, manufacturers and markets together in tidy packages and
taking a large cut for himself.  He has been the key man in coffee processing in Thailand, desalinization in
the Caribbean, steel, railroads and atomic power in South Korea, real estate in the U.S., mining, fuel oil
and cooking oils, aircraft leasing, shipping, fertilizer.  [H: All of these named products are quite neces-
sary and wonderful assets to life-style.]

In spite of the toast last week in China, Rabin tried to downplay Eisenberg’s sales efforts.  By coinci-
dence, CIA Director R. James Woolsey had just reported to a congressional committee in Washington
that the value of Israel’s military sales to China over the past 10 years “may be several billion dollars”.  At
a press conference in Beijing, Rabin confirmed that sales had taken place but quibbled about the total: “All
these stories of billions of dollars of arms business in the past 12 years are total nonsense.”  [H: Remem-
ber the Kol Nidre and the obligation to lie and break oaths!  Moreover, why, if THEY are making
billions of dollars in business—do you Americans give them an additional 3 billion dollars in cash
every year out of your taxpayer pockets?  Come now, ISRAEL is a little tiny country not even
really comparable to New York, its new headquarters.]

Actually they are not nonsense.  As early as December 1978, Eisenberg was in China sizing up busi-
ness opportunities.  According to a senior aide to Menachem Begin, Eisenberg paid a call on the then
Prime Minister and said that he could use his influence to open China to Israeli goods—mostly military—
if Begin would give him exclusive rights to all weapons deals.  It was a time when China was looking for
first-rate military technology that it could not obtain from the West.  For its part, Israel was eager to reduce
its defense costs by selling overseas and to increase its influence over a country that supported Israel’s
Arab enemies.  No other Israelis were doing business with China, so Begin, according to this aide, ac-
cepted Eisenberg’s offer.  Eisenberg denies that Begin provided him with exclusive rights to arms-technol-
ogy deals.  [H: And, readers, just guess where Henry Kissinger Associates fits into this little
play!]

According to the Begin aide, Eisenberg bought the military technology from Israel’s defense industries
and sold it to China for whatever he could get.  Eisenberg’s office says he made only nominal commissions,
but in parts of Asia he was known for the high profits he made on deals.  In any case, says the Begin aide,
“He made a lot of money out of it, but he also helped the Israeli military industry.”  Since 1979, Israeli
security officials say, the country has sold China $3.5 billion worth of arms components and technology—
not finished weapons, but parts and processes to improve China’s tank guns, armor and targeting systems,
missiles, aircraft electronics and military computers, among other things.

Though Eisenberg seldom talks to the press, he told an interviewer for Britain’s Financial Times last
month, “People think I am an arms dealer, but I only did it for Israel.  I hate the military business, and I
don’t do it in other countries.”  By all accounts that is the truth.  Other Israeli firms are opening offices in
China now, and Eisenberg is moving on, putting together major deals in India and the former Soviet
republic of Kazakhstan.

For Eisenberg, the wheeling and dealing never stop.  Like many self-made men, he puts others off with
his intense focus.  “He’s a very tough man,” says another ex-employee, “very demanding, very aggres-
sive.”  Eisenberg has no hobbies, doesn’t go to the theater, doesn’t have leisurely dinners with friends.
“The only thing that interests him,” says David Lisbona, Eisenberg’s personal assistant in Israel, “is his
work.  He enjoys bringing these things together—which is why he is still doing it.  He doesn’t need the
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money.”

Even if he does not watch movies himself, the Eisenberg story could easily inspire one.  It would tell the
tale of a penniless German Jew who lands in Japan during World War II, goes into business, builds a
trading empire in Asia and becomes one of the world’s richest men.

In 1938, when Eisenberg was 17, his parents, two brothers and a sister left their home in Munich and
fled to Shanghai, where a growing European Jewish community sought refuge from the Nazi regime.
Eisenberg followed in 1940 but found no business opportunities in China that time around.  So he sailed for
Japan, thinking he might make it to the U.S.   But in Japan he met a family active in the steel business and
began selling iron ore principally to their company, Nippon Steel.  A year later, he married Leah Freudisberger,
whose father was an art lecturer at a Tokyo university and whose mother was from a distinguished Japa-
nese family.

When the war ended, Eisenberg’s fortunes took off.  He sold the U.S. army of occupation kitchen and
bathroom equipment made of aluminum from downed aircraft, and continued brokering the iron ore and
other imports Japan needed to rebuild its ruined economy.  As soon as the Korean War was over, he
opened an office in Seoul, got to know the most important political and military leaders, put together
reconstruction deals and took a big slice of the profit.

For years after becoming an Israeli citizen in 1949, Eisenberg had a connection with the Jewish state
that was mostly symbolic.  But all the while he was living in Tokyo he played an active part in the Jewish
Community of Japan and served several terms as its president.  He built a synagogue in Tokyo in honor of
his parents and contributed millions of dollars to Jewish charities.

In 1962 Eisenberg moved with his family—wife, a son and five daughters—to Israel, where he wanted
them to grow up and serve in the army.  Israel’s high taxes kept him from moving his corporate empire
there until 1970, after the Knesset passed the so-called Eisenberg Law, exempting offshore-trading in-
come from taxes.  [H: My, my, how interesting!]

Today the Eisenberg Group, with 40 offices around the world, is divided into two main holding
companies—the Israel Corp. and Panama-registered United Development Inc.  The Israel Corp., of
which Eisenberg is chairman and major shareholder, is based in Asia House, an elegant office block he built
in central Tel Aviv.  The corporation has an annual turnover of more than $2.5 billion.  United Development
does not release such figures but has roughly the same revenues.

One of Eisenberg’s trade secrets, his associates say, is his extraordinary mind.  “The guy was never in
a school of business or anything like that,” says one ex-staff member.  “He did everything himself.  He’s
exceptionally clever and has an amazing memory.”  Eisenberg speaks fluent German, Japanese, Yiddish
and European-inflected English.

Eisenberg has also made a point of hiring executives with a record of achievement, people who are
already powerful.  Among his current employees is Moshe Arens, the former Defense and Foreign Minis-
ter.  In the past he has employed Ilan Tehila, the former military adviser to Defense Ministers Ezra Weizman
and Ariel Sharon, as well as a retired armed forces chief of staff and a onetime director-general of the
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Foreign Ministry.

“He has a weak spot for military men,” says another ex-employee.  There may be more to it than that.
Eisenberg often says that “business is like war.”  An Eisenberg staff member explains: “He talks about his
employees as being ‘my soldiers’.  People from military backgrounds are used to working hard and giving
pretty much undivided loyalty to their superiors.  That’s the way Mr. Eisenberg likes it.”

When Rabin left Beijing last week, Eisenberg stayed on at his 35th-floor office in the China World
Hotel.  He was host at two banquets the same night—one for a provincial governor and the other for
officials of China’s state television network.  Two days later, he flew to India, where the Ministry of Power
wanted to talk with him about building some electric power plants.  [Reported by Lisa Beyer/Tel Aviv and
Jaime A. FlorCruz/Beijing.]

[END OF QUOTING]

And:

[QUOTING, BUSINESS WEEK: Nov. 16, 1981:]

THE  BUSINESS  EMPIRE  OF
A  GLOBAL  MYSTERY  MAN

“Shoul N. Eisenberg’s network of corporations will gross nearly $2 billion this year (1981).”
Among the throngs of Western businessmen pursuing trade deals in China, one of the most formidable

competitors is a mysterious, peripatetic entrepreneur named Shoul N. Eisenberg, who was born in
Germany, lived in Japan for two decades, is now based primarily in Israel, and is engaged in ventures in
nearly 40 countries.  Virtually unknown in the U.S., where he is expanding his operations from a base in the
import-export trade, Eisenberg is a businessman whose enormous wealth, diversity of commercial inter-
ests, and affinity for secretive big deals bring to mind the business entanglements of a Daniel K. Ludwig or
Howard Hughes.  A prominent U.S. consultant on Far Eastern trade calls him “a legend” in that part of the
world.

Eisenberg owns a network of corporations whose mode of operations resembles that of an old-line
Japanese or Hong Kong trading house.  Through his largest company, United Development Inc., set up in
Panama in 1960, Eisenberg performs what is essentially a middleman’s function.  Operating prin-
cipally in developing countries, he assembles consortiums of manufacturers, builders, and banks
to construct industrial facilities of all types.  Normally, he earns a commission on such deals.  But he
is often compensated in goods that he sells or barters, and sometimes he takes an equity position in a
project.

He has played such a role in power plants, steel mills, railroads, a telephone system, cement plants,
and textile and chemical factories in South Korea, an irrigation system in Peru, mines in Chile and India, a
cannery in Vietnam, a paper mill in Iran, and a coffee processing plant in Thailand.  Now he is building
desalination plants in the U.S. Virgin Islands, planning a 1.4 million-acre industrial-agricultural complex
with local partners in Brazil, acting as an intermediary for a five-nation consortium headed by France’s
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Alsthom-Atlantique and Belgium’s ACEC, which is bidding against Japanese companies to build a high-
speed train in South Korea, and coordinating a deal under which Romania and West Germany’s Lurgi
Chemie and Huttentechnik are developing an iron pelletizing plant in India.

QUESTION  OF  COSTS

Eisenberg’s shadowy role as a middleman and the secrecy that surrounds his activities have
made him a figure of controversy.  “He is nothing but a percentage player who makes money out
of going around the world sniffing out deals, then putting himself in the middle and raking off a
percentage,” says a former U.S. embassy commercial counselor who observed Eisenberg’s activities in
the Far East.  “There’s no value added, only an increase in costs for the recipient nation.”

But the chief executive officer of a giant U.S.-based, multinational company who knows Eisenberg
defends him against such criticism.  Says he: “A middleman means many things.  If you can help create the
birth of a project that is having difficulty because a country isn’t internationally proficient in developing itself
but knows what it wants to do, you provide an important service by being an intermediary.  Eisenberg can
pull the pieces together for someone else.”

In addition to “pulling the pieces together” on industrial projects, Eisenberg is engaged in a remarkable
variety of other enterprises.  His Universal Seeds & Oil Products Inc. builds and operates edible vegetable
oil plants.  One current project is a sunflower seed processing plant under construction in Enderlin, N.D.,
as a joint venture with Minneapolis-based I.S. Joseph Co. USOP is also branching into production of
alcohol from sugar in the Philippines and Haiti.  Another Eisenberg company, Aircraft Trading & Services
Inc., buys used TWA and Pan American 707s, 727s, and 737s and renovates the planes for sale or lease
to foreign airlines.

Other Eisenberg companies trade in oil and other commodities, invest in real estate and motion
pictures, finance development of solar energy and other high-technology systems, operate a bank, and
function as manufacturers’ representatives for products ranging from boilers to military electronics equip-
ment.  This year, the Eisenberg Group of Cos. will gross nearly $2 billion, more than half of it in
the Orient.  The group has about 4,500 employees, mostly based in Israel.  But its financial affairs are
managed in Switzerland, where Eisenberg has maintained one of at least seven homes.  (Others are in
Israel, Japan, and Britain.)

In China, Eisenberg seems to be trying to assume a role not unlike that of Armand Hammer in the
Soviet Union—as a powerful foreign capitalist who has cultivated personal ties to high-ranking Communist
politicos and technocrats and disdains ideological polemics to promote business.  He claims to have
negotiated letters of intent for at least 15 projects to build steel, aluminum, paper, food, and power gener-
ating plants.  But the 1979 “readjustment” in China’s economic policy, which deemphasized expansion of
heavy industry in favor of agriculture and light industry, has put these projects on the back burner.

Now Eisenberg is trying to put together a consortium of leading coal buyers in West Germany, France,
Spain, and Belgium to finance the development of coal mines and rail and port facilities in China.  The loans
would be amortized by shipments of coal in a deal similar to one already negotiated by the Japanese.
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Eisenberg is also seeking to line up foreign manufacturers to help the Chinese modernize existing factories
producing such assorted goods as bicycles, sewing machines, motors, cutlery, porcelain, and castings for
export.  He already ships such products to foreign markets, including the U.S.  He was also China’s
agent in recently winning a World Bank tender to supply construction pipe and transmission
cable to the Philippines.

In still another transaction in China, Eisenberg is a partner in a proposed joint venture with the Shang-
hai Glass Works and Britain’s Pilkington Bros. Ltd. to build a glass plant.  The deal is unusual because the
Chinese Building Materials Ministry insists that Eisenberg participate in the venture despite the British
company’s lack of enthusiasm about having him as either a partner or an intermediary.

The Pilkington situation demonstrates the mysterious fashion in which Eisenberg operates and the
strange way in which he sometimes surfaces in important international transactions.  The company received
an application from China in 1979 for a license to produce float glass.  After some discussion, Pilkington
heard nothing about the deal for nearly a year, when it was suddenly notified by the Eisenberg Group,
which was unknown to its executives, that the company was about to be invited to Beijing to discuss the
construction of a glass plant.  “Obviously,” says a Pilkington executive, “Eisenberg got his information from
the ministry,” because the predicted invitation arrived a few days later.  In his communication, Eisenberg
also asked to meet at the company’s headquarters near Liverpool.

JOINING  A  VENTURE

At that meeting, as one Pilkington executive describes it, Eisenberg’s English representative tried to
“sell Eisenberg’s services and [explain] what he could lend to a joint venture.  Our attitude then was that we
had established contact and didn’t need an intermediary.”  Nevertheless, Eisenberg was present at the
subsequent meeting in Beijing between Pilkington representatives and the Chinese ministry officials and
was recognized as a partner.  Eisenberg, who has maintained an office in a Beijing hotel for at least four
years, had apparently learned about the Chinese interest in Pilkington’s float glass process and had con-
vinced the ministry that he could expedite the project.

A free-wheeling individualist who is adept at making useful friends in high places, Eisenberg
is a throwback to an earlier era of international trade.  His background as an old Far Eastern hand
and his versatility in undertaking differing roles have strengthened his position in the Chinese market.  A
Swiss banker calls him “the first trader in the right places”.  Says a U.S. Commerce Dept. official who
served in China in the late 1970s: “We were quite impressed by [Eisenberg’s] ability to fly his personal
plane into China, which was a feat of no little significance at the time.”

Eisenberg learned very early that a local presence is vital to understand the ways of doing business in
foreign markets.  Moreover, he has developed a network of listening posts around the world that provides
him with an awesome capability to spot potential deals and to identify the lowest-cost suppliers who could
provide the fastest delivery.

MAKING  HIS  5%

For a man so powerful in international trade, Eisenberg has been able to remain strangely anonymous.
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He has a pathological aversion to publicity and has been known to pass up business opportunities that
would have exposed him to the limelight.  Several years ago, he was awarded a contract to build a power
plant in Pusan, South Korea.  One of his companies did the initial engineering studies, selected a West
German manufacturer to supply the hardware, set up the financing and shipping arrangements, and pro-
vided general supervision over the project.  A lavish ceremony was held when the power plant was com-
pleted.  Hundreds of South Korean officials and about 20 Germans attended.  But Eisenberg was not there
for the ceremony.  An American businessman familiar with the project, whose cost he estimates at about
$60 million, recalls that “everyone else was getting the publicity and Eisenberg was making his 5%.”

In a recent interview with Business Week—the only time he has ever spoken to the press—Eisenberg
described United Development, his main company, as “a coordinator of package deals”, which acts
as an intermediary between foreign manufacturers, governments, private buyers, and banks.
He contends that he is neither a broker, because he sometimes invests his own funds in a project and
maintains an ongoing responsibility until its completion, nor an agent who has an exclusive relationship with
a manufacturer.

Says Eisenberg, who speaks fluent English with a strong Central European accent: “We do the difficult
business, not the easy business.  If manufacturers can sell themselves, they don’t need you.  Most
of the business we create ourselves.  Manufacturers and banks need traders to put the package
together.  We are the link, we close the circle.  When you sell, there is a lot of business in finance, in
introductions, and a lot of friendship involved.  Most people don’t know what’s cooking in the world.
We know what a country needs; we know what a manufacturer can deliver, and we know the
financial situation.  And often we have to take compensation in goods, which is a different way of
thinking.”

Despite the boldness with which he has created his empire, Eisenberg, who is 60, is not cast in the
heroic mold.  An indifferent dresser, he is a stout, sad-eyed man who is short on charisma but who never
fails to impress with his incisive intelligence and command of numbers.  “While other people are think-
ing about a business deal,” says a former associate, “Eisenberg has already arranged it, fi-
nanced it, and banked it.  He is gifted in being able to think five steps ahead, as in a chess game.”  [H:
Fine, but if nobody DOES something, you will fall behind no matter WHO does the thinking.  So,
if you want something done, either do it yourself or make sure the people you hire or work with—
DO IT!  GET OFF THE DIME AND DO IT!  In fact I see oodles and caboodles being lost this
very hour while you try to decide just what “might” be done while others say it “Can’t be done”
OR worse, “I know how to do that—” BUT DON’T.]

A  REFUGEE’S  LIFE

But there are considerable heroic elements in Eisenberg’s personal history.  A Jewish survivor of Nazi
Germany, Eisenberg was a penniless, stateless refugee only four decades ago.  He was born in Munich, the
fifth of six children of immigrants from Galicia, a Polish province then part of the Austro-Hungarian empire.
(Through this tenuous connection Eisenberg now holds Austrian as well as Israeli citizenship.)

At 17, Eisenberg fled from Germany to Switzerland, where he was briefly detained for not having
proper papers, and over the next two years wandered through France, Luxembourg, Belgium, and Hol-
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land.  “I believe there is nothing worse in life than not to belong to any country any more, to have no future,
and to be wanted by no one,” he says.  “What do you do when you’re a refugee with nothing to eat, no job,
and no country?  You do anything.”  Just 14 days before the German invasion of Holland, Eisenberg
escaped on a British freighter bound for Shanghai.  “I soon found out that Shanghai was not a place of
many opportunities for refugees,” he recalls.

In 1940 he made his way to Japan, where he was befriended by a local nobleman and married a
Eurasian woman whose maternal family were also Japanese aristocrats.  Through these personal links,
Eisenberg’s business career blossomed.  After the war, as a nonenemy alien, “He could do things that
Japanese businessmen could not do,” says a former U.S. military occupation official who knew Eisenberg
in Japan during the 1940s.  For example, he was able to buy iron ore from former Japanese enemy
countries Australia and the Philippines for Japanese steelmakers struggling to reestablish themselves.

He later bought iron ore from the U.S., India, and Chile and became the prime supplier to giant Yawata
Iron & Steel Corp. (now Nippon Steel Corp.).  He was so prominent in the emerging Japanese steel
business that he was included in the industry’s first mission to the U.S. after the war.  Eisenberg also dealt
in steel scrap and in surplus U.S. military equipment, and he owned three factories making bathtubs, sinks,
and other housewares for the U.S. occupation forces.  Diversifying his operations, be became an exporter
of aluminum products and enamel ware and a manufacturer’s representative.  Among the foreign compa-
nies he represented in Japan was Britain’s Imperial Chemical Industries.  Operating abroad for Japanese
manufacturers, he sold boilers for Mitsubishi and cable for Furukawa Electric Co. in India and steel rolling
mills for Hitachi in South Korea.

His contact with Chilean iron ore apparently paved the way for deals to supply machinery to other
mines in South America in return for ore trading concessions.  In the U.S. he became one of the earliest
importers of Japanese television sets.  In recent years, Eisenberg has become a far less visible figure on the
Japanese business scene.  Says he: “We were in Japan, the pioneers for many things, then the Japanese
took over.  They needed us 25 or 30 years ago, today they don’t.”

REBUILDING  KOREA

When the war in South Korea ended in 1953, Eisenberg extended his operations there.  “I realized
that I could do similar business in Korea as in Japan, as Korea also had to start rebuilding the country,” he
says.  “We saw what they needed, and then we started to create the business.”  His fluency in Japanese
enabled him to be one of the first foreign businessmen to set up shop in Seoul and Pusan.  He became an
agent for Willys Jeeps and, in branching out into industrial projects, arranged the country’s first foreign
credits from Britain, Austria, and West Germany.

Says he: “I don’t think Korea would be today so fast developed if we had not come to help them
build...  No one wanted to lend money there 25 years ago.  And if Korea had gone broke, I would have
also gone broke.”  Eisenberg figured in the construction of at least 35 industrial plants, arranging sales for
such manufacturers as West Germany’s Siemens, DEMAG, and Lurgi, Switzerland’s Concast and Oerlikon,
France’s Babcock-Atlantique and Alsthom, and English Electric.  He was also Fiat’s agent when the
Italian company built an auto plant in South Korea, freezing out Ford Motor Co., which had rejected
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Eisenberg’s bid to act on its behalf.

“I was told by the Korean finance minister that at a time when his country had no international
bankability, Mr. Eisenberg came along, brought in a couple of banks, and got deals going,” says
a retired U.S. diplomat who once served in that country and is otherwise critical of Eisenberg’s activities.
“It was the beginning for Korea with some kind of international financial standing.  Eisenberg will
take lost causes and deliver money into them and buy himself a loyalty on the part of the locals which he
then exploits.”

Eisenberg’s connections with U.S. industrial companies have been limited.  He laments that “American
manufacturers are still not export-minded on a big scale.”  One U.S. company with which he has dealt is
Combustion Engineering Inc., for which he has sold steam generating equipment in the Philippines, Ro-
mania, and other countries.  Says a company spokesman: “Eisenberg knows his way around world mar-
kets and keeps us tuned in, helping us in the execution of contracts where desirable.”

The U.S. is now becoming a more important outlet for Eisenberg’s investments.  In addition to the new
edible oil plant in North Dakota, he is investing increasingly in real estate, concentrating on the Washington
(D.C.) and Denver areas.  Recently, he sold his interest in a block-square property on Washington’s
Pennsylvania Avenue to Canada-based Cadillac Fairview Corp, which plans to develop the tract as a
massive office complex known as Lincoln Square.  “We got a nice profit on it,” says an Eisenberg repre-
sentative.

IDENTITY  PROBLEM

Eisenberg’s multiple international associations sometimes complicate his relationships with individual
countries and companies.  Largely because of China’s hostility to the Hanoi government, for instance, he
has abandoned a grandiose scheme for industrial development in Vietnam, a country where he once sup-
plied building materials to U.S. military forces.

A more obvious problem is his identity as a Jew and an Israeli.  Some of the countries in which
he operates do not have diplomatic relations with Israel, and in his dealings he is often treated as an
Austrian.  A South Korean government decoration awarded for his industrial activities identifies him as a
national of that country.

Eisenberg established a home in Israel shortly after the 1967 Six Day War.  To lure him, the Israeli
government enacted a law granting tax exemptions for income earned abroad by local companies.  He and
his wife, who is a convert to Judaism, have five daughters and a son.  At Savyon, an affluent Tel Aviv
suburb, he built a mansion that is regarded in Israel as an architectural showpiece.  Four of Eisenberg’s
daughters are married to Israelis who work for him.  The other daughter is married to an Argentine Jew
who manages his father-in-law’s Latin American interests.  Eisenberg’s 32-year-old son Erwin is based at
A. Lisbona Ltd., a London affiliate of the Eisenberg Group.

Eisenberg spends no more than 10% of his time in Israel.  “When people ask me where I live,” he likes
to say, “I tell them, ‘in the air’.”  He does indeed spend much of his time in his personal 707 aircraft,
globe-trotting from one of his ventures to another.  The plane is elaborately furnished with two bedrooms,
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an office, Japanese bath, color TV, and gold fittings.  The Eisenberg Group’s headquarters are in a uniquely
designed Tel Aviv office building called Asia House, which Eisenberg built to promote Israeli trade with
Asian countries and which houses the Japanese embassy.

BUYING  A  BANK

Although Eisenberg is expanding his operations in Israel, the country represents only a minor part of his
global interests.  “The pity is that Israel is so small that it cannot enjoy most of what he can do for it,” says
an Eisenberg Group executive.  One of his Israeli companies, Eisenberg Export Co., ships a broad variety
of local products and builds Israeli-designed plants abroad.  “Many exports from Israel wouldn’t be done
without Eisenberg,” says Uzia Galil, president of Elron Ltd., a major Israeli electronics producer.

In 1979, Eisenberg purchased First International Bank, Israel’s fifth largest bank, from an American
company, First Pennsylvania Co., for $12 million.  He sold it a year later to a group of Israeli businessmen
for $22 million.  First Pennsylvania originally announced the sale to John A. Marsh of Virginia.  Marsh had
never been to Israel.  But Marsh’s Washington stockbroker, it was later disclosed, was a former Israeli
who is an uncle of Jonathan Zochovitsky, one of Eisenberg’s sons-in-law.

Such convoluted, family-related transactions are commonplace for Eisenberg.  Among his Israeli ven-
tures has been Piryon Investment Trust Co., a holding company with interests in textiles and several public
Israeli corporations.  Last year, Piryon was part of an Israeli investor group that acquired a 20% interest in
United Merchants & Manufacturers Inc., a large U.S. textile company that emerged from bankruptcy
proceedings in 1978.  Eisenberg was not among the investors, and Piryon is now apparently owned by
Zochovitsky and other Eisenberg associates.

But the American company bitterly resisted Piryon’s stock purchase at first, alleging it to be a takeover
attempt by Eisenberg, whom UMM accused, in a suit to block the transaction, of having “unsa-
vory political connections” and a history of “shady business deals”.  Martin J. Schwab, UMM’s
chairman, later made his peace with the Israelis.  He said the accusation against Eisenberg was “un-
founded,” and he agreed to put three of the Israelis on UMM’s board.  Piryon is now legally separate from
the Eisenberg Group, but one prominent Israeli businessman calls the separation “a technicality” and re-
gards Piryon as part of the “Eisenberg empire”.

The original accusation against Eisenberg may have been inspired by publicity he received during a
1976 Canadian government inquiry into his role as an agent for Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. in the sale
of a 600-Mw, heavy-water nuclear reactor to South Korea.  After Canada’s Auditor-General claimed that
Eisenberg had been paid excessive sums—totaling $15.2 million—for his services, a parliamentary com-
mittee recommended suspension of additional payments to him and said it suspected that “some of the
payment [to Eisenberg] was used for illegal or corrupt purposes.”

Despite this unprecedented public exposure and his continued importance in world trade, Eisenberg
remains a man of mystery little known outside his own narrow sphere.  He was in Egypt one day
last year conferring with the late President Anwar el-Sadat, whose picture adorns the wall in Eisenberg’s
Beijing hotel suite.  They discussed an ambitious land reclamation project that Eisenberg had proposed for
Egypt but that was later rejected.  That same day, singer Frank Sinatra was also in Egypt, to perform at a
fund-raising concert at the pyramids.  Cairo’s English-language newspaper carried a front-page photo the
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next day of President Sadat and Eisenberg together.  The caption identified Eisenberg as “Frank Sinatra”.

[END QUOTING OF PART 13]

Yes, I certainly DO realize that these are long and somewhat boring articles but if you don’t learn the
“game” how can you stay in it?  Evil or GOOD takes its own course and once again, “things” are not evil—
men are the only commodity around who CAN BE evil—or good, for that matter!

Thank you for a long morning, Fingers.  Salu.
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FRI.,  FEB. 2,  1996

[CONTINUING QUOTING ABOUT BANKS:]

ONE  WORLD  CHURCH  ORDER,  PART  14

[H: Translation: One World Bank Order]

[H: Oh yes, I hear you and your inquiry about “Why don’t you speak of banks TODAY instead of
yesterday?”

Because you wouldn’t know why you have what you have today.  Remember that just before a
collapse of anything the rats who know the building is coming down or the ship is sinking—jump
off with as much loot as they can carry or shift.  And, when you allow that which has been top
secret for the security of “usually” the crooks—you have big trouble and those companies,
banks, you-name-it are no longer useful.  That is what happened to Swiss Khazarian Banks in
the land of “King’s X” as the One World Order sets up in Belgium.  The top wigs knew but you
trusting people of say, Lawrence Patterson and his “Swiss Banks for your treasures”—will lose
everything.

Yes there are still places where privacy can be offered and I would hope you are following the
bouncing ball in this sing-along.

Dear ones, never do we advocate as much as bending the law—much the less, ever breaking it.
We cannot help what others do for it is only our own affairs that we can actually control.  To
TRUST your banker is the same as “trusting your local politician”.  It can be handled without
trust IF you have enough involved to purchase the NEXT transaction as well as would be a
current transaction.  The FINAL transaction will never work very well!

So, am I saying that you COULD have found “Land Claims” as “calls” valid?  Yes, but NOT IN
THE U.S.A.  The U.S. is BANKRUPT and already in foreclosure by foreign powers that be.
However, treaties with other nations must be honored in some sort of way, so yes indeed, these
programs COULD be very valid indeed as can be the “old” gold certificates—but not as you
have been presented as workable.

Don’t be too hard on Ronn Jackson, either, for the man has DONE NOTHING UNLAWFUL as
to the claims he was helping conduit to saving for the ones already into the programs.  However,
as with all things, when you leave God out of your working equation, you bog down and travel
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becomes impossible, and travel or coworkers, who can do something and know what they are
doing, must be brought aboard.  Ronn tried to ram it through himself all the while “friends” were
tattling to his parole officer every move he made.  Fine, if that is what you want ultimately from
what could turn out to be a fine program which could birth a Republic.  Revenge is a nasty and
costly commodity.  It is now time for a showing of WHO is actually and literally behind such as
Ronn Jackson for, surprisingly enough, and you will come to know this: there is a “Fifth Col-
umn” working diligently around the clock to clean up the mess of the takers in your country.  So,
the rest of us who try to rebuild are working with holes in our own feet for the “daring”.

But am I not miffed at Jackson for not doing what he said he could do?  YES INDEED, but not for
the reasons you might believe.  He CAN (or could) do exactly what he said he could do—but he
is under fire and now can’t for, if he “shows”, he is dead meat.  He did not tell us TRUTH and
thus bogged down in the tricks of the trade rather than being able to get control of anything.  It
does NOT mean that “it” isn’t there; it DOES MATTER that he can’t GET IT!  SO, YOU HAVE
THE SAME THING.
But you know what?  The Khazarian take-everythingers are going to bog down as well for if you
think you as a little Republic have troubles, the Kings have lots and lots and lots of enemies—all
disloyal, all greedy, and all grabbers.  Therefore, the enemy of my enemy may well not be my
friend, but he very well MAY WORK WITH ME.  Will he be loyal and wondrously fair and
honorable with me?  No, but then I have nothing to say about his moral aptitude or spiritual
travels.  The less a man knows that I know about him is better for me, for in that way I know what
to expect from his own patterns of behavior.  Since the “man” in point would not know much
about me, except for the respect of his higher-authorities (and I DO mean “men”), therefore a
“system” for barter and negotiation is always open—if you find the right door or phone line
attached to THAT man’s phone.  In the meanwhile I suppose we have to struggle a bit longer.
However, every hour of every day the tides are confused and rising and the fish nets are closing
in on the fish in the courthouses.  Note the numbers of Congressional resignees are RISING!
How nice that every day another one decides he/she is too lonely for home to hang-in in Washington
and face the payoffs they have taken.  May we ALL benefit from this attitude adjustment.

With this in mind, PLEASE, allow us to take Mr. Buehrer’s approach to the PROTOCOLS OF
ZION and the relationship of banks and examples thereof and we shall all be a bit more in-
formed of fact rather than continuing on in the midst of bank mergers, take-overs, etc.  KNOWL-
EDGE of what you are doing is of utmost importance.  And here, you are going to have to face
the fact that you must know of secret dealings, laws, treaties AND CAPABILITY TO FUNC-
TION.]

ROTHSCHILD’S  SWISS  BANK  UNDER  FIRE;
TOP  OFFICER  BLOWS  THE  WHISTLE

“Pristine” Rothschild Bank of Zurich is suing fired top executive for divulging secrets; hires PR
experts and threatens Swiss press against publicizing details.

Sunday Review: Jan. 10, 1993.
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Even the Rothschilds, Europe’s banking dynasty, are not immune to scrutiny.  In fact, they are
facing an unprecedented and unlikely threat to their well-being.

Juerg Heer was a senior executive and credit manager at the private Rothschild Bank AG in Zurich
from 1972 until he was arrested in late July.  He often worked closely with the then-chairman, Baron Elie
de Rothschild, dealing with the financial affairs of some of Europe’s rich and famous.  Becoming affluent
himself, Juerg Heer amassed a collection of 80 vintage cars and filled his house with art by Jean Tringuely,
Andy Warhol and Alberto Giacometti.

Now the bank says that some of Heer’s wealth was stolen, charging that over a period of years he
deceived directors, breaking the bank’s rules by making improper loans to companies that have since
failed.  He got kickbacks for providing the loans, the bank says, which estimates damage to its business at
220 million Swiss francs ($155 million).  The Rothschild Bank is suing him.

Mr. Heer has admitted receiving about $20 million in commissions for the loans in question.  But he
says many others at the bank knew and approved of his actions.  He is so incensed at the way the bank is
dealing with him that he is doing what is all but unheard of among Swiss bankers: he is talking.

Since being released from investigative custody a few weeks ago, Mr. Heer has granted a number of
interviews to the Swiss, German and Italian media, as well as to the Wall Street Journal of the U.S., in
which he paints a devastating picture of the Rothschilds and their Zurich bank.  The bank was laxly man-
aged, it operated for years on the fringes of legality and is entangled in some of the biggest financial
scandals of recent times, from the Bank of Credit & Commerce International to Banco Ambrosiano (a
bank that worked closely with the Vatican), so Heer alleged.  He told his story to the Sonntagszeitung,
a Swiss paper that first reported on the story in November.

Heer describes the Rothschild family as overbearing, fractious and erratic.  He says that the Baron Elie
de Rothschild, who is now 75 years old and retired, participated personally in lucrative schemes to help
rich Italian families evade taxes and, with Mr. Heer’s help, concocted a series of front companies that hid
the true ownership of the Italian assets behind the Rothschild name.  Heer also claims that he and the Baron
lied to Italian authorities about the schemes—in court on one occasion.

The Rothschild Bank chose to overlook some of its clients’ connections with the criminal underworld,
in violation of Swiss law, according to Heer.  And he states that he personally handed over $5 million
stuffed into a suitcase, which he later was told was for the killers of Roberto Calvi, the former
Banco Ambrosiano chairman who was found hanging under Blackfriars Bridge in London in
1982.

Baron Rothschild described Mr. Heer’s allegations as “injurious and abstruse”, through his lawyer,
Max Lebedkin.  He declined further comment.  The Rothschild Bank denies wrongdoing but will not
discuss specific cases, citing banking secrecy laws and investigations.

Having some documentation, Mr. Heer relies mostly on his memory.  Some former and current Rothschild
officials confirm his descriptions of the sometimes chaotic inner workings of the bank.  His allegations that
the bank was involved with front companies are also partly corroborated by people involved.
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As their top manager makes damning allegations, this poses a serious threat to the Rothschilds; Swiss
private banks live on discretion.

“It takes generations to build a reputation and it doesn’t take long to damage it,” says the new general
manager of the Rothschild Bank, Guy Wais.  Indeed, some well-to-do clients have closed their accounts.
Swiss banking authorities are investigating the Rothschild Bank’s affairs, and other private banks are trying
to woo away more clients.

“The bank won’t survive,” says Mr. Heer.  “They don’t want to close it, but I will make sure of it.”  He
has promised to continue to divulge secrets.  Even the sensationalist German tabloid Bild was told of the
alleged mistresses of Baron Elie, one of  whom says she bore the Baron an illegitimate child.  It appears
that nothing is taboo in the disclosures.

People familiar with the affairs of the Rothschilds say that the Zurich bank is a major source of the
family’s profits.

Sir Evelyn de Rothschild is a London-based member of the family who took over from Baron Elie as
chairman last year.  He contends that Mr. Heer is trying to get a large out-of-court settlement.

“What Heer is saying is blackmail.  He’s trying to muddy the waters to (imply) that it was all crooked,”
fumes Sir Evelyn, “but it wasn’t.”

And Rothschild bank lawyer and board member Peter Hafter complains, “You are basically defense-
less,” as what Mr. Heer says “is as harmful if it’s wrong as if it’s true.”

Working to preserve its image, the bank has abandoned its veil of secrecy, engaging a public-relations
firm.  Besides suing Mr. Heer for breaching bank confidentiality, the Rothschild Bank warns the newspa-
pers of Switzerland that it will take action against them if they should disclose information about bank
clients.  Source: Wall Street Journal, December 11, 1992.

[END OF QUOTING]

With this tucked between our ears let us see how things can get so screwed up as to merit a world focus—
but doesn’t get it.  However, the errors and omissions which do occur either with plutonium or funds or
even GOLD, is massive and the cover-ups are tight.  Back in 1987 the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) says its books are “off by billions...”  So, let’s share the article speaking about this matter so that you
take it seriously.  What do you think it is today after some decade has passed?
[QUOTING:]

IMF  SAYS  BOOKS  OFF  BY  BILLIONS

March 31, 1987, C.T.

WASHINGTON [AP]—In the first half of the 1980s the world lost—or maybe just misplaced—
more than $388 billion, according to figures collected by the International Monetary Fund.
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It calls this sum a “discrepancy”, something like the $7.86 you can’t find in checking your monthly
bank statement against the canceled checks.

Adding up the figures of their 151 member countries, the fund’s bookkeepers totaled $388 BILLION
more in debits than in credits for the years 1980 through 1984.  The discrepancy began to show in the late
1970s, peaking, as an annual figure, at $113.9 billion in 1982.  Though the yearly figures have gone down
since, a report that the fund plans to publish in June will say that the total is still large.

The last figure available is for 1984: $95.8 billion.

Because the sums are so big, the fund is worried.  It points out that the figures cast doubt on
all its huge compilations of statistics, on the conclusions about the world’s economic situation
that it draws from those compilations and on its subsequent suggestions on what to do.

So three years ago, the fund appointed a “working party,” headed by Pierre Esteva, a high-level
official in the French ministry of finance, to look for the money, or at least to come up with some ideas
about what happened to it.  A summary of the group’s work appeared in the “IMF Survey,” a fund
publication, earlier this month.

Investment income turned out to be a major problem.

“Countries receiving capital were able to identify and record income payments, while countries whose
residents placed funds abroad had an incomplete record of receipts,” the summary said.

The summary does not mention capital flight, the widespread practice of people in countries with
shaky economies sending their money somewhere safe without telling their own governments about it.

They often choose the United States or Switzerland.  That way, they lose nothing if their governments
devalue their currencies.  On the contrary, they make a pile if they bring their money home after the
devaluation.

Capital flight is illegal in some places; in others it’s just considered “portfiolio diversification”.  Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co. estimates that between 1983 and 1985, moneyed people in 10 Latin Ameri-
can debtor countries sent $44.2 billion abroad.

Nor does the summary mention sending money abroad that has been earned through drug sales or
other illicit activity.  People in those businesses avoid close contact with their countries’ tax and trade
officials.

Legitimate businesses also may fail to report.  The General Accounting Office, which makes investiga-
tions for Congress, said earlier this month that it surveyed 1,679 businesses and found 559 of them listed
smaller amounts of interest and dividends on their income tax returns than they actually received.

Another problem is posed by “offshore” financial centers—places like Liechtenstein and the Cayman
Islands, where the governments make a point of knowing nothing about businesses registered under their
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laws.  They “complicate the tracing of funds”, the summary said.

So do new financial devices that shift assets from banks to “non-banks” such as pension funds and
insurance companies.

“The debtor often does not know whether the creditor is a resident or nonresident,” the summary
complains.

[END QUOTING OF PART 14]

What might you have going today?  Well, it looks good to use some overseas shelters, however, when
things get “bad” in one country the country then seizes assets and can disallow access to any flow of funds
in ANY currency.

The next idea might well be to go for the GOLD but FACTS are that a long time back the gold in Ft. Knox
where you stored your collateral for all those worthless FRNs was emptied—by your wondrous govern-
ment Administration and thugs in crime.  Between 1955 and 1975 the U.S. Gold Reserve drain went
from 18,000 tons to 8,000 tons.  AND remember, citizens holding GOLD in or around 1933 had to turn
it in, had it confiscated, their strong-boxes were raided and they were BREAKING THE LAW to have
gold holdings.  AS LONG AS CORRUPT GOVERNMENTS HAVE CONTROL AND ESPECIALLY
WITH A NEW WORLD ORDER WITH LAWS ENFORCED BY A UNITED NATIONS MILITARY
ARMY—YOU THE CITIZEN HAVEN’T MUCH CHANCE OF DOING MUCH OF ANYTHING.

Those people who think they are going to put the Phoenix Institute into Receivership are probably having
some “bad-idea” days about now as gold fluctuates and then steadily holds gains.  They are desperate and
doing desperate things but in their eagerness they are digging their own graves as to freedom and Godly
intent.  Ones who team with, steal for, and offer backup for the corruption of George Green and colleagues
are going to be quite surprised at what is going to happen next.

Not only has the Supreme Court of Nevada AND the Federal Bankruptcy Court IN Nevada ruled that
Green is a liar and fraud, but the Federal Court in California is standing behind Mr. Rick Martin in his
personal suit against the Greens and, and, pending receiving of the Bankruptcy Court ruling in print, against
America West Publishing.  The Federal Judge is the same who ruled Dharma in contempt of court in the
US&P case and he is having to shake his head NOW in his bad ruling in the matter, and all cases involving
these parties or attachments to these parties are coming under FULL DISCLOSURE IN THAT COURT,
FROM THE LAWYERS TO THE PARTICIPANTS!!  THE SAME LAWYER AND FIRM REPRE-
SENTING GREEN(S) IS THE SAME WHO GOT THE BAD RULINGS AGAINST EKKERS IN
THE US&P CASE AND STRIPPED THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY ASSETS, JUST AT CHRIST-
MAS, FROM THEIR BANK.  IT DOESN’T LOOK TOO GOOD FOR THEIR DAY IN COURT—
EVENTUALLY—AND MORE THINGS ARE HAPPENING AS MONEY RUNS OUT AND THESE
PEOPLE TAKE UP THEIR OWN CASES.  THIS JUDGE ACTUALLY HAS RULED THAT PAR-
TIES (CITIZENS) HAVE A CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO REPRESENT THEIR OWN
CAUSE!  IT WOULD SEEM TO ME THAT EKKERS HAVE A CASE AGAINST ABOUT EV-
ERYONE WHO HAS TOUCHED THEIR PROBLEM IN THOSE COURTS AND SHAM ATTOR-
NEYS.  AFTER ALL, THE FIRST JUDGE ON THE FIRST DAY OF COURT IN MOJAVE MU-
NICIPAL ORDERED THEM TO GET AN ATTORNEY!  THE HIGHER COURT RULED
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AGAINST THE ORDER BUT THE DAMAGE WAS SET AND RECOVERY COULD NOT THEN
BE MADE WITHOUT HELP.  NOT SO TODAY—AS FAR WISER CONTESTANTS ARE AFOOT.

Yes, indeed, Mr. Dixon and Mr. Elley, you will make a wondrous fortune in your “Pro-Per” school, for the
Judges frequently allow as much time and hearing as a CITIZEN requests.  You may want to make some
changes in the “property” case, in fact.  Consider it carefully because the Judge is not going to allow the
traps of the dirty-bounder Horn to progress much further IF THE EKKERS HAVE NO LAWYER!
THEY HAVE A GOOD CASE—IT IS CALLED: “TRUTH”!

I would note here, and other documentation can back it up: Remember that old case Gary Wean filed
against Gov. Wilson, Johnny Cochran, etc.?  Well, the only one who got “served” was Johnnie-boy.  And
guess what?  The Kern County court clerk notified Gary requesting that he file an entry of default on his
case against Cochran.  Gary then filed the  “request for entry of default” last week with the court clerk and
listed the judgment amount to be entered as $5,500,000 (or so).  Mr. Cochran somehow didn’t think a
“citizen” could get anywhere in a court of law!!  Now, how does he collect?  The same way they collected
from the Ekkers—you lien EVERYTHING THE MAN EVER THOUGHT TO HAVE HIDDEN.  Johnnie
Cochran, because of his “connections”, thought he didn’t even need to bother to “answer” the complaint.
WRONG—YOU STILL HAVE A CONSTITUTION WHICH IS FALLING UNDER MORE SCRU-
TINY THESE DAYS BECAUSE OF YOU DARING AND BRAVE CITIZENS.

[Editor’s update: As we go to press, we just received word from Gary Wean that the court clerk
RETURNED HIS REQUEST FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT FILING stating that some additional
documentation is required.  Gary, of course, will comply and it remains to be seen how this particu-
lar drama will unfold.  Stay tuned!]

Further, lawyers working with lawyers can ALWAYS get what they want that allows them to MAKE
MORE MONEY.  No, when you work against a CITIZEN you have real problems, Mr. Cochran.  By the
way, citizens, when you work for yourself it doesn’t cost you any more to file those documents than it does
the lawyers!

I suggest my team get WestLaw up and available pretty soon now and let us see what we can accomplish
when we too can FIND THE CASE-LAW TO BACK US UP FROM LONG, LONG AGO BUT IS
STILL CONSTITUTIONAL.  PEOPLE ARE TIRED OF BAD TREATMENT AND AN UNTAM-
PERED JURY IS GOING TO “LISTEN” AND SO WILL THE JUDGE—TO TRUTH AND INJUS-
TICE.  YOU MAY WELL HAVE TO MOVE THE PROPERTY CASE OUT OF KERN COUNTY
AND INTO FEDERAL COURT, WHICH I THINK MIGHT BE A LOT OF FUN!  MR. HORN, AT
THE LEAST, WOULD WET HIS PANTS BECAUSE HE HAS BASED HIS WHOLE LAST TWO
YEARS OF ARGUMENT ON LIES FROM GEORGE GREEN!!  I ACTUALLY THINK JUDGE
COYLE MIGHT LIKE TO TRY THIS CASE—IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DOZEN OR
SO HE IS GOING TO GET IN HIS HOPPER PRETTY QUICKLY NOW—IF YOU LAWYERS
GET OFF YOUR DIMES.

With this in mind we will have to call a meeting of the Boards of the involved parties, please, and discuss
courses of action.  Thank you.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  9

REC  #1    HATONN

SUN., FEB. 4, 1996    7:33 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 172

SUN.,  FEB. 4,  1996

FOREWORD  FOR  TODAY

SHYNESS  AND  INSECURITY

In all things one must look starkly and directly at what IS, not that which he perceives, or is even told, IS.

You are taught to be modest, proper, discreet and this in turn is perceived as being totally without “charac-
ter expression”, thought in depth enough to have another hear, and finally to either be an egotistical blatherer
of nothing save opinion without fact or to be so shy as to express no opinion or to have no other than
the expression of another’s opinion.  GOD OFFERS YOU YOUR OPINION—BUT DEMANDS
THAT YOU LEARN EVERYTHING THERE IS POSSIBLE TO LEARN BEFORE CEMENT-
ING THAT OPINION, AND EVEN THEN MAKE IT REMOVABLE CEMENT.

Ah, but so many people will stand back and listen to the “authority” or “expert” speak on a subject and
pronounce him, in hushed tones, to be a genius of high merit.  Well, I remind you that “expert” is simply “a
has-been drip under pressure!”

GENIUS DOES NOT SET FORTH ITSELF TO BE CALLED GENIUS.  Genius in its rightful
meaning is simply having the talent for seeing things straight.  It is seeing things in a straight line without any
bend or break or aberration of sight, seeing them as they are without any warping of vision.  Indeed, but
JUST HOW do you come to hold such vision?  First of all you must bring that which is unseen before the
seeing, bring forth the hidden secrets so that they can be considered along-side that which is always
unhidden for the viewing.  You can be, remember, a genius at deceit far more easily than being a genius at
expressing and gathering truth.

Then, above all: Do not compromise yourself.  You are ALL YOU’VE GOT.  Once you have delib-
erately compromised self and damaged others and lived and produced the deceitful lie—there is never a
return to the place of respectful hearing for no one will believe you even in truth.

I watched last evening as the Ekkers walked into a hardware store and there were Rod and Chase Ence/
Enz.  It was amusing in that both Ence/Enzes turned away and tried to go unnoticed in an obvious intent to
not interact.  Funny about that as, after the almost-encounter, they then ran from the store so that there
would be no chance of meeting up or down some plumbing isle.  Rod turned quickly to give the Brita water
lady a lesson on purification of water and Brita’s filters.  I rather enjoy the spreading of my information
back to the manufacturers but I find it most interesting AFTER we have been claimed as liars and evil-
mongers.  Wouldn’t you think there would be some danger in being found out—if what I have told you is
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both wrong and evil?  You see, the Ekkers walked on by for, if possible, Doris fully intended to tell Chase
how pleased we were to find Chase’s picture in the local paper with honors for his FFA speaking pre-
sentation.  I believe it was for “chanting the FFA creed”.  I STAYED TO ANNOY THEM, I SUPPOSE,
FOR THEY WERE MOST CERTAINLY ANNOYED WITH MY PRESENCE.  When truth is your
co-traveler, you don’t have to worry about being encountered, run, hide, or think up EXCUSES.  Just
because of this chance passing the Ence/Enzes had a terrible evening of trying to further convince distant
people of their innocence and further tear down others’ reputations.  Well, it is in the fire, the opposition
groupie is under the magnifying glass OF THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW.  And how nice, no one had
to do it—they did it themselves.

It may be a lot worse than they THINK, for the Judges in Fresno handling the Martin vs Green case are
digging up all the case histories from that which has come before, INCLUDING THE LAWYERS’ IN-
PUT, and opportunity to bring JUSTICE is not at all dead.  THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO JUDGES
WITH EGG ALL OVER THEIR FACES AND THEY WOULD LIKE TO SMEAR IT SOMEWHERE
ELSE FOR THEIR OWN INJUSTICE IS NOW SHOWING.  THE GODS OF THE BENCH DO
NOT LIKE TO BE SEEN WITH THEIR PANTS DOWN.

MEETING  TODAY

We need another meeting to discuss some current happenings and confer about some actions taken and to
be taken so some things will be on tape rather than appearing in the paper because space becomes so
limited for coverage of necessary business.  There are some international things taking place, however,
which will be on BOTH.  We have few opportunities to meet with our business connections other than on
weekends when they can travel to this location.  We are going to, for instance, talk a lot about the Cray
Computer Fifth Column Asset-Shifters.

Since we have spoken of this action taking place for well over two years, I would hope you take this
opportunity to get the information.  If you are not a “Word” tape-taker, I suggest you get today’s (2-4-96)
tapes.

GORDON-MICHAEL  SCALLION’S
EARTH  CHANGES  REPORT

I have no wish to get into a discussion about such as Scallion’s publication.  As the subject is now shifted
to Atlantis and all that came “before”, I have to take leave of his version of mythology—as it is less
accurate than the myths already prevailing.

But what of Earth Changes?  Earth changes, what else?  Changes come in sequence, what more?  Big
ones, little ones, tiny ones and gigantic ones—you had better watch the HAARP system and forget the
seers, including me.  I can only tell you what I see them doing and planning so you had very definitely better
save your $$$ and be prepared as the weather is so manipulated by these “systems” as to be devastating.
Look at the cold weather!  For goodness sakes, readers, what is this doing to the dairy industry, the meat
industry, the growing industry, for you can’t even salvage winter wheat from 65-below-zero temperatures.
Then there are the flood zones which can now be claimed as “Wetlands”!
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If you so much as watch just that which is shown on the Sightings TV program on HAARP, you SHOULD
be quaking in your boots and recognizing the full extent of possibilities now available.  Even your Newt
Gingrich has written that this system CAN DESTROY THE FUNCTIONING MIND OF MAN.  In
addition, the HAARP system can open holes in the ionosphere as is happening as we write—allowing
those higher invisible rays beyond ultra violet (a relatively harmless little light beam) to penetrate to many
feet right through the ground, pick up strength, and move all the way through it like a big x-ray machine.
But YOU lifeforms can’t take such blasting.

Didn’t I suggest everyone get Scallion’s publication?  Yes I DID!  That was when there was talk of
Pleiadians and visitors and yes, indeed, talk of the pyramids.  I did not suggest we go into Pan nor Mu or
the ancient Gods of whom you all knew and worked—usually FOR.  I still suggest that if you like tales of
mythology with new slants and tellings—you will find an eight-page document with mostly odes to himself
and “hits and misses” entertaining but, at about $4.00 an issue, quite expensive.  You see, readers, when
we are accurate in our expectations—the Big Boys change the dates, intensities of damage, locations, and
all manners of manipulated thwartings.  Sometimes this saves lives; HOWEVER, it only postpones the
inevitable while you go to sleep and forget the warnings.  We too can make statistics represent anything we
want them to show and tell.

This is why so many psychic seers are going back to before historical presentation and far enough into the
future—to not have to answer for incorrect perceptions.

Some of you still want to make me into a revelator or fortune teller, sign giver, or miracle worker.  No, I am
a HOST who is hoping to offer you truth so that you can make your journey in knowledge instead of total
ignorance in the lies locking you to your prison orb.  Know that no one “out there” wants you until you are
informed, able to live within the moral guidelines of cosmic law and within the moral demands of GOD OF
CREATION/LIGHT.  I am but a teacher, a messenger—and all there is to tell you or teach you is WHAT
IS, WHAT WAS and warn you of WHAT WILL BE IN YOUR SEQUENCE OF PASSAGE.  In other
words, readers, I am not here to entertain; I am here to tell you how it will be if you would travel beyond
the boundaries of your worldly shackles in life-form of consciousness.  Drifting spirits are abundant—
LIVING ASPECTS AND BEINGS are not just “drifting”.  And what was in Atlantis might well be inter-
esting but has no bearing on what you next become or that which you will do.  I repeat, I am in no wise a
psychic revelator—I am a factual (as nearly as we can find truth) revealer and a wayshower, no more and
no less.  I offer pieces to your magnificent puzzle and YOU HAVE TO PUT THE PUZZLE TOGETHER
FOR SELF.

BUT  WHO  WILL  BUY  THE  PAPER?

If I do not “sell” you or “force” you or whatever else unto you—”How will you sell papers and journals?”,
is asked of me constantly.  We did not start out in the “paper business” or even the “writing business” and
we can quit anytime you people do not want the paper or the journals.  That would give the crew a great
rest and relaxation opportunity.  If people do not like what we offer, so be it.  Ours is not to twist arms or
“blow minds”—the truth is there, it has always been there—AND IT SHALL ALWAYS BE, no matter
how many liars and manipulators come along.  Lies, no matter how often repeated—DO NOT CHANGE
TRUTH, as lies can only be thrust off on the minds of the unsuspecting.
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Those who only want to eat the return of the harvest in comfort and GAIN of something for nothing, are
not going to receive much, readers, for nobody OWES anyone anything.  Those who share will have
sharing, those who deny shall be denied, those who take shall be taken from—it is the law of physical
expression as CONSEQUENCES OF INTENT AND ACTIONS CYCLE IN PERFECTION.  This
was and is the message of CHRIST, not the twisted tales and myths of manipulators.  YOU MAY REC-
OGNIZE ANYTHING AND ANYONE’S OPINION YOU WISH FOR GOD ALLOWS IN HIS
ABSOLUTE LOVE—WHICH BEARS AND BARES MANY, MANY “CONDITIONS” FOR SE-
LECTIVE PASSAGE WITHIN HIS REALM OF EXPERIENCE.

I certainly DO NOT mean that you must simply give money or something such and expect nothing in
return.  If you give with the true intent of loving sharing—YOU WILL GATHER A WONDROUS HAR-
VEST.  If you simply give to purchase a free ticket on someone else’s coattail, you won’t like the trip you
bought.  God will give honorable return for honorable input.  Perhaps that may take a WHILE until you
understand the program and “investment” possibilities.  You have to invest to have return—be it in the
market or the garden.  You will never make grape wine if you never plant a vineyard!  YOU HAVE TO
CREATE YOUR MIRACLES—YOU ARE GOD’S MIRACLE!

By the way, those who steal from God’s vineyards shall have a bitter cup of brew in the end for the broth
will poison the gut and burn the soul.  You will not have sweet wine from an overfilled cup of harvest.

You do not have to speak of aliens and E.T.s to find a place in the physical world in TRUTH—you simply
have to realize the truth of the message in understanding.  Why clutter your pathway with obstacles?

You can be manipulated to believe anything—ANYTHING!  THAT IS, ANYTHING EXCEPT GOD!
YOU MUST COME TO BELIEVE IN GOD ON YOUR OWN INSIGHT.  All other manipulation is
exactly that: MANIPULATION.

I am asked as to how a person could be among us and turn so quickly as if in the blink of an eye?  Because
that person was NEVER really among us, with us or believed in THE GOD OF TRUTH.  If you will not
or cannot see, hear, read or listen, how can you gain knowledge?  If all you do is play the game of ego or
physical gain—how can you learn truth?  You will find that these are the VERY TOOLS of the adversary
to gain control OVER you—this disallowance of ability to read and hear truth—and the forced education
of non-truth upon the minds of man.

O.J.  SIMPSON—AGAIN?

I am again bombarded with questions and comments about O.J. Simpson, et al.  He now tells his “truth”
and it counters what “everyone” believed and now people are “turned off and confused!”  Could he be
telling, NOW, the truth which seems to contradict the character witness of the angel-pin wearers?  Yes!
He not only COULD BE—he mostly, IS.  The murders were “hits” and if you have read this paper, you
know that fact.  Nicole Brown Simpson said of the TERRIBLE PICTURE OF HER BATTERED FEA-
TURES, that “it was done by a makeup artist”—GO CHECK THE TRANSCRIPT OF DENISE!

O.J. warned the “crowd” that they “will not like what he has to say...!”  They don’t, especially such as
Gloria Allred, the Khazarian feminist lawyer.  What does she have to do with “this”?  Nothing!  So, you
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might ask that question again—to the correct parties to find that desperation is finding its way through the
maze of lies and these liars are going to be found out and this time who will shout bad justice?  We will see,
won’t we?

What of those other lawyers?  What of the defense lawyers?  Well, Gary Wean has filed a Request For
Default Judgement against Johnnie Cochran to the tune of five-and-a-half-MILLION dollars.  F. Lee
Bailey just got bashed with accusations of multi-millions of dollars in payoff stocks (RICO IN ITS FIN-
EST FORM), and somehow even Shapiro is involved in that little exchange.  The legal games should be
very interesting from every direction, never minding Marsha’s love life.

More important in the “color-code” race for attention, you had best attend the BILLION DOLLAR gift of
Quadafi to Farrakhan for the purpose of “CIVIL ATTENTION” TO U.S. INTERESTS.  Let me warn the
ones who call themselves Jews in this day of Khazarian Zionists—you had better watch your backsides
NOW, because the black “CAUSE” is on the “roll” and it is definitely ANTI-ZIONIST!  DO NOT
CONFUSE THIS WITH HEBREW JUDAISM EVEN THOUGH MANY WHO PRESENT AS
AMONG THESE FALSE “JEWS” WILL BE SUCKED INTO THE WHOLE, LET US CALL IT THE
“WHITE HOLE”, BEING PUSHED THERE BY THOSE SICK-TO-DEATH (OR LIFE) FROM BE-
ING TRAPPED BY THE “WHITES” INTO THE “BLACK HOLES”, AND I CERTAINLY DO NOT
MEAN THE “LIGHT BRIGADE”.  THE WINDS OF CHANGE ARE BLOWING ACROSS THE
PLANET AND WHEN THAT CHANGE BECOMES MORAL AND GODLY—THE BEAST WILL
BE PUT DOWN.  A sword can be used according to the man whose hand holds it—and uses it.  It can be
used for harvesting grain or cutting the bread—OR, it can be used for cutting throats and debasing hu-
manity.  How will YOU use your sword?  The sword of truth will ultimately prevail as, one after another,
the liars and cheats shall be pulled from under their hiding places to confront their lies.

LOCAL  HAPPENINGS

I am amused at how many of you go forth and demand that we accept every word in books of desired
controlling regulations.  There are tales of vineyard keepers, lepers, speakers, fishermen, etc.  And yet,
when we speak of the happenings of example in our local circles—you become bored and don’t want to
hear the piddling personal things.  How is it you would hear of a wedding with water into wine of 2000
years ago and would not hear of example in front of your eyes and nose?  You only have the “NOW” in
which to experience.  Why must you retain the tales of that which is gone—and have no way of knowing
what to experience tomorrow for there is no such thing!  When you reach “tomorrow”, it IS today!

You will pour, over and over again, the Bibles as presented to you for your demand believing and quot-
ing—while that which IS is being wasted.  When man lives in his MOMENT he may find the secret of the
ages of expression of human—THE WAY IT IS.

It is said to me that I would be believable if I simply didn’t say who I “maybe am”.  Say what?  I AM
EXACTLY THAT WHICH I SAY I AM!  YOU ARE WHO YOU ARE—AM I NOT OFFERED THE
SAME FREEDOM?  YOU DO NOT HAVE TO RECOGNIZE OR ENTERTAIN ME IN ANY WAY
AT ALL—BUT YOU MIGHT WELL LOOK AT THE INFORMATION I, AND MINE, BRING.  I
AM WHAT I AM—WHY SHOULD I LIE TO COVER THAT WHICH I AM?  YOUR BELIEF IS
NOT ANY OF MY BUSINESS, SO WHAT GIVES YOU RIGHT TO COMMAND CONTROL OF
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MINE?  I DO NOT CARE WHAT YOU THINK OF ME—BUT YOU HAD BEST ATTEND, MOST
CAREFULLY, MY MESSAGE!  I KNOW WHO I AM—AND YOUR DISAPPROVAL OR DIS-
BELIEF CHANGES NOT ONE IOTA OF IT.

My truth shines out from the past, present and into eternity while one by one the liars of discrediting
attempts fall before the very TRUTH I EXPRESS.  You do not have to GO SELL ME OR ANYONE
ELSE—FOR I AM ONLY MY MESSAGE AND IF MAN CANNOT SEE HIS PLIGHT—IT, AGAIN,
IS HIS BUSINESS.  LEAVE HIM TO HIS MISERY AND IGNORANCE, FOR HE WILL ONLY
THROTTLE YOU FOR YOUR EFFORTS.

By the way, I care not about what your GURUs of Earth think of me—I usually don’t think much of them
either!  If they claim to not recognize my possibility—then they certainly DO NOT BELIEVE IN GOD
CREATOR FOR ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE WITH GOD OF SOURCE.  You go forth and ask
ABOUT me just as ones come and ask me about some Guru they have encountered somewhere along
their pathway.  Do you see that if you KNOW YOUR TRUTH—you do not HAVE TO ASK AN-
OTHER?  My name, like THEIRS IF THEY BE TRUTH, has no meaning whatsoever.  I recall a teacher
who supposedly said something to the fact that “I am the way, the truth and the light” and “except by these
things and through me shall you come into the presence of our Father and within His mansions.”  I don’t
believe this “person” put a label on himself—for the term “Jesus” only came forth from Greece AFTER the
fact of the moving on of that teacher!  Think about it—it is, after all, in the buried HISTORY RECORDS!
THEREFORE THE GIFT OF TRUTH, LIGHT AND LOVE COULD ONLY HAVE COME FROM A
“CHRISTED” ASPECT OF THE PRESENTER.  It’s enough for ME within the KNOWING which I
hold and which—by the way, is quite considerable.

I would present another fact for you who would taunt, argue, debate and sit in the middle of the roadway.
The truck is bearing down on you and I, friends, DO NOT STAND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD—
I AM ON THE SIDE OF THE FORCE, WITH GOD.  I haven’t had a Peterbilt/Mack truck run me
down in a considerably long time.  I am, furthermore, ABLE TO WATCH THE TRUCKS HIT MY
ADVERSARIES—BROADSIDE!  Sitting on the fence is no better—it only assures one thing: if the fence
be spear-point in structure or the proverbial “picket”, you are going to get some sharp objects where you
would probably rather not have same.

In addition: IT MAY WELL PAY YOU TO TAKE MY ADVICE ONCE YOU HAVE ASKED, BUT I
CERTAINLY AM NOT GOING TO “PAY YOU” TO ACCEPT IT NOR THRUST IT DOWN YOUR
GULLETS.  WE OFFER BUT IT IS UP TO YOU TO ACCEPT OR DENY THE GIFT.  SO BE IT
AND I SALUTE YOU FOR YOUR USE OF WISDOM.
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CHAPTER  10

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., FEB. 7, 1996    8:26 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 175

WED.,  FEB. 7,  1996

EACH  DAY

Each morning brings a new cycle of lighted hours.  Within these hours most of the activities take place—
but, you will find the more dastardly adventures take place in the dark hours so that “nobody sees”.  God
is with you night or day so what do YOUR nighttime hours hold that you hide away from your brothers?
What do you continue TO TRY to hide from God Creator?  Ultimately it will be the latter that holds intent
upon which judgment of this journey revolves.  You may, however, always KNOW that you can have
assurance of HIS presence and that if you walk with HIM, and look to HIM, and expect help
from HIM, HE will never fail thee or me!  We always are the ones, if failure is present, who fail
HIM—for he is ever the rock upon which we may find rest, security and passage.

If you consider that “it will be a cold day in Hell and/or you will do something as soon as Hell freezes
over...”, consider the seriousness of your “NOW” for there are a couple of places named as villages,
Hell—and this winter they have frozen solid!  It is very definitely wise to consider the FACTS as they ARE
and get out of La-La-Land.

BANKS  AND  MONEY

As we go along and write on such things as old happenings within the banking industry I lose a lot of you
viewers to the old saw: “What has that to do with [choose one]: “me”, “anything”, “the New World
Church Order”, “the Protocols”, “the taking of our land(s)” and you name it...!?  Especially comes the
“what can an article in 1957 have to do with me in 1996?”  Everything!  It was before the turn of the
century last, that is the hub of all that is taking place NOW.  And, I have a couple of things to tell you who
would think you can just go in now and topple such as the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, etc.  You cannot
accomplish much as it is and as you are attempting to do it.

cartoon superman

The Federal Reserve just got slapped with a FOUR TRILLION DOLLAR “lien” or challenge against
them—from NEW MEXICO.  Factual?  I suppose so for certainly they owe you-the-people
more than that!  However, in researching liens and current ongoing possibilities, our staff has
been checking what is happening and where complaints are filed and to where they go and what
is done with them.  Mr. Martin is writing on the subject so he talked to the Top Banana at the Fed only to
be told with great laughter that “some nuts from New Mexico have filed a four trillion dollar something
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against the Fed Reserve just recently...”  Mr. Martin asked what happens with such claims and charges and
the answer was “nothing”.  We toss them in the “Nut File”.  EVERY governmental office also has a “Nut
File”.  You will also have to REMEMBER: MOST OF THE PEOPLE WORKING WITHIN THE
SYSTEM AND IN THEIR OWN OFFICES HAVE NO IDEA OF WHAT IS OR IS NOT LEGAL,
PROPER, PRIVATE, PUBLIC OR OTHERWISE.

People start doing a “search” on some claims or something and, through the maze of non-collections, etc.,
you can find myriads of possible “claims”—but dear ones, the statute of limitations has expired on most
collections, i.e., utilities, etc.  The old gold claims may not have actually “expired” but there is no gold so
they are certainly treated as EXPIRED, and go into the “Nut File”.  Is it not TIME to harvest the nuts?
Both the kind which can serve your nation and the nit-wits who do SILLY THINGS and hurt you more
than help?  You or anyone can stand back and throw spit-balls at the wardens of your prison, but if you
plan to change a system you have to be wiser than the target, and YOU HAVE TO KNOW WHAT YOU
ARE DOING!

The Federal Reserve, as a for instance, is a PRIVATE CORPORATION and therefore you can know the
only attachment to the National Government is through illusion.  The Treasury head is PAID through the
International Monetary Fund—NOT THE U.S.A. FUNDS.  Therefore, to do anything with the Feds,
who are the foreclosure office in the U.S., you have to go to the IMF World Bank to achieve ANY-
THING.  That in turn is going to require going through a collection through the bank doing the foreclosure
receivership for the U.S. (oh, didn’t they tell you—the U.S. has filed formal bankruptcy with its credi-
tors!!!??!!)  You are going to have to work through the more silent avenues for any type of collection and
you will need banks big enough in countries powerful enough to make collections take place.  These things
are going to topple the minute the national debt is in default!  Mr. Rubin DOES NOT work for you-the-
people; HE IS A MASTER PRINTER FOR HIS OWN: THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
WORLD BANK AND THOSE BANKSTERS.  BY THE WAY, EVERY MANIPULATION TAKING
PLACE WITH BUDGETS, CURRENCY OR WHATEVER ELSE “SEEMS” TO RUN A GOV-
ERNMENT AND NATION IS ONLY AN ILLUSION.  THE U.S.A. AND ALL THE “FREE” WORLD
IS DOWN FLAT ON THE MAT FOR THE FINAL “COUNT”.

Somebody called and said something would be happening on the 10th and something else on the 14th and
that the BANKS WOULD BE SHUT DOWN, ZIPPED UP AND CLOSED ON FEBRUARY 22,
1996!  What does that mean?  It means that somebody thinks they have valid information, offers disinforma-
tion/misinformation, knows that of which they speak, and it will or won’t happen.  I would certainly think
that, in all instances, take it seriously and check your gauges, measure your indicators, check your survival
gear, check your backup resource placement, clear the decks and the market and expect whatever comes.

LITTLE  RATS  JUMPING  SHIP

cartoon help

Your congressmen and congressladies are jumping ship as quickly as the little rats can do so and suddenly
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have a great need to relax AT HOME or FAR AWAY with their loving families.  Forget it, brethren, they
are getting their pink slips in brown envelopes with the announcement that the Fifth Column has control of
their bribe accounts in such as Switzerland and Austria, hither and yon offshore, and has actually trans-
ferred the dirty money into a great big ESCROW account for use of THE PEOPLE as soon as deter-
mination can be made as to who are the honest “people” and who are just more dirty bounders.  As these
brown envelopes arrive the whole of the transactions are shown and the receivers are given options of
immediate action:  get out or be totally destroyed by their greed.  They are not given “no accounting” as an
option—only immediate reprieve from imprisonment until later when it can be done properly.

You have to understand that even your nice President and his lady, Billary, have/HAD some of these
accounts all over the map.  Hillary had hers UNDER THE COVER OF VINCE FOSTER who is now
quite deaded and that came along AFTER the funds were removed from those Swiss accounts and the
paperwork laid before he and his buddies.  You see, public viewers, there are a lot of things of good quality
that can be done with those massive Cray computers.  These things can crunch and break codes of
ANYTHING ANYWHERE, and now have done so.  Have YOU checked your accounts lately?  Little
personal computers can do the same but it is untimely.  Remember a few years back A VERY LARGE
CRAY WENT TO ISRAEL?!  And, all those nice satellites furnished by your Shuttle program are set to
feed the beast in Belgium.  Other beasts are fed from the fuel line but somebody got smart and jammed
some of the systems.  Will you use this window of opportunity to open your nation for freedom or will the
window simply slam shut without even ability to SURVIVE?  How is a nation with no industry, no jobs,
NO WELFARE, no Social Security and BANKRUPT to keep on “stayin’ alive”?

Am I just doing more of my “fear mongering”?  No, this is just the way IT IS.

ONE  WORLD  CHURCH  ORDER,  PART  14

[QUOTING:]

PANIC,  INFLATION  CYCLES,  ABSURD  CURRENCIES

[H: It has been a while since the “big one” called the depression which was another manipulation
and certainly not a “market” anything.  It was a perpetration against you-the-people as these
things always are in actuality of happenings.

And, moreover, it seems you-the-people don’t even understand WHAT happens and therefore,
another “lesson” on scary rollercoaster rides is perhaps in order as a reminder of things which
only the elder citizens may well remember, tucked in there between the “Great Wars”.]

A  LESSON  FROM  HISTORY

From: Self-Reliant, June/July 1983.

Just how scary can a ride on the inflation roller coaster be?  Let us start with the end of an inflationary
cycle and work back.  To see what hyperinflation looks like, let us consider the one in Germany in the early
1920s.  [H: You have to realize that this is but an example for in that period you had an “inflation-
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ary” depression—THIS DEPRESSION WILL BE “DEFLATIONARY” IN ITS PRESENTA-
TION].  As for all those who say it couldn’t happen here, suspend your judgment a moment and think of
the extent of the debt to be liquidated in present-day America compared with the relatively small debt and
reparation payments confronting Germany after World War I.

* The quantity of paper “marks” circulating in Germany increased from 2 billion in 1914 to about
500 quintillion at the end of 1923.

* At the peak of the inflation in 1923, the value of money declined 10% an hour until it took one trillion
paper marks to equal the purchasing power of one prewar German mark—about 24 cents in
U.S. money.

* The cost of a postage stamp for a local letter climbed to 100 billion marks—fifty times the total
currency in circulation just ten years before!

* To conserve paper and printing-press time, notes were printed only on one side.  Then they appeared in
billion- and finally trillion-mark denominations.

* Prices rose so rapidly in 1923 that wages and salaries were paid daily (or even twice a day).
Shopping breaks were demanded from employers to facilitate quick spending of earnings.

Is there any relevance in these horror stories?  Do things have to get this bad for us?  [H: Keep in
mind this was written in mid-year 1983, over a decade ago!]  Do we have to experience hyperinfla-
tion?  Couldn’t inflation moderate?  Some may think it already has but this is short-term window dressing
designed to lure back savers.  In order for inflation to moderate significantly, long-term problems would
have to be solved.  Business would have to be willing and able to pay a real reward for savings and banks
would have to stop making dubious loans with money they don’t have.  Also, the politicians would have
to curb spending, live within a balanced budget, and stop printing IOUs that they deceptively call
money.

Inflation is able to get started and continue because there are always those who feel inflation will
moderate and that prices (or at least the rate of price increase) will decline.  Over the short run, this
remarkable phenomenon actually happens enough times to give substance to such hopes.  It is happening
now.  When there is recession and a lot of people are out of work, prices do temporarily stabilize a little.
But we must never forget the bad guys (the politicians, the Federal Reserve, and the banks) and
their proclivity to print money and create credit.  Whenever these compulsive do-gooders, these
happy humanitarians, look like they stopped, be wary.  Consider the probability that they are
just resting.

THE  PANIC  STAGE

Historically, the absurdities of unpayable debt, soaring demand for funds, and astronomic interest rates
follow a natural progression.  This progression does not stop short of a credit shortage so severe that it
results in a panic stage in which money is unobtainable at any price.  This finally causes enough bankrupt-
cies to stop the bankers’ mad quest for profits and end borrowers’ unquenchable thirst for borrowing (at
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least temporarily).

The real business bankruptcies are caused not by the government’s deficits themselves, but by soaring
interest rates that result from such deficits.  This is the way it works: Government purchases and payments
(about $700 billion a year) are paid for in two ways: (1) taxes, and (2) the sale of government securities.
When government borrows, the less money there is left for other borrowers.  These other borrowers must
bid for what is left on the available savings by offering higher interest rates.  Rising interest rates increase the
cost of doing business and decrease business profits.  Lower profits slows business and that causes
unemployment, making business conditions deteriorate further.  As inflation progresses toward a panic
stage, corporate liquidity deteriorates to the point that government ends up competing with business for
loans that business needs just to survive.

High interest rates are always the other side of the inflationary coin.  Why?  Because you can’t cheat
savers forever.  Lenders always end up demanding some after-inflation reward for the use of their money.
High inflation eventually guarantees even higher interest rates until that rate exceeds what business can earn
with borrowed money.  At this point business collapses.

[END OF QUOTING]

There is more but I think this covers the picture pretty well for this topic under consideration.  It is easily
noted that these vicious circles come back on government and there is a shortfall in revenues—every time.
If the government gets less taxes because of fewer employed or drops in income, you have the most
vicious of all status—NO MONEY FOR ANYTHING!

I have another topic here which I will offer for consideration and that is profits from and in 3rd World loans.
Why would I choose this?  Because you now have long enough to SEE what has happened in the interim
time between 1983 when this following article was written and NOW.  You will note, please, that the last
big multi-billion “save out” to Mexico worked this way: The payback which was also “borrowed” funds
went DIRECTLY INTO THE BANKS FROM WHICH CAME THE ORIGINAL BAIL-OUT
LOANS—WITHOUT PASSING “GO” AND WITHOUT PASSING EVEN THE FEDERAL RE-
SERVE “TREASURY”—ALL THIS WHILE YOU SLEPT!!

[QUOTING:]

THE  PROFIT  IN  3RD  WORLD  LOANS

Apolonio Batalla, December 6, 1983, M.B.:

According to Beijing Review (issue of Nov. 14.), an official publication of the People’s Republic of
China, the impact of foreign borrowing on a country depends on how the country utilizes the loans.

world bank loans
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An article in that publication cites Singapore, which uses external debt to develop its processing indus-
tries.  This has strengthened the accumulation of domestic funds, raised the capability of earning foreign
exchange through exports, and laid the foundation for heavy industry.

“Some other countries, however, such as Mexico, used more than 75 per cent of their foreign loans for
investment in state-owned departments of energy, raw materials, communications and transportation,”
says the article.  “With their heavy investment, long-term cycle, slow turnover of funds and low profits,
these departments cannot quickly boost production capability and realize results of investment.  Owing to
poor management, losses have often been incurred after going into operation.  In the mid-1970s Mexico
encountered financial difficulty.”

The article also cites Brazil, which from 1974-1982 “invested $86 billion in seven large projects with
long construction periods, slow efficiency, low profits and poor repayment.  And most of the investment
came from short-term loans by international private banks.”

The article says prior to the completion of these projects, a large amount of debt had become overdue
and Brazil had landed itself in a difficult situation.

The article expresses the view that western banks will not step back in the event of a serious weaken-
ing of Third World repayment.  “Western banks must continue providing loans to maintain their existing
creditors’ right,” the article says.  “It is important to remember that Western nations make loans to the Third
World in order to meet their [own] long-term economic targets and to serve their [own] fundamental
interests.”

The article says Western nations can gain high profits by providing loans to the Third World.  It notes
that between 1971 and 1982, profits from interest paid by Third World countries to Western
banks increased from $1,100 million a year to about $35,000 million.

From 1970 through 1976, the article says, the average annual foreign earnings of the 13 largest US
banks increased 31 per cent while the domestic earnings of the same banks increased only 4 per cent.

The proportion of foreign profits of the seven largest banks, including Citibank and Chase Manhattan,
has increased from 22 per cent of total earnings in 1970 to 55 per cent in 1982, the article says.

Loan capital often earns more in Third World countries than in developed countries, the article says.
The article says statistics from the World Bank show that interest rates charged to Third World
countries may be 2 to 3 per cent higher than those for developed nations.

The interest earned by a number of big banks from the Third World countries has become the main
source of their profits, says the article.

By providing loans to the Third World, the Western nations help develop their own trade and econo-
mies, the article says.  It says since the ’70s Western nations have been depending more and more on the
markets of developing countries.
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To guarantee that they suffer no losses from existing loans or that they can pursue their economic goals,
Western nations must provide further loans to the Third World, the article says.  But they will be more
cautious than before, the terms will be harsher, and the debt burden of the Third World countries will be
heavier.

The debt problem, the article says, will increasingly worsen.

[END OF QUOTING]

I believe we can all concur that this has become so.  Just realize that the squeeze is on, the meat is gone
from the cow, the milk has dried up and gone and the banks are going to snatch the very food offered the
cow in loans, away!

With the foregoing in mind, let us turn to the subject of money to Israel and let us look what happened back
in the ’80s in the Philippines.  You need to realize going into this next presentation that in 1986 when this
was written there were 55,000,000 people in the Philippines while Israel’s population was only 4,000,000.
Look at the shrewd manipulations.  You will note please: Total USA [annual] Aid: Philippines: $200,000,000.
To Israel: $4,500,000,000.

Philippine 1985 BUDGET: $3,300,000,000.  Israel: $23,000,000,000—AND YOU HAVE COME A
LONG WAY, BABY, SINCE 1985!

[QUOTING:]

BILLIONS  IN  ASSETS  MISSING,

Chicago Tribune, Wed., March 5, 1986.

MANILA—The head of a commission charged with recovering any wealth illegally accumulated by de-
posed President Ferdinand E. Marcos said Tuesday that as much as $10 billion may be missing from the
treasury and enterprises controlled by Marcos’ associates and relatives.  [H: This is B.S. but it serves
the purpose for this writing.]

Jovito R. Salonga, chairman of Commission on Good Government established by new President
Corazon Aquino, told a press conference that “maybe $5 billion to $10 billion” in assets was missing.

By comparison, the Philippine budget in 1985 was only about $3.3 billion.  Salonga did not
elaborate on what assets were missing or what was believed to have happened.  [H: Can you see the
misinformation all over this?]

Also, Tuesday, justices of the country’s second-highest court, the Court of Appeals, submitted their
resignation, and the official Philippine News Agency said at least 5 of the Supreme Court’s 12 members
also quit.  Aquino urged the justices, all appointed by Marcos, to step down.  [H: How many Judges do
you think are going to resign because they are “lonely for family and rest” in the U.S.A. very
soon now?  Ah, and probably a lot of attorneys are going to get out of the business too, I would
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suspect.]

Justice Minister Neptali Gonzales said Court of Appeals Justice Ramon Gaviola met with Aquino to
submit 18 resignations and assured her all of the court’s 38 justices would step down.  But presidential
spokesman Rene Saguisag said no resignations have been received from the Supreme Court.

In setting up the Commission on Good Government, Aquino charged it with recovering “all ill-gotten
wealth” accumulated by Marcos and his friends and relatives, “including the takeover or sequestration of
all business enterprises and entities owned or controlled by them during his administration... by taking
undue advantage of their powers.”

Marcos has been reported to own real estate worth millions of dollars in New York and Britain.  When
he fled to Hawaii last Wednesday, he took 22 crates believed to contain cash and valuables, including
more than $1.1 million worth of Philippine currency.

Attorneys for the Philippines’ Central Bank said Monday they will receive an inventory of the crates’
contents from the U.S. Customs Service.

The bank has filed a suit in Honolulu charging that Marcos and his entourage of about 90 Filipinos took
money illegally from the country when they fled in the face of a military rebellion.

Lawyers for the Philippine government on Sunday obtained a court order in New York temporarily
barring the sale or transfer of five properties allegedly owned or controlled by Marcos, including a Long
Island estate.

Salonga said the government would seize the Manila Electric Co., which was taken over by relatives of
Marcos’ wife, Imelda, by a legal pretext under martial law in 1972.  He did not specify whether the
company would be returned to its former owners.

As president, Marcos’ annual salary was about $5,000.  In denying charges of corruption, he
always said whatever wealth he had came from his lucrative law practice before becoming president.

Salonga said his investigation was likely to involve legal action in the United States, Latin America,
Switzerland and Britain.  “We understand there are deposits in Brazilian banks,” he said.

Meanwhile, hundreds of supporters of Vice Mayor Johnny Wilson of the Manila financial district of
Makati demonstrated Tuesday against the Aquino government’s appointment of Jejomar Binay as “officer-
in-charge” after the death of Makati Mayor Nemesio Yabut.

The protest was one of several against Aquino’s moves to oust Marcos supporters from both local and
national government.

Aquino said in an interview with the Associated Press that some officials were being replaced because
they had used terrorism to intimidate voters in the fraud-tainted Feb. 7 presidential election.
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Aquilino Pimentel, the new minister of local government, said fewer than 10 mayors had been fired, but
that more dismissals were forthcoming.

[END OF QUOTING]

And now, a look at Israel from an AP article of April 29, 1985:

[QUOTING:]

ISRAEL  ANSWERS  U.S.  ON  REFORMS

TEL AVIV [AP]—Prime Minister Shimon Peres has written to Washington, responding to economic
reforms that the Reagan administration wants before backing Israel’s request for $1.5 billion more in
emergency aid.

An Israeli official, who spoke on the condition he not be identified, said Peres’ letter was sent to
Secretary of State George Shultz last week.  The official said the letter did not detail Israeli economic
policy, but he replied to the “Document of 10 Points”.

The 10 points were contained in a position paper given the Israeli government by U.S. economic
professors Stanley Fischer and Herbert Stein, a former chairman of the President’s Council of Economic
Advisers, in Israel recently to examine the economic situation.

They were written as general recommendations for Israeli economic reform, and they reportedly in-
clude proposals to hold inflation to a monthly target and to control the money supply.  Israel’s inflation
rate peaked at 445 percent last year.

Peres agreed with the proposal about inflationary targets and said additional controls would be im-
posed if the targets were exceeded, the official said.  But he said the letter did not define the target figures
or what measures would be used.

Shultz, scheduled to visit next month, has said the reforms are needed because any increase in U.S. aid
would be swallowed up in servicing Israel’s foreign debt, which stands at more than $24 BILLION.

Israeli officials have said that present U.S. civilian economic aid, which was $1.4 billion last year, just
covers debt servicing to the United States.  [H: Ah, but nobody even mentions the $3 BILLION
GIFT TO ISRAEL EVERY YEAR—IN CASH WHICH THEY IMMEDIATELY PLACE IN
INTEREST-BEARING U.S. TREASURY DEBT (THE HIGHEST INSTRUMENTS AVAIL-
ABLE) WITH THAT CASH.]

The U.S. administration already has approved $3 billion in military and civilian aid for 1986, up
from $2.6 billion this year.  The House Foreign Affairs Committee has voted for $1.5 billion in emer-
gency aid, and the full House is due to take up the bill next week.
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The Israeli official said, however, that the government would use a combination of monetary, taxation
and administrative measures as it saw fit.

He said that Peres’ letter did not mention specific measures to control the money supply but that tighter
controls were implicit in the government’s intent to pass a new Bank of Israel law.

The government is expected to finance a $3 billion deficit in this year’s $23 billion budget by
borrowing from the Bank of Israel, a practice that the central bank itself wants abolished.

[H: People, if you don’t wake up now, what hope can there be for any future at all?]

[END OF QUOTING]

[QUOTING ANOTHER ARTICLE:]

IMF  SAYS  BOOKS  OFF  BY  BILLIONS

Associated Press, March 31, 1987. (Chicago Times)

WASHINGTON [AP]—In the first half of the 1980s the world lost—or maybe just misplaced—
more than $388 billion, according to figures collected by the International Monetary Fund.

It calls this sum a “discrepancy”, something like the $7.86 you can’t find in checking your monthly
bank statements against the canceled checks.

Adding up the figures of their 151 member countries, the fund’s bookkeepers totaled $388 billion
more in debits than in credits for the years 1980 through 1984.  [H: BY THE WAY, READERS, THERE
HAS NEVER BEEN AN AUDIT OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE.  HOW MUCH MISSING
MONEY DO YOU THINK WOULD BE FOUND?]  The discrepancy began to show in the late
1970s, peaking, as an annual figure, at $113.9 billion in 1982.  Though the yearly figures have gone down
since, a report that the fund plans to publish in June will say that the total is still large.

The last figure available is for 1984: $98.8 BILLION.

Because the sums are so big, the fund is worried.  It points out that the figures cast doubt on
all its huge compilations of statistics, on the conclusions about the world’s economic situation
that it draws from those compilations and on its subsequent suggestions on what to do.

So three years ago, the fund appointed a “working party”, headed by Pierre Esteva, a high-level
official in the French ministry of finance, to look for the money, or at least to come up with some ideas
about what happened to it.  A summary of the group’s work appeared in the “IMF Survey”, a fund
publication, earlier this month.

Investment income turned out to be a major problem.
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“Countries receiving capital were able to identify and record income payments, while countries whose
residents placed funds abroad had an incomplete record of receipts,” the summary said.

The summary does not mention capital flight, the widespread practice of people in countries with
shaky economies sending their money somewhere safe without telling their own governments about it.

They often choose the United States or Switzerland.  That way, they lose nothing if their governments
devalue their currencies.  On the contrary, they make a pile if they bring their money home after the
devaluation.

Capital flight is illegal in some places; in others it’s just considered “portfolio diversification”.  Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co. estimates that between 1983 and 1985, moneyed people in 10 Latin Ameri-
can debtor countries sent $44.2 billion abroad.

Nor does the summary mention sending money abroad that has been earned through drug sales or
other illicit activity.  People in those businesses avoid close contact with their countries’ tax and trade
officials.

Legitimate businesses also may fail to report.  The General Accounting Office, which makes inves-
tigations for Congress, said earlier this month that it surveyed 1,679 businesses and found 559 of them
listed smaller amounts of interest and dividends on their income tax returns than they actually received.

Another problem is posed by “offshore” financial centers—places like Liechtenstein and the Cayman
Islands, where the governments make a point of knowing nothing about businesses registered under their
laws.  They “complicate the tracing of funds”, the summary said.

So do new financial devices that shift assets from banks to “non-banks” such as pension funds and
insurance companies.

“The debtor often does not know whether the creditor is a resident or nonresident,” the summary
complains.

[END OF QUOTING]

Now, this next may not seem so connected at first glance, but it certainly is definitely a part of the WHOLE
picture if you go back in memory to the writings on the Vatican Bank and associated banking entities.  For
your entertainment [in case you missed it last time]:

[QUOTING:]

ROTHSCHILD’S  SWISS  BANK  UNDER  FIRE;
TOP  OFFICER  BLOWS  THE  WHISTLE

“Pristine” Rothschild Bank of Zurich is suing fired top executive for divulging secrets; hires PR
experts and threatens Swiss press against publicizing details.
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January 10, 1993 from Wall Street Journal, Dec. 11, 1992:

Even the Rothschilds, Europe’s banking dynasty, are not immune to scrutiny.  In fact, they are
facing an unprecedented and unlikely threat to their well-being.

Juerg Heer was a senior executive and credit manager at the private Rothschild Bank AG in Zurich
from 1972 until he was arrested in late July.  He often worked closely with the then-chairman, Baron Elie
de Rothschild, dealing with the financial affairs of some of Europe’s rich and famous.  Becoming affluent
himself, Juerg Heer amassed a collection of 80 vintage cars and filled his house with art by Jean Tinguely,
Andy Warhol and Alberto Giacometti.

Now the bank says that some of Heer’s wealth was stolen, charging that over a period of years he
deceived directors, breaking the bank’s rules by making improper loans to companies that have since
failed.  He got kickbacks for providing the loans, the bank says, which estimates damage to its business at
220 million Swiss francs ($155 million).  The Rothschild Bank is suing him.

Mr. Heer has admitted receiving about $20 million in commissions for the loans in question.  But he
says many others at the bank knew and approved of his actions.  He is so incensed at the way the bank is
dealing with him that he is doing what is all but unheard of among Swiss bankers: he is talking.

Since being released from investigative custody a few weeks ago, Mr. Heer has granted a number of
interviews to the Swiss, German and Italian media, as well as to the Wall Street Journal of the U.S., in
which he paints a devastating picture of the Rothschilds and their Zurich bank.  The bank was laxly man-
aged; it operated for years on the fringes of legality and is entangled in some of the biggest financial
scandals of recent times, from the Bank of Credit & Commerce to Banco Ambrosiano (a bank that
worked closely with the Vatican), so Heer alleged.  He told his story to the Sonntagszeitung, a Swiss
paper that first reported on the story in November.

Heer describes the Rothschild family as overbearing, fractious and erratic.  He says that the Baron Elie
de Rothschild, who is now 75 years old and retired, participated personally in lucrative schemes to help
rich Italian families evade taxes and, with Mr. Heer’s help, concocted a series of front companies that hid
the true ownership of the Italian assets behind the Rothschild name.  Heer also claims that he and the Baron
lied to Italian authorities about the schemes—in court on one occasion.

The Rothschild Bank chose to overlook some of its clients’ connections with the criminal underworld,
in violation of Swiss law, according to Heer.  And he states that he personally handed over $5 million
stuffed into a suitcase, which he later was told was for the killer of Roberto Calvi, the former
Banco Ambrosiano chairman who was found hanging under Blackfriars Bridge in London in
1982.

Baron Rothschild described Mr. Heer’s allegations as “injurious and abstruse”, through his lawyer,
Max Lebedkin.  He declined further comment.  The Rothschild Bank denies wrongdoing but will not
discuss specific cases, citing banking secrecy laws and investigations.
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Having some documentation, Mr. Heer relies mostly on his memory.  Some former and current Rothschild
officials confirm his descriptions of the sometimes chaotic inner workings of the bank.  His allegations that
the bank was involved with front companies are also partly corroborated by people involved.

As their top manager makes damning allegations, this poses a serious threat to the Rothschilds.  Swiss
private banks live on discretion.

“It takes generations to build a reputation and it doesn’t take long to damage it,” says the new general
manager of the Rothschild Bank, Guy Wais.  Indeed, some well-to-do clients have closed their accounts.
Swiss banking authorities are investigating the Rothschild Bank’s affairs, and other private banks are trying
to woo away more clients.  [H: Do you see what a 5th Column could do with these banks and those
accounts of people with DIRTY money?]

“The bank won’t survive,” says Mr. Heer.  “They don’t want to close it, but I will make sure of it.”  He
has promised to continue to divulge secrets.  Even the sensationalist German tabloid Bild was told of the
alleged mistresses of Baron Elie, one of whom says she bore the Baron an illegitimate child.  It appears that
nothing is taboo in the disclosures.

People familiar with the affairs of the Rothschilds say that the Zurich bank is a major source of the
family’s profits.

Sir Evelyn de Rothschild is a London-based member of the family who took over from Baron Elie as
chairman last year.  He contends that Mr. Heer is trying to get a large out-of-court settlement.

“What Heer is saying is blackmail. He’s trying to muddy the waters to (imply) that it was all crooked,”
fumes Sir Evelyn, “but it wasn’t.”

And Rothschild bank lawyer and board member Peter Hafter complains, “You are basically defense-
less,” as what Mr. Heer says, “is as harmful if it’s wrong as if it’s true.”

Working to preserve its image, the bank has abandoned its veil of secrecy, engaging a public-relations
firm.  Besides suing Mr. Heer for breaching bank confidentiality, the Rothschild Bank warns the newspa-
pers of Switzerland that it will take action against them if they should disclose information about bank
clients.

[END OF QUOTING]

Enough for now, the digestive systems of you-the-people must be about into overload.  Sorry about that...!
Salu.
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CHAPTER  11

REC  #1    HATONN

SUN., FEB. 11, 1996    8:00 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 179

SUN.,  FEB. 11,  1996

02-02-2022

BANKING  CLOSURES?

I am asked to comment on the significance of February (02), 22, 1996 as a day of Bank Closure, etc.
“Could this ACTUALLY happen?”  OF COURSE!  Will it?  That is difficult to predict in final and actual
shutting down of the banks because you have to realize that the announced day for money (currency)
change-out is set for the 19th.  What the “timing” would allow for is a major trade-in period of three days
ahead of a long weekend.  But the point is to pull into play the digi-plan so that all “trading” on your so-
called markets would have to be centralized through the Beast system and actually purchased and retained
in ONE entity attached to all market transactions.  It makes confiscation much more easily accom-
plished.

You can KNOW something big is coming down because you are in the year of the biggest New World
Order CHANGES to systems before the turn of the millennium and the functioning New World Order-
One World Rulers-One World Satanism.

You may well be “thinking” that you “pray to God of Light” and expect angels but I heard the best
definition of fact in truth last evening: “When you talk to God it is called ‘prayer’; when God talks to
you, you are called ‘nuts’.”  Therefore, who do you think are the “nuts” and who might be the foundation
layers of the New World Church Order?  YOU ARE THE MOST FUNDAMENTALLY AND MAS-
SIVELY DECEIVED CIVILIZATION EVER TO GRACE THE EARTH WITH YOUR PRESENCE
AND FOOLISHNESS.
If positive changes do not come there will be a major restructuring plan put into play in the year about 2011
during the height of what is known “now” as the Photon Belt.  You will have blasted so many holes in your
ionosphere by that time with your frequency systems as to allow the most uninhibited rays of the Cosmos
to move uninhibited through your atmosphere and upon you—and you can’t survive long in that turbulence
and laser bath.  There will have to be higher intervention if the planet is to survive in its ability to have human
life sustain itself.  That should be pretty well recognized as “direction” by 2022.  So, Little Crow, I remind
you of your most important dates of whirlwind consequences for mankind and YOUR rejourney here.
Little Crow was born on day of 22nd day of his month of presentation and that little experience was and
remains in his vision-recognition with energy hitting in something like 22 strikes of electricity (lightning) in
something like 22 seconds.  We go back to the 8th day of the 8th month and find the birthing of a child
called Jmmanuel—or was it the 22nd?  And, was it Jmmanuel?  You do NOT count correctly under ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES.  This has been an “insider” joke with Little Crow and us of our place—but it is
unimpacting to you so would certainly bore most of you who are simply wanting to know what is going to
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happen to your “bread and beans” in the banks.  WE ONLY SET DATES AS A POSSIBILITY OR
PROBABILITY AS THE SEQUENCE OF EXPRESSION MOVES ALONG—REMEMBER, THERE
IS NO “TIME”.

PLEIADIANS

A lot of you follow along, still, with Billy Meier’s group of Silver Star Center (if they still call themselves by
that label).  Now it is claimed by that group and the one THEY CALL Billy Meier that the Pleiadians/
Plejarans left the Earth “for good” on February 2nd and 3rd, 1995.  However, since they were to have
all gone, perhaps for “the good” and perhaps because the whole operation, has been uncovered for what
it became after Billy was changed out, why do they still fight over the rights to be the only ones visited by
Pleiadians.

Never mind where you might have come from—obviously if you are HERE ON EARTH—you did have
to come FROM somewhere.  It makes so little difference as to be a waste of time to discuss it.

Yes, I CAN recite this information for your assumption is that if Billy Meier doesn’t place blessings upon
a myth then you can’t accept it—or deny it.  Wake up citizens!!

“During the night of February 2nd to the 3rd, 1995, the Pleiadians/Plejarans left the Earth for good.  This
action was previously planned at the time when the contacts began, but could not be openly revealed by
Billy for certain unofficial reasons.  [H: Well, readers, I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THOSE UNOF-
FICIAL REASONS!  Many of you ARE directly from Pleiades and I take exception to “unoffi-
cial” announcements of such garbage—but this does get far worse.]  The Pleiadian/Plejarans’ with-
drawal does not signify that the contacts have now ended definitively, however—only the official con-
tacts have terminated, while contacts on private level will continue intermittently.  [H: In other words,
the official contacts were so off-the-wall and WRONG as to make even the little groupie of
silver starlets shudder.]

“With the Pleiadians’ withdrawal, the secret can be revealed that they do not refer to themselves as Pleiadians,
but as Plejarans, a name taken from their Plejares star system, which is not within our space-time configu-
ration, but one that deviates from ours by mere fractions of a second.  The Plejares are beyond the
Pleiades star cluster, where a dimension opening was created that allows the Plejarans to travel between
the two different space-time configurations.  [H: In other words, the time for connections to be made
has arrived, my friends, and so they have to take their misinformation to some whole other
galaxy to keep from being found in lies from the recent years of deceit.]

“The Pleiades, respectively the celestial bodies and planets of the Pleiades star cluster, are uninhabited,
indeed, uninhabitable in every way, for they are far too young for the formation and establishment of any life
forms.  This fact, therefore, takes the wind from the sails of every crook, fraud and liar who claims to have
maintained physical or telepathic contacts with the Pleiadians from the time when Meier made his initial
Pleiadian/Plejaran contact information public.  [H: Ah, but Billy Meier SAID that he was in contact
WITH PLEIADIANS—SO, DID THE LIES START THEN AND THERE—OR HERE AND
NOW?  IT CANNOT BE BOTH WAYS!.]  Truthfully, Pleiadians simply do not exist, only Plejarans!!
This information was kept secret throughout the entire contact period for the specific purpose of exposing
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each and every hoaxer, liar, charlatan and crook when the Plejarans had withdrawn from Earth.”
[H: I suggest it has certainly EXPOSED SEVERAL!!]

If one bunch of liars and deceivers can’t destroy truth, there will always be new ones to come along and do
it.  The main thing for you to realize is that Billy Meier is never allowed to be among speakers and NOTH-
ING is as it WAS.

Will CONTACT change as do all the other centers and revelators?  No, because CONTACT is a newspa-
per printing every side of any issue as it is shared.  We HAVE NO CENTER of anything save possibly on
an occasional Sunday afternoon for tea and crumpets.  Green and his baggage can call us anything he
wants to and claim great inside knowledge.  He was also ripping off Billy Meier long before he heard of
ME or Dharma.  Saying a thing over and over may well cause a lot of sleep-walkers and fantasizers to
believe something—but it does not make one iota of difference to truth.  The man (Green) is now mired (no
pun) in his own bog-swamp of lies and deceit—and actually believes he is the wronged party in this
journey through experience.

More importantly, we are NOT “REVELATORS”.  There is nothing to “revelate”.  It has all been revelated!
WE ARE REVEALERS OF WHAT IS.  I HAVE NO REVELATIONS TO OFFER YOU, JUST THE
FACTS!

I am amused that there comes about a great uproar and battle because the Israelis toss the blood given by
Ethiopian Jews for transfusions—OUT.  It is claimed that it is because of the “fear of AIDS” from that
population.  NO!  It is because no newly defined “JEW” would even “touch” the blood of a black person.
Inter-marriage of Jews and Blacks may well be touted as “good” but it is so totally off-the-wall as to be
called, by the Khazarian hierarchy, a SACRIFICE and one for which the Jew is given “brownie”
points for his/her contribution toward World domination.

One last suggestion as to caution, please.  There is a booklet presented as being through Billy Meier:

A  CRUSADE
AGAINST  OVERPOPULATION

It shows ‘Billy’ Eduard Albert Meier as the author.  No, it is not only NOT by “THE ORIGINAL”
‘BILLY’ Meier but it reads like something out of Jason Brent’s Mensa essay on getting rid of humans.  It
is but a repeat of the United Nations Khazarian Zionist Plan of “cleansing”.

For a very long time ALL in that groupie stopped receiving from Semjase and/or SemjasA.  And remem-
ber, good buddies, Asket was from the Dal Universe—and the pictures were of a model in Munich.  Truth
needs no embellishment for acceptance and the very lies thought to sell the truth will destroy the truth.

So, enters Ptaah!!!  Beware, beware, beware—you now have a very big boy playing in the game of
deceit.  I make no claim to great knowledge of this “being” but it is very EARTH BOUND and is that
which takes place with Ptuey and Ptaahing—in other words, it is that which is spitted from the face.  There
is nothing strange or remarkable about those names except that in “meaning” it is quite amusing that those
would be chosen for YOUR LEADER!
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If you came aboard MY craft and asked to see “The Leader” you would probably be brought before
Captain Leah, Omar, or Gilford.  And I would ask you to stop the nonsense and look to the heavens for
your truth—there we all ARE in rainbow dressings so that you CANNOT not notice.  Remember some-
thing else: There is nothing wondrous or even meaningful in the term UFO as applies to anything save
something running about in your sky which is unexplained.  Lightning is certainly a UFO.  You have “space
craft”, now called Shuttles and rockets, and certainly MOST OF THEM ARE NOT “IDENTIFIED”.
Nobody of the visitors abducts anything or anyone!  Little Grays are a full production of YOUR PLANET
after your having destroyed the better DNA strain of visitors.  YOU BREED SERPENTS—NOT THE
COSMOS!  Third dimensional man is the most destructive entity in the universe during his learning se-
quences.

Another MAJOR CLUE as to the deceiving from these writers is “Plejaran”.  If Plejara is beyond Pleiades
it still DOES NOT EXPLAIN HOW SUCH TRAVELERS WOULD KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT
PLEIADES TODAY.  To say a place is uninhabited is stupid indeed, beyond those who say that no life
was on the moon during your deceitful lies about same and landings, etc.  You have a battle ground under
siege right in your own atmosphere—and it has nothing to do with aliens from other worlds except possibly
some calling themselves by similar names such as Plejarans.  And furthermore, they would not “leave” the
Earth “for GOOD”—BUT TO RUN LIKE HELL FROM THEIR OWN MISCHIEF.  BUT YOU
SHOULD BE SO LUCKY.  THE DECEIVERS HAVEN’T GONE ANYWHERE EXCEPT UNDER
COVER OF NEW NAMES AND SHROUDS—JUST LIKE THE KHAZARIAN THIEVES AND
LIARS WHO STEAL YOUR HERITAGE AND EVEN YOUR “NAMES”.

DYING  STARS  AND
OTHER  NONSENSE

In the great insightful presentations as are now offered are some of the “old” ones as well.  The best
example is that of “...the Sun of Earth system being a dying star”.  Are you SURE?  When the SOURCE
OF LIFE changes it is never a “DYING” anything—it may well be birthing into LIFE—but it is NEVER
dying.  Nothing dies—it only CHANGES!  THIS INCLUDES YOU.

TESLA’S  MACHINERY

I have something far more disturbing than the above, for the above only shows idiocy—the following
shows stupidity.

There is a book now out by Dale Pond and Walter Baumgartner.  That is not the bad part; the bad part is
revealed in the title and insures that the apparatus discussed is not only workable but is working AGAINST
you-the-people.  Now comes along some dudes who think they can share this with every Tom, Dick and
Harry around—”just go build your own” simple-minded attitudes.  It is called Nikola Tesla’s EARTH-
QUAKE MACHINE with Tesla’s Original patents plus New Blueprints to Build your own Working
Model. (!!!!)  Fine, can’t you just picture Charlie Manson with his own Earthquake machine?

This book handles the tedious subject of Tesla’s oscillating motor.  Well, you have the results of Mr. Tesla’s
operating oscillating motors ALL OVER YOUR GLOBE, SHAKING YOU TO PIECES—PULVER-
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IZING THE TERRA UNDER YOUR TOOTSIES EVEN AS WE WRITE.  What idiots you have trying
to guide your pathway to HELL.

Musicians and engineers would call this increasing resonance cycling “Amplitude Modulated Additive
Synthesis” and it is simply the “physics” of “vibration”.

With these oscillators and building resonance you can DESTROY anything.  For goodness sakes, readers,
I would as soon have the damage-boxes in the hands of the Elite as in the hands of the stupid “Patriots” out
to shoot their way to the Government control panel—themselves.  In 1898 Tesla nearly DESTROYED
NEW YORK with a little box that could fit on a support beam in his lab.  The earthquake which resulted
from increasing the frequency of that little box in his lab moved outward in resonant frequencies that almost
brought down the Empire State Building and surrounding areas.  All you have to do, readers, is to have a
frequency of resonance match whatever you want to DESTROY.  For instance, if enough people simultane-
ously cross a bridge “in-step” you can bring the bridge DOWN.  Match the resonating frequency to the
frequency of the structure—and whammo—it is over!

You people in your own intentions of “goodness”, as YOU SEE IT, do more damage than your enemy
could ever hope to accomplish—as all they have to do is WAIT until you do yourselves into oblivion.  The
problem is that with you in control of your own destiny—you might actually destroy THEM as well so they
“must” get you under TOTAL control so they have something to HAVE after the battle—and located in the
“right” places.

You have example after example of the use of this technology—all around you—literally!  These frequen-
cies affect the weather, the fault zones, the tectonic plates, the atmosphere, the very Earth structure as to
elasticity, etc.  But the hardest damage to accept is the effect on life-forms.  Total control of mental
structure can be achieved through nothing except frequency pulses.  The only problem is the inability of
selectivity at this point of structure.  The ONLY people, for instance, who can NOT be warped mentally
by these devices and pulses are GOD’S PEOPLE.  YOU OF GOD CARRY YOUR OWN “AN-
GELIC” FREQUENCY AND IT IS A SHIELD WHICH BREAKS UP THE FREQUENCY INTO
CONFUSION.  Just as “darkness” carries its own frequency, so too does light.  Dark energies CAN-
NOT survive infinitely in the LIGHT.  They actually DISSOLVE in the presence of the intense “light”.  This
is why, up until now, the impulses are LOW in frequency and command can be held over the lesser energy
forms.  You move into the very high frequencies and the bastard children of Evil Darkness cannot survive.
True indeed, all we would have to do is turn up the frequency and wipe out all the negative energies along
with the visible world.  We could dissolve it and YOU into dissolution—but why would we even want to
do THAT?  This is your learning ground, your schoolroom, and why would we destroy the very thing you
must have for learning and growth as souled beings?  YOU MUST LEARN TO DO THINGS BE-
CAUSE THEY ARE RIGHT AND BECAUSE YOU COME INTO THE REALIZATION OF RIGHT-
NESS.  You may well rotate on the wheel of manifestation in third dimensional presence—but no being of
SOUL can stay on such a recycled journey forever and the Infinite Universe is out there beyond the
primitive pivot points of physical structure.  Physical structure is a prison in every sense of the term—as
you are limited by perception, time, space and distance—and the very FREQUENCIES of such a manifesta-
tion.  Now, this has little to do with even Spirituality (I did not say Spiritualism) but it IS YOUR SPIRI-
TUAL REALIZATION AT STAKE AS TO SOUL ESSENCE (YOU INDIVIDUAL) BEING MANIPU-
LATED BY COALESCED THOUGHT STRUCTURES.  Certainly the most controlling FORCE is that
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of religion’s limitations on your allowance of SOUL GROWTH.  Bind the child and it will be warped!  The
priests of the “legal” “bar association”, the priests of the halls of medicine and the PRIESTS in their dark
and ribboned ROBES of the religious councils and limitation experts—are your enemies.  LIMITATION
IS YOUR SHACKLE AND CELL-KEEPER.

SERVICE  TO  GOD

While experiencing in “service” to God there is an Angelic presence—BUT YOU WHO ARE THE
GUARDIANS OF THE “TRUTH” AND HAVE PHYSICAL DUTIES—DO NOT UTILIZE THE
“MIRACLE” QUALIFICATIONS FOR SHOW AND TELL.  Man must experience change WITHIN
SELF—not your transformation, to move onward.  All of MY CONTACTS are ANGELS!  Angels mean
messengers and guardians—but, beware for there are dark angels as well and they are for the very pur-
pose of dumping you off the pathway.  So, play in deceit and cover-up of truth and you join AUTOMATI-
CALLY the dark angels while expecting the Lighted Angels to pull you out of your predicaments and
dilemmas of your own choosing and construction.  No thank you—you may fall into your own pits as you
keep digging them and just to say “I’m sorry” while the heart hates is not acceptable.  We can love and
appreciate our enemies of truth and right-ness, but we don’t have to accept them or serve them—or LIKE
THEM.  The worst thing you can do to these people is perfectly permissible and legitimate with Righteous-
ness, and that is to let them destroy themselves and see to it that their egos bear the trauma in order to
realize the errors of their ways.  YOU could learn NOTHING without the adversarial assaults.  The
POINT of journey is to function and GROW within that seemingly insurmountable and evil system—IN
LIGHT AND TRUTH, INTEGRITY AND RIGHTEOUSNESS.  YOU CAN AND SHALL ACCOM-
PLISH OUR MISSION WITHIN THE SYSTEM, USING THE LAWS AS LAID FORTH BY MAN
AND ALWAYS HONORING THE LAWS OF CREATOR/CREATION.  THESE LAWS ARE CER-
TAINLY NOT THE SAME—SO WHY SHOULD EVIL ALWAYS GET THE LAND-LOCKED
BREAKS?  GET RID OF THE GUILT AND SILLINESS AND YOU WILL COME TO WIN THE
BATTLE—AFTER YOU GET RID OF YOUR OWN EGO NEED TO PREVAIL AND CONTROL
AND HAVE THE MOST!

UNCONDITIONAL  LOVE?

A perception of total incorrectness has been thrust upon you as a people.  The one so graciously honored
with having presented it is Kubler-Ross who wrote: “The ultimate lesson all of us have to learn is
unconditional love, which includes not only others but ourselves as well.”

So now you see, it was not GOD who ordered up “unconditional” love.  GOD OFFERS ABSOLUTE
AND TOTAL LOVE—not unconditional—anything.  God puts so many CONDITIONS on man
that the only unconditional love is offered the infirm infant and elderly infirm—and the animals within the
physical experience.  For ALL things, save man with his gift of reason, logic and thinking, are but “beings”.
The thinking man is the miracle of God/Creator.  And for that wondrous status—there are total “condi-
tions” placed for PASSAGE into the higher realms of experience.  Until YOU MEET THOSE CONDI-
TIONS—you do not enter into God’s immediate territory of expression.  When one spouts “unconditional
love”, beware—they serve Satan and I don’t care WHO they THINK they serve.  They will have no
ability to bear TRUTH for it will sting them like the scorpion and they will have no ability for stability—and
you must learn to confront and move on for they are the testers of your own progressive journey.  Stop
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feeling sorrow for their indiscretions—for those are THEIR OWN with which to deal—NOT YOURS!  I
sicken of watching my very own team searching for ways to NOT CONFRONT OR NOT HURT FEEL-
INGS AND THUS AND SO.  Why?  Because these things and ones are here for YOUR GROWTH and
until you can banish them from dealing HARM and their own form of evil intent—YOU CANNOT PASS
ON.  Evil not only MAY be abolished but until you rid yourself and your place of evil—YOU ARE NOT
DOING YOUR JOB.  Each person has a choice of right or evil—why would you continue to protect him
who is steeped in evil—EVIL MAY AND SHALL BE SQUASHED AND CAST OUT—PERIOD.  I
will show the Evil-monger NO MERCY AND NO QUARTER—why don’t you try accomplishing the
same.  You don’t have to destroy by evil methods—TRUTH WILL DO THE JOB.  YOU ARE TAUGHT
LIES SO THAT YOU WILL NOT MOVE AGAINST THINE ENEMY—PONDER IT!  WORSE,
THESE SNEAKS AND THIEVES WILL COME BACK AGAIN AND AGAIN FOR YOUR UN-
CONDITIONAL BLESSINGS—ONLY TO FINALLY DESTROY YOU.  GET RID OF THEM FROM
YOUR LIVES.

I do remind you, however, that you must live in such a way in your every-day expression so that you can
believe in your own goodness—so that if today be your last, you would be content with yourself.  And
don’t fall for the old: “Love is blind!”  No, LOVE IS TOTAL TRUTH AND SEES ALL.  It is ego and
physical expression that puts on blindfolds and REFUSES TO SEE TRUTH.  LOVE IS PERFECTION
FOR GOD IS LOVE.  God never ceases to love you—you choose to stop loving God.  God NEVER
LEAVES YOU—you choose to try to leave God.  These are choices of the physical world and
that which is within the choices of physical man—no more; no less!

Will you have great abundance to do God’s perfect work?  Yes.  But God has no need of “riches” to
accomplish HIS “abundance”.  Why should you?  YOU WILL HAVE WHAT YOU NEED TO AC-
COMPLISH OUR TASK, WHATEVER THAT MIGHT BE IN BOTH TASK AND ABUNDANCE.  I
can promise you ONE THING: GOD WILL NOT BRING WEALTH TO HIS ENEMY SO THAT,
THROUGH YOU, YOU CAN MAKE A BIG SPLASH ON THE STAGE OF YOUR OWN CON-
TROL AND EGO STANCE.  WE KNOW WHO WILL SERVE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS
AND GOD DOES NOT CHOOSE WRONGLY HIS MESSENGERS OR LEADERS.  WE
DON’T CARE WHO DOES OR DOES NOT LIKE GOD’S CHOICES—PERIOD.

Pink ink, for instance, only reflects a “blood-stained” intent when used in your silly focus on “loving”
output.  If you like pink—use it but it indicates nothing save silliness if you use it to represent words on a
paper which is far better written in black and white without need for discerning meaning behind the choice.
You don’t need “other” names, for instance, except for identification in the NOW.  What you ARE is full
recognition of your being—and all the past expressions are zilch, zero, null and void.

I would comment about purple as well.  A lot of you like to represent the “violet flame” with purple this or
that.  I would like to remind you that the evil trappings of “royalty” is PURPLE.  Which are YOU repre-
senting?  If you like the “purples” in color—enjoy them and stop the silly games.  I personally am appalled
at the number of people who think to don purple and lotus yourselves to not be disgusting, for nothing,
NOTHING, can hide that which is truth within intent.  There are a lot of very real meanings to color and
tones—almost NONE OF WHICH ARE USED.  ALL COLORS ARE OF GOD—THE ABSENCE
OF COLOR IS OF DARKNESS.  Each fragment ray has a tone and frequency but YOU ARE WHAT
YOU ARE AND NO AMOUNT OF COLORING COVER WILL CHANGE IT.
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With this in mind I would close this message lest it become too long for the digestion.  I do not go forth on
some popularity contest and our Angels do not go forth to prove anything—I and they, have a job to do
and it bears only truth in intent.  If our “dates” are wrong, please remember, TRUTH KNOWS NO
TIME-ZONES OR GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS.  We have NOTHING TO PROVE to you “hy-
pothetical” beings.  It is NOT the ANGELS who are “crazy”!

Salu.
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CHAPTER  12

REC  #1    HATONN

MON., FEB. 12, 1996    7:59 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 180

MON.,  FEB. 12,  1996

ABOUT  “LIFE”

“IN  PROSPERITY  OUR  FRIENDS  KNOW  US;
IN  ADVERSITY  WE  KNOW  OUR  FRIENDS.”

We can ignore the major questions of “time” and “resolution”, “space” and “translation” while we are
physically young and laying a foundation upon which to allow for choices in our so-called “future”.  It does
not mean a “new” soul is inhabiting our beings but usually a very elderly soul filled with prior blunders and
unfulfilled expectations.  So what have we here?  We have a circumstance of experience, nothing more.
We each, in our physical plan or journey, have opportunity to BECOME that which is acceptable to
ourselves as we seek acceptance before our Creator and, by the way, those we truly appreciate, adore
and above all, love.  We do foolish things or wise things according to the love exchanged between the
babe, child, adult and the caretakers of the little being.  When a child is a child, he must fill the dreams of
another, his caretaker.  As an adult he must come to fulfill the standards of the SELF and no amount of
wishing difference is available to change.

If a man chooses the ways of physical expression without consideration of GOD, he withers in soul as he
becomes a zombie passing through something that LATER will have no meaning except sorrow at wasted
wonderment as he is locked within the limitations of body and experience.  This is ALWAYS so and no
amount of repainting the canvass changes the picture first laid on that canvas.  You can redirect, realize
beauty and truth, and change the picture and the final presentation—but the brush strokes remain forever
engraved in the fiber of the canvas.  A NEW child is given a new canvas for his life painting.  He may well
have had a trillion prior pieces of canvas but the one in any given life-span of human expression must bear
its own tales and dreams.  The twisted and dark-tinged pictures are expressions of a soul in torment.  The
beautiful reflections are the expression of the location of beauty and wonder as can be placed upon a piece
of fabric.  Check to see what kind of pictures you paint.

You may well need to understand the various expressions and mediums of the artist, be he good or bad as
a painter.  Some paint with music, some with oils, some with the clay, some with the basket, some with
words, some with a product, some with a reflection through a child—whole or handicapped.  But EACH
individual paints a picture of his experience either in his own regressed expression of his “being” or his
wondrous achievements.  What do YOU express?

Can you see that in changing dimensional expression we continue to paint our pictures and manifest them
on the canvas of animated mechanics—a step beyond the basic flatland table of fabric and crayons?
Dharma, for instance, serves in such a way as to allow printing of my own expression of truth and informa-
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tion.  My own self is represented and reflected in OUR accomplishments and that does NOT mean,
simply, hers and mine.  My expression is not in the expected “how many times do I simply ‘accept’ a thing,
action or person” but rather, how many times, every time, I confront my enemy in WISDOM without
changing my own perfection of intent.  YOU BECOME THE PICTURE ON MY CANVAS.  Can you
see this?  And further, I must paint without force or cutting the canvas or tweaking the lithograph or having
to erase the mural for you can only remove the splotches from the picture for the original will remain forever
embedded in the fabric of that mural.

A group of individuals who never heard of a Christ or God can still paint beautiful pictures of goodness and
GOD-ness but one who has never experienced electricity cannot paint of same with reality until he has
experienced it.  How can a child in South Africa draw a reasonable expression of a “convection oven”—
he has NO OVEN AT ALL.  But ALL have a recognition of GOD, ANGELS and the REALITY of that
which is beyond the moment.  What kind of pictures DO YOU OFFER beyond the moment for those who
come after you?  Do YOU paint ANGELS in LIGHT or devils in dark, dank hiding places?  YOUR
MIND IS YOUR CANVAS!  YOUR EXPRESSION IS YOUR PICTURE.  LIFE IS YOUR BRUSH
AND COLOR PALATE.  HOW DO THE FLAVORS REST UPON YOUR MIND?  I HAVE NO
NOTICE OF YOUR TONGUE; DOES YOUR TONGUE REFLECT AND POUR FORTH THE
WONDERS OF CREATION OR CHANT THE USUAL DATA AND TRASH POURED INTO THAT
WONDROUS MIND—BY OTHERS?

I have a question asked of me which gives me great pleasure in answering for these questions are the mark
of a THINKING person and not just a curious replica of a man who giggles and wants to know if they
“bathe on Pleiades”.  Even that latter perception is as silly as asking YOU if they “bathe on Jupiter”.  I can
answer about the frequencies of other dimensions—I don’t give a hoot if they do or do not bathe on a
planet in the Pleiades galaxy OR ON JUPITER.

THE QUESTION:  “We assume a quantum leap in frequencies upon entering the Lighted Fields as our
aim takes us further along in the next decades, will the energies continue to increase?  And,

“At what point do 3-D (man-made) articles dissipate? (Can’t wait!)”

Here “Stoney” refers to what is in his mind as the “Null ‘Break’”.

‘FREQUENCIES’  OF  CHANGE

You can only, I suppose, relate to the “physical” aspect of experience.  I can only truly relate to the energy
aspect of expression.  In this change of dimensional interpretation I hope that I answer your question and
not simply my own.

You ASSUME a quantum leap in frequencies upon entering the Lighted Fields?  No, for YOU are not the
physical “thing” you experience.  If you move into the “Lighted” fields, your frequencies will already have
expressed in a frequency that simply moves ACROSS.  Remember, the body is stilled!  If you take body
with you for a task or duty you will have had that body reestablished, albeit temporarily, to its setting.  That
can easily be accomplished by external forces such as frequency enhancement or BALANCE.  You will
not enter into the brightest of the “Lighted Fields” unless your frequency is already high enough to fill the
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conditions of being in that higher frequency.  For in moving ahead in “time” and recognizing the dimensional
change ALSO RECOGNIZES THE CONDITION CHANGE.  Energy, at its highest level, does not
“increase”; its frequencies simply CHANGE.  I, for instance, am ALWAYS “visible” to my own associ-
ates—in some form or another, according to their own perception or my efforts to stabilize at a visible
manifestation “their” eyes can “see”.  This is simply a physics lesson in frequencies, however, as you have
to realize that you do not see me because I am beyond your VISIBLE “physical” receivers.  You can easily
see me by energy receptors.  That perception is more up to ME than to the receiver.  Please, I only use this
(me) as an example.

You can FEEL the breeze—but you cannot SEE it.  Moreover, you can recognize LIGHT but you cannot
SEE IT—only the reflection of it or reaction with all it touches.  The whole of you does not have cause to
increase in anything in order to respond to the higher frequencies of another dimension—only the essence
of mind and soul.  Soul determines the placement or level of expression.  You will find in your own journey
through life that a person in “light” will seemingly be beautiful—even more beautiful than the physical
expression.  In the same realization, the Dark energies become twisted and radiate darkness no matter
what might be their physical showcase.  The “direction” of energy flow is always reflected upon the body
by the intent of soul.  Note how you express the presence of evil: “That person is ugly and sinister.”  At the
same thought intersection you can see a rather “homely” person become radiantly beautiful.  Then, as the
person takes on higher expression, let me example Dharma: when I meet and confer, there is a full lack of
ability of the “audience” to longer “see” her for their focus is on me and that which I offer.  This has a
purpose for when there is no longer focus on HER, I know that the people are expressing WITH ME.
That keeps all of us safe and secure and Dharma can have her interchange at cookie break.

This is why, Stoney, you remain the stable support of such as Doris and E.J.—because you no longer
function on a frequency level of mortal personage—you LIVE in the realization of higher expectation—
MY WORLD.  Your body and mind, which has to cause your body to function, does its work in the
physical frequency—but the soul is already living its separate aspect in that which is beyond the mortal.  It
is reflected in simple physics AND in the acceptance of TRUTH in that which is beyond the mortal senses.

Comprehension, wisdom, realization INCREASES for the soul is birthed OF God and seeks its resolution
within God.  It already bears the “frequency” of expression in essence, it only forgets how to remove
LIMITATION.  It is much as an engine with great power, but having a “governor” which allows only so
much energy to flow.  Take away the governor and you have unlimited (at least with soul) potential.  Get the
potential flowing and the rest will move to meet that highest expectation and expression of the potential.
Keep that potential low and you never get out of Earth bound spirit.

As to the point of man-made objects dissipating, let us toss a new perception at you: they dissipate when
YOU dissolve them.  They may well break into particulate at a “given” frequency, depending on the
substance of the manifested reality—but they do not become invisible until they reach a level of higher
frequency than you perceive.  When you see them “go” in the illusion, it is that you have, or someone has,
moved to control the moment, and you have the frequency changed.

Visible objects in our realm of realization, say a space craft, can become VISIBLE at a frequency potential
of 16,944.333 (or so) Mhz.  The facts are, however, that we have the capability of BENDING light so that
we might be very “real” but unseen.  We can also disperse into cloud formation the particulate, to allow
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passage of your dimensional “things” through the “object”.  We can also RELOCATE at instantaneous
frequency change so that we can instantly “get out of the way”.

We will usually stay shrouded in “cloud” or vapor (as in ghost) until we check our potentials.  YOU cannot
present in that manner YET.  Scientists are working on shrouding mechanisms and can present holographic
projections which are very good—but you don’t yet have the “real stuff”.  A ghost of natural being can
present as a hologram but only can utilize energy flow.  Since it has no “body” it can only “assume” density
enough to “fool” you.  It will present as that which it would have had recognition in its physical state—
usually as it WAS at the time of dimensional change.

This becomes even more interesting because the next question should be: “How does this happen?”  Many
times at impact causing death of the body—the soul essence is not present, and when it returns from its
astral travels it finds a dead body.  Children, for instance, when confronted with violence and imminent
death of the body—will remove the energy form from the body.  This will often leave the soul in restless-
ness in a land-locked perception which will then disallow the “guides” to relocate it to proper expression.
This gets into that which you long to learn but it also represents that which is, of necessity, on further in our
experience together as to lessons.  Our own mission here is quite physical in that we have to change the
physical aspect in order to allow the higher aspect to make it through the barriers of misinformation and
limited realization.  Too soon with these lessons and we are called “nuts” and “crazies” and “cultists”, etc.,
etc.  The Adversary of Light and Knowing is always there with the cute phrases which distract the human
consciousness of physical reality ONLY.  Every SOUL knows and that is shown in battlefield patterns of
expression as a soldier, who is quite an atheist—becomes a God-respecting being IN THAT FOXHOLE!
Satan is never there when you need him and GOD IS ALWAYS THERE WHETHER YOU NEED HIM
OR NOT.  BUT MAN ALWAYS “CLINGS” TO THAT WHICH HIS “SENSES” REASSURE HIM IS
PRESENT WHILE HIS SOUL KNOWS THE SHOW-AND-TELL IS ONLY ILLUSION.

PHYSICAL  NON-REALITY

The best example of this perception is expressed in the newly conjured and presented “Rapture”.  The
“idea” is that you will believe on the “blood of THE LAMB” (a man) and through that silly perception you
will somehow meet that LAMB, now God, in the clouds somewhere—ah, in physical format yet!  Mostly
you don’t even “think” about this for you take it on “faith”—from whom?  Your MAN-FORM preachers!
Where are your brains?  YOU in physical form cannot sit, stand, or dwell on a cloud.  So, let us assume
you make it to the clouds and your God is there to meet you.  What is He going to do with you then?  In
physical format you have to be fed, swaddled, slept and beyond all—tended.  You will be in an alien
presence so who is going to do that which you know not HOW to do—for you?  Has the PREACHER
forgotten something maybe, LIKE YOU HAVE TO DIE IN BODY TO GET ANYWHERE IN SOUL?
AND JUST “WHERE” IS “YOUR” SOUL HEADED—TO HEAVEN OR HELL?  Oh, wait a minute,
for indeed the same ones who offer you RAPTURE also preach “heaven” and “hell”.  What have YOU
done to merit HEAVEN?

Let us get personal now for a minute.  Let us consider “me”.  I have great “conditions” on who travels
WITH ME.  Do you think you are going to get on a “good ship Lollypop” to somewhere in perfection if
you have cast rocks and shot at our team-mates?  If it is MY craft, you will come aboard ONLY at my
invitation because YOU HAVE NO WAY TO GET ABOARD UNLESS WE BRING YOU ABOARD!!!
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It requires no bloodstains, dirty hands or belief on any MAN.  It depends on your relationship WITHOUT
bloodstains, with GOD CREATOR.

Next you complain about not “seeing” us so you can believe.  Phooey!  You believe the garbage lies thrust
upon you about that which YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN AND NEVER SHALL SEE, SO DON’T GIVE
ME THE OLD VISIBILITY ROUTINE.  YOU PEOPLE AS A WHOLE BELIEVE EVERY LIE
THRUST AT YOU AND JUST “CAN’T BRING SELF TO BELIEVE” IN TRUTH.  Fine, your
choice is yours and I shan’t push or shove—I and my team have quite enough to do and accomplish
without dragging anyone along to anywhere.  I’m not here to CONVINCE you of anything—I am here to
do my job WITH my team.  YOUR opinions are none of my business.  You don’t have to do anything “my
way” for you will come to confrontation with your own morals and attitudes when you face self and God in
the midst of “conditions” laid forth and kept or broken.  Judging YOU is not my problem or responsibility.
Working or not working WITH you is certainly MY PREROGATIVE—NOT YOURS.  I am an equal
opportunity employer—but you must meet MY REQUIREMENTS!  You get to be foreman in my stead
and you get to have your own requirements—so PERHAPS THIS IS WHY YOU ARE NOT IN
CHARGE?

You just “be” and/or go kiss your bushes and trees and consider it enough while you get “bark burn” to the
lips and insect bites to the tongue.  That is YOUR business but it will change not one iota of ANYTHING.
I RESPECT TREES; I do not WORSHIP them.  If you DO, then perhaps that is why you never seem to
get anywhere?  Ponder it.

Most people come here “searching” and leave still “searching”—however, there is a BIG difference.
When they get here they FIND TRUTH, don’t like it, and move on—and EVERY TIME, WITHOUT
FAIL—IT IS DOWNHILL FOREVER AFTER.  If you do not learn from your lessons—you will go forth
and err over and over and over again as the ego looks for its own level of CHARACTER.  Therefore,
realize that you can very easily be judged by the company you keep in expression and reflection of self and
self intent.  The thief will move with the thieves where he feels acceptable.  The liars will search out the liars
to shore up their own presentation.  It makes not the lie into truth—it simply shows YOU for that which
you REALLY are.  It is one thing to be “misled” but quite another to DELIBERATELY GO THE WRONG
WAY!  BUT, you are certainly welcome to go any way you choose for your journey through this play.
You will find, at the time of the big bang, that which you are best suited for: actual ascension or just
dissipated particulate.

Leon, as a for instance, can shout from the mountain tops that somehow we have “brought pain to his 90-
year-old mother” for whatever reasons.  NO, HE HAS BROUGHT PAIN TO HIS 90-YEAR-OLD
MOTHER AND DEPRIVED HER OF HER MONETARY REWARDS—AT THE LEAST, OVER
$40,000.  What WE brought to her when she visited with us—WAS JOY!  Every joining-in was JOY for
Esther.  Leon took the road with the unwise travelers and took his mother with him, no more and no less,
for she was and is stuck in the ruts he makes and in which he remains quite stuck.  HE ALSO CONTIN-
UES TO COST HER THE PRESENCE OF HER WEALTH—HE WILL NOT HAND IT TO HER,
EVER, FOR HE WILL USE IT AS HIS SICK LAWYER SEES FIT TO TAKE IT FROM HIM.
Blame-casting onto someone else your own “sins” does not make them guilty, but you most foolish indeed.

Why do I continue to use these examples?  Because they are examples in reality which we experience and
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would it not be nice to have happy endings of change in these exampled persons?  No, it is not likely—but
hope springs eternal in the breast of God.  Man gets his kicks feeling sorry for himself and blaming his life
journey on somebody else, never realizing that we express OUR OWN journey, and failure or success is
in the eye of the beholders and experiencers.  The ones I really DO NOT WANT WORKING WITH
ME—are the individuals WHO DECEIVE THEMSELVES.  I can work with an enemy and/or a friend
who is honest with himself—but you can never ever trust or work with, truly, a being who lies to and cheats
himself.  I cannot, nor do I wish to, lead your life or experience as you—AND YOU ARE NOT WEL-
COME TO EVEN TRY TO INVADE MINE.  Ah, but “I only meant to...” or “Well, I was just giving you
my wisdom...” OR, “I was just trying to tell you...”  Thank you but NO THANKS, for YOU are the ones
in trouble—NOT ME.  If your perceptions were RIGHT you would have heaven on your Earth place.
Why do you continue to demand a right to hold your misperceptions?  It seems unwise to me, but so be it.
If you know fire will burn and you have even experienced the burning from the hot fire—why do you
demand to put your whole selves into that fire?  It seems quite foolish to me.

You may read or not read my words—but you MAY NOT tell me what to write.  Do you see difference?
If you don’t see what I mean—please go back to pre-school.  You may write or speak or do that which
you will and it is none of my business.  Why do you make MY BUSINESS such a major part of your
DISLIKE program?  If you don’t like myself or my presentation—DON’T READ IT.  Is it not strange that
my deadliest enemies are the ones to first READ EVERY WORD I HAVE WRITTEN—but most do not
even pay for the paper.  You would “think” a bit of reason, justice, truth, and value would simply “rub off”,
wouldn’t you?  Well, it DOES and that’s what makes the vipers so angry and vicious.  The worst part of
this particular scenario is that neither you nor anyone else CAN FOOL ME.  I KNOW YOU AND I
KNOW YOUR INTENT.  You can fool human people—YOU CANNOT FOOL ME.  “My” friends are
now strong enough to go to proper battle with the liars and cheats—where they do battle—in the court-
rooms of actual “injustice” where the lies flowed prior to now and are coming up NOW for review.  It may
not, good buddies, play the same way in the LIGHT OF TRUTH.  My people intend to “make this so”.

If, however, you ask how to do a thing or a step to take AND I TELL YOU EXPLICITLY AND TELL
YOU TO DO IT NOW—we will LOSE if you fail to respond!  It is up to you but when it affects many
people—it is not your RIGHT to dump your perceptions off into their “loss” column.  Sometimes you
simply need to open another door with that which might at first seem a negative input.  For instance, if you
wait for D.O. to die—you will waste everything—for him—and I will NOT ALLOW HIS INABILITY
TO PARTICIPATE IN HIS OWN RIGHTFUL INPUT TO JUSTICE!  I am NOT interested in gold
except as his participation allows him to experience for his best and highest cause.  You people have no
RIGHT to determine his participation for you are BLIND AS THE PROVERBIAL BATS.  His last scene
in the play can be his most outstanding and most eloquently played participation and I will not allow you to
destroy that final joy.  SEND THOSE LETTERS!  Send them LAST FRIDAY AS I ASKED.  I WANT
MY ENEMIES TO KNOW I AM FAR AHEAD OF THEM—WHY DON’T YOU?

So be it, readers, in each little segment of experience there are equal but different tales as these.  You can
not experience in physical living without these negatives and positives presenting—YOUR VERY MEA-
SUREMENT AS MAN IS “HOW YOU HANDLE EACH ONE”.  It truly is, in the ending, not whether
it was perceived you won or lost—but how you played the game.  You cannot always just attend what
impacts YOU for in my game I care as much of that “other” as I ever cared for your own consequences.
I am interested in Dave—not his stuff or your preferences.  You disappoint me that you do not see it.  You
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did EXACTLY the opposite of what I asked, friends, and now you have a bigger problem on your backs—
count on it.

I would leave this now so you can go lick your wounds but it does not mean that I shall overlook the
deliberate damage to selves.  You are on a tightrope of “timed” steps and you act like you have generations
of wide boulevards to traverse.  No, you DO NOT.  YOU are playing in MY GAME and, therefore, I get
to make some of the rules as pertains to our circumstances and those especially where you CANNOT
have insight.

You pray for answers and then you ignore or deliberately turn away form the very thing you have been
given to work in perfection.  It is not so much a game of “getcha” as it is as to who will fill the necessary
roles to lead to redemption or right-ness.  I do not write the lessons to have you IGNORE them because
you prefer something else.  We are caught experiencing in this journey—not just shouting “druthers”.  Your
opinions are only THAT when the focus is revolving around ANOTHER.  Why do you think I only SERVE
YOU AND YOUR CAUSE?  In these recent matters I have far more attention to “other” than to your
wishes in the local encounters.  Dave wants some control over his own destiny and input—you will have to
live with it.

Salu, for I think you all have quite a bit to now be accomplished.  You have NOT PROVIDED ME WITH
A BETTER WAY.
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